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This is the first multi-event game ever for Sega’Genesis? This

is eight world-class winter events in one awesome package.

This is Winter Challenged

Shoot down the icy straightaways in a bobsled or on a luge.

Set fire to ice as you shatter speed records on skates. Feel

the rush of adrenalin as you fly past gates in the giant slalom.

Touch the sky in the ski jump competition— but keep those

tips up or you’ll end up using your face for brakes.

Experience the emotional tightrope between exhilaration

and sheer terror on a downhill run. Devour frozen miles in

cross-country skiing—then test your stamina and marksman-

ship in the biathlon.

Winter Challenge and Ballistic are trademarks ot Accolade, Inc, Sega and Genesis are trademarks owned by Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All other product and corporate names are trademarks of their respective owners.

the International Olympic Committee. The United States Olympic



BALLET*
Ultra-realistic graphics and digitized sounds and music

make it totally Ballistic. Up to ten players can compete against

each othpr for thp crnld.Tonmampnts in nrncrrpsc and hioh

Ultra-realistic graphics and digitized sounds and music
make it totally Ballistic. Up to ten players can compete against

each other for the gold.Tournaments in progress and high

scores can be saved for the challenge *
of a new day. VCR-like replays allow you
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to relive the thrill of victory and the agony

of defeat.

This is power. This is energy. This is -
Winter Challenge from Ballistic. Anything
less is in hibernation. To order, visit your S/yfjINV
favorite retailer or call 1-800-245-7744. fr/i/ ,M

Also available for the IBM PC. 7?/t/+-/5J/CL

NERGY.

c 1992 Accolade, Inc. All rights reserved. Accolade is not associated with Sega Enterprises. Ltd, Neither Accolade nor this product is associated with, or authorized by.

Committee or any similar organization lor another country.
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O TRADEWEST
Tradewest, Inc.

2400 South Highway 75

Corsicana, Texas 75110

Tee it up this Spring with Tradewest! JACK NICKLAUS

GOLF for the Super NES improves upon the popular

Accolade "Greatest 18 Holes of Golf" by allowing you to

design an unlimited number of courses to play. You'll

experience an incredibly realistic feel of the course via the

enhanced digitized graphics. One to four players can com-

pete on beginner to expert levels, and a password feature

lets you take a break at the turn. The Game Boy version

will pack many of the same great features, and both games

will be available this Spring— so why not

wait for the best?

The
Best

IsYet

To

Come.

© 1991 Tradewest, Inc. Jack Nicklaus Golf is a

trademark of Golden Bear International, Inc.

Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System,

Game Boy, and the official seal are trademarks of

Nintendo of America Inc.
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AFTERBEFORE
NUBY ACCESSORIES

Bigger. Brighter. Better. When you outfit your

Game Boy with Nuby Accessories, the fun really

begins. From the best-selling Nuby Game Light,

Magnifier and Amplifier, to the newly introduced

Nuby Power Pak, Game Light Plus and Attache,

Nuby Accessories mean the difference icr
between merely playing a game and

experiencing the ultimate in bigger.

brighter, better thrills that Nuby Accessories de-

liver In fact, since its debut in 1989, Nuby has

developed over thirty innovative accessories for

every major video game system on the market

—

Nintendo®, Game Boy™, SEGA®, and even

Super NES®. Nuby Accessories. Get

some today. And find out what being

a"Nuby-Kid"isallabout.

A division of Curtis Manufacturing, 30 Fitzgerald Drive, Jaffrey, NH 03452 (603) 532-8724
Nintendo, Game Boy and Super NES are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. SEGA is a registered trademark of SEGA of America Inc.

See Us At CES Booth #10237





GoldenAxe II.

Newand improved
death# destruction

and magic.

You’ve just escaped from the lava

tunnel. A pack of razor-clawed crea-

tures are trying to get you before the

lizard men do. Suddenly the Warrior

is slashing his way through a nasty

gang of demons. He body slams one

and gets two more with his sword.

The Amazon does a backflip and

tosses off an attacking

Minotaur. Now the Dwarf

is spinning on his battle

axe, devastating several

skeletons at once.

These are moves you’ve

never seen before. The

Warrior, Amazon and Dwarf are

deadlier, stronger, more agile. Their

enemies are more evil. And the

magic is killer.

The Warrior summons the wind

to blast an enemy. The Amazon
strikes down a headless knight with

scorching flames. The Dwarf com-

mands huge boulders to flatten

his foes. A fire-breathing dragon

carries you toward the castle where

Dark Guld is waiting to put out

your lights.

Golden Axe™ was murder. This

one’s worse!

Golden Axe II is one of more

than 150 hot games from Genesis.

Including Sonic The Hedgehog,™ Toe

Jam & Earl,™ Spider-Man™ and Joe

Montana II SportsTalk Football™

Genesis. The lowest price in

true 16-bit video systems.

The choice is simple.

The choice is SEGA!"

SUMGenesis
Leading the 16-bit revolution.

"

SEGA and Genesis are trademarks of SEGA, P.O. Box 5188, Redwood City, CA 94063. © 1992 Sega of America. Game titles are trademarks ofSEGA or of respective licensees. See boxes for details.
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When you kiss the pavement,

run back to your bike and
get back into the race (un-

less the cops nab you first).
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By The GamePros

It’s 1992 and video games are old news...NOT!!!

The Mega CD from Sega Enterprises is now on sale over in Japan. But NEC’s

not about to let anyone forget that they were into discs first. This year the PC Engine

Duo - a TurboGrafx-16 linked to a new CD player packed with 256K RAM- is slated

to lead the next generation of Super CD games from NEC into the video game arena.

See The Cutting Edge this issue for the low down on these new CD systems.

Sega of America isn’t in the business of selling CDs - yet. But that will almost

certainly change by the time the Consumer Electronics Show rolls around in June.

Even then Genesis carts will be where it’s at for a long time. See The Terminator by

Virgin Games and Rings of Power by Electronic Arts, but check out the Special Fea-

ture on Sega Genesis games due to show this year.

No monsters for 8-bit gamers - just heroes. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III by

Konami features the best half-shell heroics yet. Kuros is back for three, too, Wizards

and Warriors III that is. Captain America and the Avengers? Nuff said!

Tecmo’s Ninja Gaiden III—you read the Pro Review last September now finish the

game. Ryu Hayabusa of the Dragon Clan helps us kick off a new SWAT feature -

Game Busters!

Moving up to a Super NES this year? Okay, get Joe and Mac by Taito and

Smash TV by Acclaim. Then while you save some bucks check out our preview and

Overseas-view of Contra IV: The Alien Wars by Konami and The Legend of Zelda: A
Link to the Past (yeah, it’s the Japanese version of Zelda III) by Nintendo.

What does every Lynx owner want this year? 1-2-3 - MORE GAMES! See the

Special Feature on new sports carts for Atari’s favorite black cat.

All this and Mega Man and Metroid - 2! These two hot sequels from Capcom

and Nintendo respectively do the Game Boy good. And speaking of sequels, see Star

Trek (starring Capt. Kirk and the original crew) by Ultra Soft.

Will Sonic The Hedgehog finally run its course this year? Not until that little blue

speed demon sprints through the Game Gear.

Video games are here to stay - and that means a happy new year for you and

GamePro.

Graphics: Judges the cart’s pix, animation, and artistic design; Sound: 5 = Turn up the volume!

1 = Noise pollution; Gameplay: Rates how smoothly the game’s command interface and controller

functions translate into onscreen action and fun; FunFactor: Here’s the bottom line: Is it fun?

Challenge: Rates the computer’s smarts and game skills, but remember a low rating here isn’t

necessarily bad and vice versa. See Graphics, Sound, Gameplay, and especially FunFactor.
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Night tails like a black shroud over Metro City, and the

ancient Egyptian villain Sutekh goes to work. And so do you.

For you are the mysterious, unknown hero who lurks in the
corners, melts into the shadows, and rules the darkness.

You are Nightshade for the NES™!
Infiltrate one hundred of the city's most seedy recesses

while chasing thieves, thugs and muggers you must squeeze
for clues, or destroy. Question dangerous characters, and
hunt for hidden objects like force gloves and energy domes.
All essential for survival as you fend off the hired assassins
hot on your tail.

Follow Sutekh's trail of treachery too closely and you’ll be
figuring out how to escape the jackal pit, the human printing

press, the closing wall of spikes, and other traps. Use your
powers of intellect and keep your eyes open and your mind
alert. Or you’ll no longer control the sss - jb. js ®

night, you’ll be consumed by it. •wmm rmfm
G A M f S

ULTRA

TM & © 1991 Ultra Software Corporation. Nintendo* Nintendo Entertainment System* and NES"* are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. All Rights Reserved.



School Me on Ghouls
I own a Sega Genesis, and I plan to pur-

chase an SNES. I’m wondering if there is

any difference between the Genesis and

the SNES versions of Super Ghouls and

Ghosts?

Brendan Maguire, San Jose, CA

(The original Genesis version of Ghouls and

Ghosts is based on the arcade game. The

Super NES version of G&G is basically an

upgrade of the Genesis version. There are

some new and different level designs and

additional characters, as well as a greater

variety of weaponry, armor-power, and

magic. For example, in addition to the tra-

ditional Lances and Torches, there’s also a

Crossbow available. In a head-to-head

comparison of gameplay, the SNES version

is more involved in the sense that there are

more obstacles and complexity in the lev-

els. The Super NES version does, however,

suffer from slow-down when there are

multiple sprites on-screen, whereas the

Genesis version does not - Ed.)

IWantMyGPTV
First, I’d like to tell you that your maga-

zine is the best one on the market. Sec-

ond, I would like to know when, if ever,

you are going to bring the GamePro TV

show to Canada? It looks like a top-

notch show and I’m sure thousands of

Canadian gamers would love to see it.

Jason Shevolup, Alberta, Canada

(According to our TV consultants the Cana-

dian television market has traditionally

been more conservative than the U.S mar-

ket, mainly because there are far fewer

stations in Canada. Because stations are

limited so is airtime. This translates into a

more careful programming approach on

the part of the stations. Generally, a Cana-

dian station will wait until an American

show, such as GamePro TV, has aired for at

least one season (usually more) before

they considerpicking it up for local airing.

So, if GamePro TVkeeps going strong, you

may see it aired in Canada in the not too

distant future. In the mean time, however,

the good news is that by the time this is-

sue hits the Canadian newsstands, you

should be able to purchase or rent video-

tapes of GamePro TVfrom your local video

shop. P.S. For those ofyou who live in east-

ern Canadian cities, located close to the

U.S/Canadian border, you may be able to

pick up GPTV from the ABC affiliate WKBW,
out of Buffalo, New York. - Ed.)

Quarter-Poor
I’ve spent many quarters on Street Fight-

er II. I would love to see GamePro do a

special feature on Street Fighter II, with

an in-depth (more than the average

ProReview) description of the characters,

as well as tips on how to perform all the

special moves. I know something like this

would be a big hit with me and my
friends - what do you think, GamePro?

James Neal, Cleaiwater, FL

(It’s a great idea, James. In fact there’s a

strong possibility you’ll see just such an in

depth mega-review of Street Fighter II in

one ofour Spring ‘92 issues of GamePro. -

Ed.)

The Opinion-less Face
In your November issue look at Faceball

2000 one of your reviewers left me a bit

confused when he rated the game. He

said “doesn’t’ know how to rate games.”

What does this mean?!

Jason Stevenson, Essex, Ontario Canada

(According to Fancy Pants, one of the

Faceball reviewers, it was the first time

he’d touched a Game Boy game, ever! He

said that even though he had lots of fun

and no trouble playing Faceball, he didn’t

want to “burst his britches" -get it- by

claiming he was an authority on GB titles.

Consequently he opted for the honest ap-

proach - Ed.)

Pining for Knowledge
My son is an avid video game player, he

especially loves the action adventure type

games. Although I don’t have a problem

with these types of games -
1 think a

confident, well adjusted child is capable

handling a little make believe aggression

in a video game - I’m wondering if the

game companies are ever going to pro-

duce games with an “educational slant?”

If they could produce some sort of

fun, interactive game with an emphasis

on history or science I’d be the first to

purchase it. If my son put the same pas-

sion and dedication into an educational

game that he does in the others, I’m con-

vinced he’d be a history/science whizz in

no time! Challenge yourselves game

companies! Create something fun and

educational which will make the countless

video gamers really sit up and watch!

Camilla Brownstone, Ann Arbor, Ml

(True, to date there have been very few edu-

cational games produced which cater to the

older audience. Unfortunately, historically,

those types ofgames aren’t big sellers. That

doesn’t mean the game developers have

given up on the idea of educational games,

though. In fact, there are a few really good

ones out there now. One in particular is a

Konami game we recently reviewed (see

our January ’92 issue) titled, Where In Time

is Carmen Sandiego?

The game takes the player through

various periods in history where they seek

out items, such as a majorpiece of art,

which have been stolen from another peri-

od of history by Time Bandits.

How about all ofyou gamers out

there? GamePro would like to knowhow
you feel about educationalgames, so

please write to us and tell us what you

think about the current games available, as

well as what types of games you’d like to

see. - Ed.)
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Wipe the smile
off this
face!
(And maybe a few of

your friends, too!)

More thanfour

times thefun with

the Four Player

Adapter!

Here’s your chance to wipe the smiles off those

annoying happy faces once and for all! In

FaceBall 2000, “Have a Nice Day” takes on a

whole new meaning— in first-person perspec-

tive, with 3D graphics and 360° maneuvering!

Get into your
Game Boy...
And we mean into!

FaceBall 2000 is a new
virtual reality game.

You don’t just see your
WATCH OUT! They only loot happy!

character, you are your

character. Feel like you’re actually inside your

Game Boy as you move through CyberScape’s more

than 70 treacherous mazes— or the Arena, in fast-

paced rounds of high-tech combat.

Bring your friends along!
Sure. You can take on the Smiloids alone.

But with your Game Link™ cable or Four

Player Adapter, those faces can belong to

your friends! Play one-on-one, two

against two, or free-for-all!

It pay$ to play together.
Don’t miss your chance to get up to $5 back with our multiplayer rebate! You’ll find

all the info inside your FaceBall 2000 package when you open it up for the game of your

life! But hurry. Some of your friends might be buying FaceBall 2000 right now. If they

get in too much practice without you, the smile that gets wiped might be your own!

The

A whole new way to get into your Game Boy.
Bullet-Proof Software • 8337 154th Ave. N.E. • Redmond, WA 98052 • (206) 861-9200
FaceBall 2000 is a trademark of Bullcl-Proof Software. Inc. Used under authorization. ©1991 Xanrh Software FIX, Inc. All rights

reserved. Original came and design ©19*7. Distributed under license front Xanrh Software FIX, Inc. Game Bov. Game Link and

Best Games in the World

-Proof
FHCEBilliL
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By the Whizz

MEGA CD MAKES ITS MOVE

The MegaDrive compact disc video

game system is here...err, there! Sega’s

Mega CD made its debut in Japan on

December 12, 1991. American gamers

may see the Genesis version of the unit

some time this Summer (June ‘92 at the

earliest). The Japanese price tag is ap-

proximately $380.

Mega Muscle

As reported earlier in GamePro (see The

Cutting Edge, “The Genesis Gets a CD-

ROM,” September ‘92 and “The Genesis

CD-ROM System,” October ‘92), the

Mega CD, like the MegaDrive and the

Genesis, packs an MC68000 processor,

but this CPU runs at a speedy 12.5 MHz
compared to the game system’s 7.5

MHz. The two CPUs double team to

virtually eliminate mid-game access

blues (access time is approximately 1

second), and the 6 megs (768K) of

buffer RAM help considerably, too. Nes-

tled with the 68000 are custom graphics

chips which enable the CD to paint

more color and sprites onscreen simul-

taneously than the MegaDrive and to

produce scaling and rotation.

Additionally, the Mega CD plays

music CDs in 3-inch and 5-inch for-

mats and CD+G discs, too. The CD+G
capability also means Japanese gamers

can take a singing break by playing

karaoke discs. These are singalong discs

that play music and display song lyrics

along with music video. An 8 channel

PCM sound generator supplements the

MegaDrive’s 12-channel PCM generator

to keep the tunes movin’.

Compact Looks

The unit piggybacks on top of the

MegaDrive and connects to it through

the port on the side of the game sys-

tem. Connected the two systems look

1 1.2



like they’ve always been together (and

from now on maybe they always will).

The CD requires its own AC adapter

(with wattage equivalent to the regular

MegaDrive adapter) which plugs into

the back of the unit. You’ll also find left

and right channel audio outlets there to

run CD music through your stereo and

a plug for earphones. All the video in-

terfacing is handled by the MegaDrive’s

RF and A/V outs.

The front of the unit is spartan.

There are no external controls, all play

functions are handled via the CD’s op-

erating system. Two lights-green for

Play and red for Access-are the only in-

dicators. A key code to intemret

light sequences is printed on

underneath the

Once you switch on the system u imme-

diately struts its stuff. The Mega CD logo

spins into view to show off the machine’s

scaling and rotation capabilities.

Next, the system menu interface ap-

pears onscreen. There are 20 primary

“buttons.” You use the directional keys to

move a cursor to the appropriate button

and then press the control pad buttons to

activate the function. Ninety percent of

the controls are for music CDs and

CD+G. All gamers really need to consid-

er are Open door, Stop, and Options.

In Options, gamers will be able to

save game locations into either 64K
RAM of battery backup or on a sepa-

rate cartridge, which plugs into the

Mega Drive cart slot. The backup battery

recharges everytime you switch on the

CD. No word yet as to when the backup

cartridges will go on sale in Japan; that

date probably depends on when Sega

to release the massive CD games,

which will require the beefy backup.

America Waits

According to Sega of America, the Gen-

esis CD won’t take the stage until June,

when Sega will make all CD plans

known at the Consumer Electronics

Show in Chicago. Until then do a

search and replace on “Mega CD” in

this article and enter “Genesis CD” in

its place.

Heavy Nova,
Heavy CD
Gaming

GAMEPRO • February 1892 15
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When the Mega CD hit the spotlight,

don’t think that all Japanese gamers

could do was look at it! Among the

games present at the Sega CDs opening

ceremonies (see “Flash! Genesis CD
Update!,” The Cutting Edge, December

V2) was Heavy Nova from Bignet.

Genesis Has It

Genesis gamers may already familiar

with the 8 meg version of Heavy Nova

(See Short ProShots this issue. We’ll re-

view it next issue). An alien race called

the Akirovians has saved the Earth by

cleaning up the environment, which

was lethally polluted by years of war

and toxic waste dumping. But to para-

phrase an ancient Earth saying: Beware

of Akirovians bearing gifts! These E.T.

creeps really want the planet (sans

Earthlings) for their own!

Heavy Nova is a horizontally-

scrolling metal mech beat-em-up that

takes place inside a huge alien base. As

the D.O.L.L. (Defensive Offensive

Lethal Liberator) Heavy Nova, you
must seek out and destroy 5 enemy
DOLLs. You can bust 184 nasty, metal

crunching, fighting moves such as the

Piledriver, the Zoom Punch, and the

Shoulder Tackle. Your DOLEs onscreen

movement is silky smooth with anima-

tion running at 7 frames per second.

(Average TV cartoons usually run at 12

frames per second).

Heavier Nova to Come

Actually, the Genesis cart holds its own
versus the MegaDrive CD version. The

two are so close in fact that the

Japanese version of the Heavy Nova
CD won’t cross the waters when the

Genesis CD surfaces. Instead, we get -

Heavy Nova II!

The

Comes to America
When most gamers were still trying to

figure out which side of a compact disc

was up, NEC was spinning CD games

for the Japanese PC Engine and the

TurboGrafx-16. Now that Sega and Nin-

tendo are rattling their CDs, NEC wants

to keep that edge. At the January Con-

sumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas,

NEC announced its plans to create a U.S.

version of the PC Engine Duo (see “New
NEC Hardware Surfaces in Japan,” The

Cutting Edge, GamePro, Dec. ‘Ql).

Have Ybur Chips and CDs, Too

The Duo is a two-in-one game system

that will feature a TurboGrafx-16 cou-

pled to a new compact disc game unit

called the CD-ROM2 in Japan. The

Japanese Duo retails for approximately

$380 over there.

The system will play regular Tur-

boChip games, but its main claim to

fame will be the extra silicon it can

sling at CD games - to a tune of 256K

RAM. Yes! NEC also plans a new li-

brary of advanced, Super CD games.

The answer to your next question is

“No!” You can’t play them in any form

without 256K. The TG-16 Hardcore

who already own CDs will be able to

buy a new system card, which will beef

up the TG-CD’s current 64K RAM to

256K. In Japan this card, called the Su-

per System Card 3.0, costs roughly $90.

Duo Games

Software for the new system is already

under development in the U.S. Plans

under consideration call for the Duo
package to include a jumbo CD con-

taining four sports tides from NEC’s TV
Sports series, that is, Football, Basket-

ball, Hockey, and Baseball.

Naturally ICOM Simulations is al-

ready in the hunt, too. It’s developing

an RPG game, Beyond Shadowgate, a

sequel to the award-winning personal

computer game, Shadowgate. Players

will attempt to guide Prince Erik

through a seemingly endless array of

mazes, arcade sequences, and puzzles

as he seeks to free his kingdom from an

evil warlock. The CD will use classic

animation techniques including music

scored direcdy to die picture and hand-

rendered drawings which will be

scanned into the computer. Characters

will also have unique voices, and they

will have the ability to speak to each

other and the interact with the player.

Him, Him, Him

The Duo is scheduled to make its U.S.

debut next fall, but the new system

card may show up in a few months,

this spring. When it comes to compact

discs, NECjust keeps rolling along.
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PUT YOURSELF



IT S CRUNCH TIME
Lace up the cleats and pull down the helmet. You're about to
get sandwiched bv the most realistic assemblage of gridiron

warriors this side of the Super Bowl.

•Choose from 28 franchises in this 11 vs. 11 player
brawlfest.

•You're In complete control when gunning for
the goal posts, use bootlegs, laterals, post

patterns, and bombs to blow you over the
adversary and into the end zone.
•Cut check football at its nastiest when
you're on defense. Blitz, pick off passes, and cut down the
quarterback.
•Use Came Link™ to take on a friend or play a competition
crushing computer.

BUCKLE ON YOUR BLADES
You're about to skate into a whole new arena. The NES™ classic,

Blades of Steel*, has just made a power play into

your came Boy*.

•Choose between eight of the nation’s hottest
teams: Chicago, Los Angeles, Vancouver, Montreal,
New York, Edmonton, Minnesota
and Toronto.
•Face off on either Junior, College or Pro levels.

•Hone your fighting, slap shooting, and goal
tending skills in the practice mode.
•Penalty shots and sudden death overtimes are
common in your quest for the cup.

•Win a trip and tickets to a Pro-Hockey
championship playoff game.

PUMP UP THE HIGH-TECH HI TOPS.
Get ready for high flying, profiling pro hoops! All the rim
rockin' action of this NES™ classic is stuffed into an intense

5 on 5 test of Came Boy hang time.

•Watch the cameras zoom in when you go
airborne to dunk.
•On offense you can pass, free throw, jump
shoot, and drive the lane against eight
tenacious teams, each with different
strengths and weaknesses.
•If you hope to hold your own on defense
you must master rebounding, and stealing.

•Play against the computer, or use the Came Link to
feed the ball to a friend.

•Choose from three challenging levels of difficulty.

•Win a trip and tickets to a _ __.®
pro-Basketball championship !
playoff game. r



Dragon’s Lair II (Leiand)

The game’s named Dragon’s Lair. Mor-

droc’s kidnapped Princess Daphne. Dirk

the Daring’s off to the rescue. If that

makes you feel like a time traveller,

welL.this coin-op features time tripping,

too! Once again Dragon’s Lair II show-

cases the gorgeous graphics of Sullivan

Bluth Interactive Media in a laserdisc tour

de force. The first Dragon’s Lair injected

the idea of interactive video games into the

minds of coin-op crusaders everywhere.

By Hack ‘n Slash

Lookin’ for some good

old-fashioned entertain-

ment? Best get your act outta 1

I

Hot at the A! But, since you’re here, this

month we’ve got a couple of quarter

crunchers that come pretty close, one

stars a hall of fame knight named Dirk and

[the other features that big-time, all-Ameri-

;can sport (?) wrestling.

The great, top-notch cartoon graphics

and animation and some beefed-up

laserdisc technology enable this version

to continue the legacy.

This time Mordroc whisks Daphne

.
through time, so Dirk must use a decrepit

Time Machine to track them across eight

deadly levels in cool looking locales such

as the Garden of Eden, Beethoven’s Studio,

and the Tombs of Egypt. This is really a

one-player quest, but two players can alter-

nate, too. The gameplay’s simple: follow

the flashing light and jam the Sword button

when your sword blinks. But the story, the

graphics, and the multitude of gruesome

death scenes are the thing. Be prepared to

drop a load of tokens into this one.

Royal Rumble is the ultimate pro

wrestling bonanza. It’s every man for him-

self with up to six grapplers in the ring at

one time. As entrants are pinned, more

join in the action until the last one left

standing is champ.

WrestleFest not only plays to win, it

boasts crisp, digitized voices, great crowd

noise, smooth animation, and a TV-style

ringside display. You want a title shot? As

“Hacksaw” Jim Duggan would say, “You

got it, tough guy!” (For a quarter that is.)

PROTIP: In Tag Team mode, toss a foe out-

side the ring, then pick up “foreign ob-

jects” like chairs, cameras, and stairs, and

clobber him. Keep him out for 20 seconds

for a count-out victory.
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PROTIP: Hide out in a comer of the Royal

Rumble ring and you’ll be safe. It’s a

wimp-out way to play, but it works.

By Colorful Commentator

1 America’s favorite pumped-up
'

body-pummelers, the World

Wrestling Federation (WWF) super-

stars, are burning up coin-op arenas in

WWF WrestleFest. Four players choose

from 12 groin-kickin’, hair pullin’ grapplers,

including Mr. Perfect, both members of The

Legion of Doom (Hawk and Animal), Earth-

quake, Sgt. Slaughter, and of course the

Hulkster. They pull off some outrageous and

painful moves, like Jake “The Snake”

Roberts’ face-planting D.D.T. and Hogan’s

Leg Drop. You face off in the squared circle

in either a Main Event Tag Team Challenge

or the canvas rockin’ Battle Royale.

Tag Team play is basic two-on-two

wrestling, and the first team to pin a mem-

ber of the opposing team wins. You tag in

and out with your buddy, and can “save”

your friend from a fall with a little outside in-

terference. Five matches stand between you

and the title.

1
PROTIP: Trap an opponent in your comer,

hold down his legs, then letyourpartner

pound him with off-the-top-rope Hying el-

bow smashes.

You never get down and dirty with

ole’ Dirk, but you won’t be able to talk any

stuff in an arcade if you haven’t tried

Dragon’s Lair II.

PROTIP: The good old Hashing light doesn’t

always Hash this Hme. Stay alert and al-

ways note any possible avenue of escape.
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By The Spam Weasel

After plowing through two

NES adventures, two Game
Boy carts, and an arcade

game, the heroes in a half-shell - the

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, need some

R and R. And what better place to recu-

perate than a sunny Florida beach? The

Turtles were taking in the sun and sand

when they found out (via the tube) that

the heinous Shredder had lifted the entire

island of Manhattan - literally! The Shred-

der pulled Manhattan out of the ground

and suspended it hundreds of feet in the

air. What will our boys in green do?

If you said “rush to the rescue,”

you’re smarter than you look ‘cause

that’s just what the turtles do! But you

can expect this to be one bogus adven-

ture - Shredder’s got plenty of tricks up

his teflon-coated sleeves!

The Shredder’s got April - so what else is new?

On the Road Again
TMNT III is eight levels of action reminis-

cent of the last TMNT NES adventure.

Ninety percent of the gameplay is horizon-

tally scrolling - with an occasional vertical

jog. You can play by yourself or with a

friend (either cooperatively or competitvely)

but since there are only three continues,

this cart is nearly impossible to complete

solo. Some Turtle teamwork is recom-

mended if you hope to make it back to

the Big Apple with your shells intact.

PROTIP: A key to success in TMNT III is

mastering the Flying Ninja Kick. You can

perform this move two different ways: hit

Button A tojump and then hit Button B im-

mediately to do a quick Ninja kick. This is

best when there are lots of enemies on ei-

ther side ofyou - you want to execute a

few of these fast kicks, bouncing back and
forth to avoid being hit The other method

is to hit Button A tojump and then pause

and use the directional control tojump to-

wards the enemy. When you’re in range, hit

the B button to execute the kick.

You have to get the Turtles back to

New York from Florida, so you’re safe

until you get within view of the Statue of

Liberty - NOT! This is the Shredder we’re

talking about! Did you really think he’d let

you hop a Greyhound without being a

pain in your turtle butt? No way, tortoise

toes! From the moment you try to leave

the beach, Shredder’s homeboys are in

your face: foot soldiers, mousers, Rock

Steady, Be Bop, Slash, Groundchuck,

Dirtbag, Leatherhead, and of course, that

alien ugly, Krang.

PROTIP: To beat Rock Steady at the end of

Scene One, you’ll need a Turtle that swings

a big stick - namely Donatello. Move within

a Bo Stick’s reach of Rock Steady and hit

him, then back off to avoid his kick (his

most dangerous weapon). You can continue

this pattern, only taking damage from his

gun. You should be able to finish him off

without dying - ifyou can avoid his kicks.

Thrbo ThrUes
When the going gets tough, the Turtles

get tougher! Don, Raph, Leo, and Mike

have perfected a few more moves to

keep the bad guys on their toes. They

still have their patented Flying Ninja Kick

(from TMNT II), but now it’s easier to use

effectively. In TMNT III you can hover

slightly or even move horizontally before

executing a devastating kick on the

Shredder’s foot soldiers.

Tbe Turtles can also do a jab-and-

toss combo that destroys any foot sol-

dier and damages any other bad guy
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PROTIP: Defeat Leatherhead by ninja kick-

ing at his head, then bouncing away to

avoid his spin-tail attack.

the flying fungi might hit on his way

down. It’s especially effective when your

Turtle is surrounded.

The biggest addition to your arsenal

is the Turtle Turbo move. Each Turtle has

his own special attack that you can acti-

vate by hitting the A and B buttons si-

multaneously along with a direction.

These moves are deadly - to both the

enemies and your Turtles if you do them

too often. Every time you perform a turbo

move you lose one bar of life until you’re

down to one bar. When you only have

one bar Konami cuts you a break - you

can do the turbo move as often as you

like (until you get hit once more - then

you’re shell-shocked). Raphael has the

best super attack - his power drill attack

turns him into a guided, twirling missile.

PROTIP: In Scene Two ride your surfboard

along the bottom of the screen to avoid

most of the obstacles. Swing your weapon

to bat any electric shock ball that gets in

your way.

PROTIP: To defeat Ground Chuck, the boss

at the end of Scene 2, use Donatello and

swing your Bo Stick at Chuck, staying just

out of his reach. Chuck charges across the

screen three times. Jump him, and on the

third charge, follow him. He’ll run into the

wall, and you can take a few free shots at

his back.

PROTIP: When you’re in the Technodrome

(Scene 6) on the moving conveyor belt, the

moving laser beams come out in a high-low-

high-low pattern. Sojump every OTHER one.

PROTIP: Watch out for falling beach signs!

PROTIP: The Turtle most likely to survive

with only one life bar left is Raphael. His

power drill atttack not only defeats the en-

emies, it propels him out of danger.

TUrtle Soup
TMNT III is non-stop, frantic fighting ac-

tion - definitely one of the top 8-bit re-

leases for 1992! If you liked the second

NES adventure, this cart will really wax

your shell. We didn’t think it was possi-

ble, but Konami has actually surpassed

the previous Turtle games in graphics

and gameplay! If there’s a negative to

this game, it might be the difficulty factor.

There’s a real lack of Pizza in this cart -

and you’ll find your Turtles have a con-

stant craving for a double pepperoni with

extra cheese in the later levels (and of

course, against the end bosses).

Nintendon’t do alot of things that its

16-bit big brothers can, but one thing

you can always count on is a Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles adventure to push

your NES to the max...and Teenage Mu-

tant Ninja Turtles III may just make it

blow a fuse!

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III -

Manhattan Project by Konami

Price not available, Available January ’92
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best-dressed Nintendo Warrior of all time,

triumphed over his arch-enemy, the

dreaded Wizard Malkil. Little did NES

players know that just after his defeat,

Malkil’s ethereal spirit cast one last dev-

astating superspell that shattered Kuros’

mind, body, and soul. After months of

agonized wandering in agony, Kuros has

finally regained some degree of sanity

just in time to find his worst nightmare

has come true - Malkil’s back in town!

Malkil’s ghostly form sized up the

perfect body to possess - King James of

Piedup City. Now James is locked in a

dark, dank dungeon, and Malkil’s sitting

pretty on the throne. Kuros must sepa-

rate the crown from Malkil’s head in Wiz-

ards & Warriors III, another epic side-view

conquest from Acclaim.

Malkil takes the throne!

Identity Crisis

Malkil’s latest crime is so immense, so in-

comprehensibly evil that one man alone

couldn’t possibly bring him to justice. But

Kuros is one man alone. So en route to

the Palace of Piedup, where he faces

Malkil in the final showdown, he learns

the arts of three medieval professions,

Knight, Wizard, and Thief. To join a

“guild” and acquire the skills fa each ca-

reer, he must first hunt down a Statue as

payment for his training. Then he must

complete a rigorous test of his jumping

and sword-hacking prowess (which

PROTIP: Look for the Bronze Thieve’s Stat-

ue inside the bottom left-hand door on the

lowest level of Piedup.

PROW: Freeze the first boss Thief in his

tracks with ducking sword-swipes.

serves as the bulk of this cart’s action) in

order to be promoted, up to Level Three.

Kuros’ new-found abilities help him ex-

plore various locales, like the cavern and

the castle area, which can be accessed

from Piedup proper.

PROW: You’ll encounter warp doors in

some of the testing sites. Enter them when

they change colors, but watch out for

those which drop you onto a bed of spikes!

Under the Wizard’s Spell

Sometimes the spell is mightier than the

sword. As a cunning wizard, Kuros sum-

mons incantations such as Fireball, Force

Field, and Levitation. Who says you can’t

fight magic with magic?

PROW: Look for the Bronze Wizard’s Stat-

ue in the same cavern as the guild.

Chivalry Reborn
As a proud Knight of the Acclaim Game,

Kuros first wields a Long Sword, then a

Throwing Axe, and finally a Shooting

Sword. His swordsmanship, as in the

previous titles, is hard-to-control in cer-

tain instances, but it’s still razor sharp.

PROW: To find the Knight’s Bronze Statue,

enter the castle area’s giant door and head

for the first door to the left.

PROW: Sneak past the cavern guardian as

a Thief.

t* ®

PROW: Once Kuros attains Level One as a

Knight, return to the cavern and hack the

ghoul to bits.

Thief of Fate
Kuros the Thief?? Maybe “catburglar”

would be more accurate. As his five-

fingered talents grow, he’ll be able to

pick certain locks and enter sealed-off ar-

eas. But don’t be concerned, our honor-

able hero never actually resorts to illicitly

pilfering Piedup’s goodies.

PROW: To dispatch this bee hive, select

your Level One Wizard, press the Up-Left

direction while holding down the B button,

and you’ll fry it with fireballs.

PROW: Scorch the worm mini-boss with

the Wizard’s flame attack.
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A Warrior’s Destiny
As in the previous Wizards & Warriors

chapters, the third installment requires

jumping and sword-hacking for success.

However, some major changes in struc-

ture have occurred in Part III. Instead of

fighting through multiple levels of play,

Kuros must search through Piedup to find

an item, use that item, then find another

item, use that item, and so on and so

forth. Besides the guilds’ tests of valor,

Kuros goes one-on-one against Malkil’s

thugs, rescues three damsels in distress,

and retrieves the precious Mega Gems in

order to enter sensitive locations.

PROTIP: Stock up on keys at this inn near

the beginning of the game. It’s the best

bargain you’ll find for quite a while.

PROTIP: Stand on top ofpeople ifyou need

an extra jumping boost.

PROTIP: Save free food for when you need

it most

Continuous Problems
W&W III certainly sets the groundwork for

a great game with cool character-swap-

ping and some intriguing plot points, but a

few quirks in design hold it back from the

luster of the earlier entries. The linear

structure, mentioned above, may even ex-

haust Warrior devotees with too much

brain-straining item-tracking and not quite

enough swordplay. Also, unlike Wiz I and

II, in Part III there are zero, zilch, nada, 0

continues or passwords. This is particular-

ly a shame because Acclaim reports this

baby’s about twice as long as Ironsword.

A Matter ofHonor
Most NES gamers already know and love

the Wizards & Warriors saga. As a stand-

alone title Acclaim’s third installment is

better than a run-of-the-mill blade-chop-

per, but because of the linear structure

and the lack of continues, Visions of

Power is slightly blurry compared to its

predecessors. All the same, the gauntlet’s

thrown down, and in true knightly fashion,

you must decide whether to accept or

refuse the challenge.

Wizards & Warriors III Kuros: Visions of

Power byAcclaim Entertainment

$47.95, Available January
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By Gideon

Make way for Captain

i America and the Avengers!
r
This Data East cart actually

just features Cap (celebrating his 50th

anniversary this year) and a few of his

Avengers buddies, but they’ve got some

serious superheroin’ to do!

Avengers (Un)Assemble!
The title and the box art are slightly de-

ceiving since it depicts Cap alongside

Iron Man, Hawkeye, and the Vision. Ac-

tually Iron Man and the Vision have been

captured by the evil Red Skull, so it’s up

to Cap and Hawkeye to come to their

rescue. This one-player game allows you

to alternate between playing either Cap-

tain America with his indestructible shield,

or Hawkeye, armed with his bow and ex-

plosive arrows. Each hero must be

played individually, but you may alternate

between them at any time.

PROTIP: Make sure there is plenty of “air”

around Hawkeye, since he can only fire

one arrow at a time until it hits an enemy
or flies off the screen.

PROTIP: Both Cap and Hawkeye can kick,

punch andjump while their weapons are

in the air.

This game also features an interactive

Battle Mode that enables up to two

gamers to play Cap and/or Hawkeye ver-

sus four of the main supervillian Bosses in

a simultaneous, no-frills slugfest. Of

course, one of you can play the villains,

too. Whoever wins three out of five rounds

is crowned the champ! This mode is ideal

for studying the strengths and weaknesses

of all the characters before you play the

actual game. It’s unfortunate that regular

gameplay isn’t also two-player interactive.

PROTIP: Hawkeye stands the best chance

against flying enemies, because he can

shoot vertically while Cap can only throw

his shield horizontally.

Flingin’ and Slingin’

Cap and Hawkeye must successfully

travel through 20 U.S. cities overrun with

super-powered villains, robots, and mu-

tant creatures, that want to make your

trip a one-way ticket. Before you face the

powerful Bosses such as the Wizard, the

Mandarin, Ultron, or Crossbones, you’ll

have to face equally powerful Mid-level

Bosses such as Fire Man and Dynamite

Captain America
and the

Napalm. A large Map Screen charts both

heroes’ status and their progress.

The Map Screen enables you to chart Cap and
Hawkeye’s progress.

PROTIP: Fire Man is only vulnerable when
his flames are out, and the only way to de-

stroy Dynamite Napalm is to burst the oil

drums in his hands just before he throws

them at you.

Valuable power-ups and special

items aid our heroes. Snag 100 Power

Stones to make Cap’s shield doubly

lethal, and collect 200 Power Stones to

make Hawk’s arrows explode on impact.

Floating Energy Pods replenish your life

meters. Rescue Pods free you if you’re

captured. And most importantly - Key

Crystals open the Exit onto the next level.

PROTIP: Since there is no time limit, your

first priority in the early levels is to take

time to load up on Power Stones and 1-Ups

in preparation for the subsequent levels.

Make Mine Marvel!
The best indicator of a potentially suc-

cessful licensed product is that it remains

true to its source. It’s clobberin’ time,

Marvel Comics fans! All the heroes and

supervillain bosses look like and have the

same powers as their comic book coun-

terparts. The action onscreen perfectly

captures the spirit and fun of wham-

bam-pow comic book fight scenes. Cap

and Hawkeye can perform a variety of

moves for any situation. Captain America

and the Avengers is a solid, action-

packed game sure to please gamers and

comic book fans alike. Nuff said!

GamePro's Game Rating System

%
Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Captain America and the Avengers

by Data East, $49.95

Available January, 2 megs
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The Greatest NES Adventure Continues.

Kuros: Visions of Power

When Kuros last did battle with the evil wizard Malkil” atop Icefire

Mountain, he raised his IronSword" in triumph. ..or so he thought.

Without warning, a powerful bolt of magic robbed Kuros of his armour,

memory, and honor. But now, the distant presence of evil stirs in his mind,

leading him to the once fair city of Pied up, where the villainous soul of

Malkil now reigns.

Without his armour, Kuros will need crafty disguises to travel undetected,

ready to do battle as wizard, nobleman or thief. From the gloomy depths of the

dungeon to the palace containing riches beyond belief...the time has come for

Kuros to turn his visions of power into reality!

Kuros the Knight Warrior

wields his mighty Silver-

Sword in the face of danger.

To give Malkil a taste of his

own medicine, Kuros must
master the craft of wizardry.

Kuros, disguised as a

thjief, moves secretly

through Piedup.

I Grotesque creatures of the

underworld stand between

j Kuros and his ultimate battle.

,
Visions

Inc. All rights reserved.



his “Kick Master” degree early in life, but

rather than enlist his services with the

royal armed forces, he decided to make

the most of his opportunity and learn

even more karate kicking skills from the

respected Grand Kick Master, Tasdan.

But suddenly Thonolan’s blissful

schooling is rudely interrupted when the

sniveling sorcerer Belzed murders all the

King’s Knights, does in the King and

Queen, spirits away Princess Silphee,

and worst of all, kills Thonolan’s brother,

Macren. Thon must survive eight side-

view Sectors of Nintendo kick-em-up if

he ever hopes to set right Belzed’s most

heinous wrong!

Burnin’ down the Princess’ house.

Just for Kicks
As the name of Taito’s new game implies,

your primo killer weapon isn’t a sword,

fist, pistol, or whip, but a highly-trained,

unshod, manicured foot. Thonolan starts

off with basic martial arts moves such as

the High Kick, the Sweep Kick, and the

Vertical Press Kick, but as he defeats en-

emies and collects experience points, his

level of mastery advances and he learns

new techniques such as the Double Front

Kick, the Double Butterfly Kick, and the

devastating Blazing Flip Kick. His back-

up banger is a collection of magic spells,

including the Earthquake, the Pulse

Wave, and the Bouncing Bulb. These in-

cantations are found along the trail to

Belzed’s Haunted Tower and require

magic points to operate.

PR0T1P: Try to earn one level of skill per

Sector completed and you’ll be fullypre-

pared for Belzed at the end of the game.

PROTIP: Fly to the walled-offsecretpas-

sage in Sector Eight with the Harpy Flying

magic.

PROTIP: Kick away blocks to uncover new
magic spells, secretpower-up items, and

hidden passageways. Look for the Force

Shield Magic buried in the weedy section

ofSector Six.

Belzed’s Hangouts
All creatures great and small, and the evil

dude Belzed created them all. Lizard

Warriors, Skeletons, Rat Soldiers, and

other nasties patrol creepy locations like

the Cavern of No Return, the Bottomless

Crevasse, and the Ship of Strife. Al-

though not the best of the NES best, the

stages are generally good-looking, and

the music keeps your fast feet company.

%
•'

/;

'
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PROTIP: To defeat the overgrown octopus

at the end of Sector Five, shred its tenta-

cles with kicks or magic, then leap and

Vertical Press Kick its beak.

GAMEPRO • February 1992

PROTIP: Use Flying Kicks from a distance to

knock out the Thonolan look-alike mini-

boss in Sector Seven. When the giant taran-

tula appears, stay low and execute a Doublepl
Butterfly Kick to hit the spider and the mini-

arachnids simultaneously. Bust through its

threads with kicks when necessary.

PROTIP: Leap away when the green two-

headed lion boss of Sector Four fire-bolts

across the screen, then finish him off with

the Sliding Kick.

PROTIP: Knock out Belzed’s changeling

guardians with aerial attacks. Then smack

Belzed with your flying foot over and over

again when he descends, but keep moving

or you’ll be fried by lightning.

Kick Master Kicks
If Kick Master sounds similar to most

NES side-scrolling martial arts offerings,

you’re right. But that doesn’t mean it’s

not great! The challenge pushes the fast-

and-furious needle almost off the scale,

but that’s cool because you get unlimited

continues and passwords. While the

characters are a bit smallish, the game-

play, reminiscent of Ninja Gaiden and

Shatterhand, is A-okay.

If you’re up for some hot 8-bit foot-

to-foot combat, get your kicks in with

Kick Master!

Kick Master by Taito America

Price unavailable, Available January

2 megs + MMC-3
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NO FATE BUT WHAT YOU MAKE ON NES :

You are a T-800 terminator. It’s a T-IOOO.

You carry a lever-action Winchester.

It’s inuincible.You have on-screen target

search displays. It’s made of liquid metal.

You have 1 0 barrels of high-explosives.

It is the ultimate weapon of destruction!

FIGHT IN THE FUTURE...SAVE THE PAST ON GAME BOY':

First battle titanium hyperalloy T-800's as the John Connor 1

of 2029. Then, enter SKYNET, capture

your own T-800, and become

the Harley riding, grenade firing,

terminator of today!
*

Destroy Skynet

defenses in

the future.

The battle for

tomorrow begins

today...with you!

Save humanity and terminate

the T-1 000 with T2 on NES"

and Game Boy! “Hasta la

\ vista, Baby!” }.

Pictures. (U.S. & Canada): Carolco International N.V. [All other

triinment System '. Game Boy® and the official seals are trademar
juntries). All Rights Reserved. Us
b of Nintendo of America Inc. LJf



Fight foryour life

and a promotion at

the Review Council.

Lend me your ear, young lad,

and I’ll tell you the tale of a brave

minstrel, his band of merry men, and how they rid

our fair town of the mad wizard, Mangar. In fact, this tale can be

your own if you play the game known as ‘The Bard’s Tale.”

A New Role to Play

FCI’s The Bard’s Tale, a computer

classic, combines some of the

best elements of other adventure

carts with new innovations. Your

team consists of six Dungeons &
Dragons adventurers, a Warrior, a

Rogue, a Hunter, a Sorcerer, a

Wizard, and of course a Bard. They’ve

got great tricks up their sleeves, like

the Bard’s songs and the Sorcerer’s in-

stant illusionary allies (who fight by your side). Magical abilities

are based on a spell point system, so you can divvy up enchant-

ments as necessary. Combat, like

the rest of the cart, is menu-driv-

en and easy to conduct.

As in most such scenarios,

Bard’s Tale requires lots of beast-

ie-bashing to build experience

and add new powers to your par-

ty’s arsenal. You explore dozens

of map-making-required mazes,

and unlike most similar titles, here

you get two play views, a first-person 3-D look and an over-

head perspective. While BT’s vi-

suals and music aren’t much to

talk about, the diverse locations

throughout Skara Brae, such as

the Wine Cellar and Kylearan’s

Tower, are a definite high point.

PROTIP: Cast the Scry Site spell

co-

PROHP: In order to enter

the Wine Cellar, the first

dungeon, request Grape

Juice at the Scarlet Bard.

Find the Cellar’s stairs to

the Sewers at2 North

and 15 East Next, battle

the Sewer Spider at 4
North and 9 East, and

finally claim the Heretic

Proof at2 North and 10

East Use the Proof to en-

ter Tarjan’s Temple.

The Bard’s Tale by FCI,

$54.99,

Available now
1 meg + battery back-up

Strollin’ the streets

of Skara Brae

.
on a

16x16 gird map.

A Tale to Remember
Bard’s Tale isn’t the best-looking or

sounding RPG around, but maze

trail-blazers will find this musician’s

song is worth a listen.

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFaclor Challenge

Back in the dark ages, cave-peo-

ple depended on bountiful har-

vests and successful hunts to survive. Unfortunately

for Bignose the Caveman, this

year’s take on meat and veggies

has been sparse, so he’s decided

to hit the trail in search of grub.

PROTIP: To beat the giant

scorpion, smack him In

thejaw and leap over

his tail shots.

Jungle Fever

Bignose’s prey for the day is a

pesky pterodactyl. He chases the

beast across four dinosaur-infest-

ed islands: Paradise, Monster, Terror

and Chaos. He then explores seven

areas in each, including murky

swamps, subterranean caverns,

steamy jungles and active volcanoes. Most of the inhabitants

are mini-dinos and creepy plantlife. There’s also a large helping

of big boss characters, including a Tyrannosaurus Rex.

All action unfolds in the standard side-view perspective.

Bignose swats enemies with his club, collects bones (prehistoric

currency), and berries for extra rock-crushing batting strength.

He can also catch air by using his

club as a propeller! The SuperChip

graphics are colorful and flicker-

free, although they do suffer from

occasional slow-down.

PROTIP: Use a rapid-fire con-

troller fora great turbo-charged

club advantage.

Pick a cave, any cave PROTIP: Land on a floating turtle

when its shellpeeps out of the water.

PROTIP: You’ll lose altitude in the flying sequences ifyou

Prehistoric Purchases
Bignose can use the bones to buy

witchcraft spells, hard feet (for a

Mario-type stomp move), invinci-

bility and extra lives.

PROTIP: Ifyou see a bone in a

hole, jump in after it and you’ll

find a secretpassage. Smart shoppers rackup
on prehistoric goodies.

Hard as a Rock
Bignose does a great Mario/Adventure Island impression, com-

plete with secret areas. It’s not for the meek gamer, however.

Bignose is tough as a big ol’ fossil, and could wind up too

difficult for those who can’t bear zero continues.

All “schnoz” jokes aside, Bignose is a moderately-fun,

highly challenging island adventure in cave-dude clothing. Grab

a club and start swingin.’

Bignose the Caveman

Available now
2 megs + SupetChip

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge
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(Ninlwndo)

It’s your pal, Beetlejuice", here to

M bamboozle those bewitchers from the

P Neitherworld vacationing at lovely Lydia's

^ place. This house is HAUNTED!

Flying cups and saucers and clothes

7 that spring to life cause quite a panic...

’
especially when they’re coming for you!

t

^

It’s a horrific 5 level challenge to spook attic

ghastlies, rattle angry skeletons and scare ghostly

bats. Vampires may even join you for a “bite” to eat.

Hmm...maybe we should skip lunch today.

These Neitherworld ghoul-o-ramas are no

.
match for us. Has the “ghost with the most” ever

I let you down?!!

Graveyard Mix-up! Neitherworld Pogosnake!

Funny face scare-off!

Check out the

"GHOST WITH
THE MOST"

for your NES'too!

FiMfCatifpaTy'5 1991. Nintendo®. Nintendo Entertainment System®, Game Boy®

IjfStered trademark ot UN, Ltd. © 1991 UN, Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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SWAP YOUR OLD
NINTENDO GAMES

FOR CASH OR NEW TITLES

8 Eyes 4/12

6/14

Adv Byu Billy

AdvDinoRiki 8/19

Adv Island 16/32

Adv Island II 30/59

AdvofLolo 16/29

Adv of Lolo n 26/49

•Adv of Lolo UI 34/54

Adv T Sawyer 14/24

24/39•Air Ball

Air Fortress

Airwolf

AI Unser

Alien Synd

All Pro Bsktbl

Alpha Miss

Amagon
'
in Gladiator

.rch Rivals

/ Boomer 34/59

Back/Futr 6/12

Back/Futr II & 111 14/22

Balloon Fight 14/22

Band Kings Anc 32/59

•Barbie 26/44

•Bards Tale 36/59

Base Wars 26/48

Baseball 4/12

cball Smltr 30/54

eball Stars 34/59

es Loaded 10/19

es Loaded 2 18/34

es Loaded 3 24/39

man 10/19

lie Chess 18/29

de Olym 10/22

tie Tank 24/44

tie Toads 28/48

tlejuice 30/49

Bible Stories 18/29

Big Bird Hd/Sk 18/39

Big Fool 18/29

Bill/Ted Adv 30/54

Bionic Cmmnd 4/12

Black Bass

s of Steel

Boulder Dash

Boy /His Blob

Brcakthni

ap/Jump

Cove Mn Gins SI6/S29

Chall Dragon 18/32

Champ Bowing 22/39

Chessmaster 24/42

City Connection 16/26

Clash/Dmnhd

Classic Cncnt

Clu Clu Land

Cobra Cmnd
Cobra Triangle

Code Nm Vpr

Commando
Conan

Conflict

Conq/Xtal Pice

•Crater Maze

•Cross Bow
Crystal Mines

Crystalis

•Cyberball

Cybemoid

Dance Arobcs

•Dare Seed

Dash Galaxy

DaysThndr

Deadly Towers

Death Race

•Deathbots

Defend/Crwn

Defender II

Deja-Vu

Demon Sword

Desert Com
Dest Erth Str

Dcst/Emp

Dick Tracy

Dig Dug II

Digger

Dirty Harry

Dnky Kng Math

Dnky Kong

Dnky Kong 3

Dnky Kong Clas

Dnky Kong Jr

Doubt Drgn

Doubl Drgn II

Doubl Drgn III

Doubl Dribble

Doubl Strike

Dr. Chaos

Dr. Jekyll/Hyde

Dr. Mario

•Drac Nile Out

•Drag Fghtr

16/26

12/19

24/39

30/49

18/29

22/39

Burai Fighter 6/16

Burger Time 14/22

Cabal 10/22

CalifGames 14/22

•Calif Raisins 26/44

Capt Comic 8/16

Capt Skyhawk 8/19

Captain Planet 24/39

Carmen San 24/39

Casino Kid 24/39

Castelian 26/44

Castle Deccipl 18/32

Castle Dragon 10/24

Castlequest 6/16

Castlcvania 4/9

Fght Golf LT
Final FanULsy

•Final Fantasy II

•Firchs Rescue

Fist /No. Star

Fight /Intrdr

Flying Dragon I

•Flyng Drag 11

•Flyng Drag III

Flyng Warriors

Galactic Credr

26/42

26/48

20/34

20/36

24/39

24/39

30/49

10/22

18/29

10/16

20/36

12/22

12/19

Golf Peble Bch

Golgo 13

Goonies II

Heroes/Lance

High Speed

Hogans Alley

Hollywood Sqs

Hrlm Glbtrltrs

Hunt Rd Oct

Hydlide

I Cn Rmembr

gc Fight

Iron Tank

Ishido: Stom

Jaws

Jeopardy

Dudes/Altitudes 22/36

Kid Ici

28/49

10/26

32/59

32/54

16/29

26/44

Legend Kage

•Legnds/Dmnd

Life Force

Litl Lg Bsbl

Little Mermaid

Lode Runner

Lone Ranger

•Lord Lightning 1

Low G Man
Lll Nemo Dr Mstr I

Lunar Pool

20/34

30/49

28/44

14/22

ra Ftball 30/49

24/44

32/54

26/42

24/39

24/39

10/16

Mad Max
Mafat Cnsprcy

•Mag Candle

Mag Darts

MappyLand

Marbl Mdns

Mario Brothers

22/42

10/26

18/29

20/39

10/22

14/22

Imp Mission 11 18/29

lnd Jns Lst Crsd 24/39

Indiana Jones 4/12

Infiltrator 6/12

Iron Sword

4/12

24/39

4/12

16/29

24/39

Jeopardy Jr 24/39

John E. Qtrbck 6/14

Jordan/Bird

8/19

12/19

12/19

16/26

12/19Kid Niki

King Knight

King Neptune 18/32

Kings/Bcach 10/16

Kiwi Krayz 24/39

Klash Ball 24/39

KLAX 22/36

Knight Rider 10/22

Krazy Krtrs 22/36

Krion Cnqst 18/36

Kung Fu 4/9

Kung Fu Hero 6/14

Natl Ftbl Lg
NESOpen
•New and Suy

Nghltnr Elm Str

Ninja Gaiden

Ninja Gaiden II

Ninja Gaiden IB

Ninja Kid

Ninja Taro

Nobun Amb

Send Us Your v
Used Games and

RECEIVE Up To

24/39

24/39

20/36

26/42

•Pice Academy

•Pool Radiance

Powcrblade

•PowrPdFtbl

Predator

Pro Am Racing

12/24

20/34

26/44

6/14

16/26

24/39

28/49

22/36

24/39

24/39

22/39

16/39

24/39

Ralley Bike

Rambo
•Rambo in

Rampage

RBI Baseball

RBI Bsbl n
RBI Bsbl III

Remote Cntrl

Renegade

•Robin Hood

RoboCop
Robo Cop 2

Romnc/3 Kings

•Romnce 3/K II

26/42

18/34

38/64

Sesame Str 123

Sesame Str ABC
Shadow Ninja

Shadowgate

4Q

24/39

10/16

20/48

Ski Or Die $22/539

Skull/Crssbns 14/29

Sky Kid 12/24

Sky Shark 8/16

Slalom 12/19

Smash TV 24/39

Snake/Rttl/Roll 16/29

Snakes Rev 4/14

Snow Bros 24/39

Snpy Sily Sprts 16/34

4/14

ar Jetn

an's Key 4/14

Solstice

Spelunkcr 12/24

•Spiderman 24/39

SpottGame 14/26

Spy Hunter 3/7

Spy Vs. Spy 6/14

Sqoon 10/16

Stadm Events 34/59

Star Force 8/14

•Star Master 24/39

Star Ship Hctr 10/16

Star Soldier 6/12

Star Trek 24/39

Star Tropics 16/32

Star Voyager 3/9

•Starblade 24/39

Stealth 12/26

Stinger 8/14

Tennis

26/42

24/39

24/39

18/29

18/29

4/12

10/19

14/29

16/34

22/36

14/29

10/26

20/34

WE PAY YOU/WE SELL
Trojan S3S/9

Twin Cobra 12/26

Twin Eagle 16/29

Ult. Basketball 16/32

•Ult Journey 24/39

Ult Soccer 24/39

Ultima 10/19

Ultima n 22/39

•Ultima UI 24/39

•Unchart Waters 24/39

Uninvited 18/44

Untouchables 20/42

Urbn Chmpn 3/9

Vegas Dreams 36/59

Venice VoUybaU 22/36

Vidcomation 20/36

8/14

6/22

Volleyball

•Wally Bear

•War vs Drugs 24/39

•War Wheels 24/39

Way Grtsk Hcky 20/36

Werewolf 12/26

Wheel /Fortune 20/34

Wheel /Frtn Fam 28/49

Wheel /Frui Jr 24/42

Where’s Waldo 26/42

Whomp’cm 22/36

Wild Gunman 10/16

6/16

•Street Smart 24/39

Super Cars 22/42

Super Contra 14/24

Superman 12/24

Supr Ddge Ball 12/24

Supr Give Ball 10/19

Supr Mario 4/4

Supr Mario II 16/26

Supr Mario IU 26/39

Supr Mr/Dk Ht 4/4

Supr Mr/Dk/Trk 4/7

Supr Off Road 20/34

Supr Pitfall 10/22

Supr Spk Vlybl 14/32

12/26

Win/Lose/Draw 10/22

Winter Games 4/16

Wizardry 20/39

•Wizardry n 28/48

Wizards/Wrriois 3/9

Wolverine 24/39

World Chmp Wr 16/29

World ClsTrh
World Cup Sccr 18/39

8/19

Supr Tm Games 20/22

•Supr Xevious 24/39

•Suprsushi Pnbl 26/44

•Swrd Mstr 26/44

Swrds/Serpcnts 12/19

T. M.N.T. 8/14

T. M.N.T. n 20/34

Taboo 6th Snse 4/12

Tag Team Wrst 3/12

Tagin Dragon 18/32

•Talespin 26/44

•Talkg Spr Pwrd 24/39

Target Rcngadc 6/14

•Targhan 24/39

Tccmo Baseball 12/26

Tecmo Bowl 20/34

•Tccmo Bowl D 32/59

Tecmo WrldWr 12/19

10/24

Terra Cresta 10/16

Tctris-Nintendo 20/34

Three Stooges 12/19

Thunderbirds 16/26

Thundercade 8/19

Thundr & Lghtng 14/29

Tiger Heli 4/9

Tiles Of Fate 20/34

Time Lord 8/16

Times Lore 32/54

•Titan Warrior 24/39

To the Earth 3/9

Tombs/Trsrs

Toobin

Top Gun
Top Gun II

Total Recall

Totally Rad

Track/Field II 6/14

Trick Shooting 14/22

Trog 24/39

10/39

6/14

Id Games
World Runner

Zelda

Zelda n 10/16

•Zelda III 26/44

Zombie Nation 24/39

Please Call—These
or may not be out by the

AC Pwr Supply S8/S14.95

Adv Joystick

Arkanoid-Ctrl

Comp Pro Cntrl 16/26

Control Deck

’layer System 10/22

EPYXJoysi

Four Score

Game Clear

Game Genie 36/59

3/3

Light Gun
MegaJoypad 10/16

Joypad

Misc Joystick

NES Max Joypad 6/12

Power Glove 14/26

Power Pad

Quick Shot Rount

Rf Adapter 8/14.95

8/14

12/24

CALL
FUNCO!61 2*533

itrMstr Joystick 8/14

Ult Joystick

Ult Wrls Joystick
' " taster Joystick 8/14

Zipper Controller



GAME BOY
Alleyway

Amzng Penguin

•Arazon's Lair

Balloon Kid

Baseball

Bases Loaded

Barman

BatUe Zeoth

•Battleship

•Bcctlcjuicc

Bill & Teds Adv
Blades Of Steel

•Blaster Master

Bo Jackson

Bubble Bobble

Castelean

Caslelian

Casdevania Adv.

Castlevania II

Cat Trap

Chase HQ
Chess Master

Cosmo Tank

Cratermaze

Dacdalain Opus

•Darkman

Days ofThunder

Dd Hi Scramble

Dexterity

•Dick Tracy

Double Dragon

Dr. Mario

•Dragon Fighter

Ducktalcs

Extra Bases

F -
1 Racer

•Fastrack

Final Font. Leg.

•Final Famsy II

Fish Dude

Fist of N. Star

Flipull

Gargoyles Quest

Ghostbusters II

Go Go Tank

Godzilla

Golf

Gremlins II

HAL Wrestling

Heianko Alien

Hunt/Red Oct

Hvy Wt Chm Bx

Hypr Lode Run

In Your Face

Ishido

Jeopardy

Jordan Vs. Biid

$4/57

16/26

20/34

14/22

4/9

12/19

12/19

16/26

14/22

18/29

20/34

14/22

14/22

14/22

4/12

8/19

2W34

6/16

16/26

14/22

14/22

12/22

14/32

20/34

6/16

14/22

14/22

3/9

14/22

22/36

10/24

8/14

14/22

10/16

14/22

10/16

14/24

14/22

14/22

16/26

14/22

12/22

16/26

14/22

6/12

8/16

20/34

4/12

12/26

14/22

8/29

14/26

14/22

18/32

4/9

16/26

3/9

12/22

12/19

24/39

14/24

Rung Fu Master 14/22

Kwirit $10/522

Loc'n Chase 12/22

Loopz 20/34

Mara's Mission 14/22

Mcky Dngr Chse 14/26

Mega Man 24/39

Mercnry Force 16/29

•Monsler Parly 14/22

Motor Cross Maniac 4/9

•MouseTrap Hotel 14/22

Mr Chin 16/26

Mysterian 10/19

Nascar Challenge 14/22

Navy Seals 14/22

NBA All Stars 16/26

NFL Football 4/9

•Nightstalker 14/22

Ninja Boy 16/26

Nobungas Ambition 16/26

•North & South 18/32

Operation "C" 14/26

Patman 16/26

Paper Boy 12/19

Penguin Wars 12/24

Pipe Dream 14/22

Play Act Ftball 6/16

Popeye 14/22

Power Mission 16/26

•Power Racer 18/29

Punisher 14/22

Qix 6/14

Quarth 12/19

R-Type 24/39

Radar Mission 6/16

Res Princ Blobctte 16/26

Rev of Gator 6/14

Robo Cop 8/22

Rolans Curse 10/19

RongucrWars 14/22

Selection 12/19

Serpent 14/22

Shanghai 16/26

Side Pocket 14/24

Skate or Die 8/14

Skate or Die II 14/22

Snoopy's Mg Show 16/26

Solar Striker 4/9

•Soloman's Club 16/26

•Solstice 16/26

•Space Invader 20/34

Spiderman 8/14

Street Fighters 201020/34

Super Mario Land 6/14

Super Scrabble 18/29

Supr RC ProAm 14/22

Sword of Hope 12/19

•Tail 'Gator 14/22

•Tasmania Story 16/26

Tecmo Baseball 14/22

Tccmo Bowl 14/22

Tennis 6/16

Tetris 3/2

TMNT Fall Ft. Clan 4/9

•Ult Quest Armor 24/39

Volleyball 4/12

Wheel of Fortune 16/26

•Wiz& Warriors 16/26

World Bowling 12/26

World Cup Soccer 1 4/22

WWF Superstars 12/29

WE PAY YOU/WE SELL

Abrams Btdcmk $26/549

•Adv. Syd Valis 26/44

After Burner II 20/34

Air Diver 6/12

Airbuster 18/34

Alex Kidd 12/22

Alien Storm 24/48

Altered Beast 8/16

Arcus Odyessy 34/59

Arrow Flash 28/44

Atmc Robo Kid 12/24

Attack Sub 38/69

Batman 18/36

Banle Squadron 12/26

•Beanball Benny 26/44

Beast Warriors 32/59

Bimini Run 12/39

Block Out 28/48

•Blu Alamanac 26/44

Bonanza Bros 26/44

Budokahn 10/24

Burning Force 14/22

Bustr Doug Bxg 20/34

Centurian 20/39

Columns 16/29

Crack Down 24/44

Cross Fire 26/42

•Curse 30/48

Cybcrball 16/29

D.J. Boy 8/16

•Dando 26/44

•Dark Castle 22/44

•Death Dual 30/49

Decap Attack 30/49

Dick Tracy 16/32

•Dinoland 26/44

Dyn Duke 18/34

E-Swat 12/26

•El Viento 26/44

Faery Tales 16/36

Fantasia 22/48

Fatal Rewind 26/44

Fall Labyrinth 16/29

Final Zone 10/26

Fire Shark 20/34

c
TsedSV WE PAY YOU/WE SELL

TM Zoom $14/526

ACCESSORIES

Flicky $22/536

Forgotten Wrids 8/22

Gain Ground 16/32

Gaires 16/49

Ghost Busters 8/26

Ghouls Ghosts 1(Y26

Golden Axe 22/36

•Golden Axe U 38/64

Golf (A.P.) 14/22

Granada 16/26

Hard Ball 20/48

Hard Driven 22/36

Hell Fire 10/24

Herzog Zwie 12/24

•Immortal 26/44

Insector X 10/29

Ishido 14/32

James Pond 10/26

•Jessie the Body 32/59

Joe Mntana Ftbl 26/42

John Madn Ftbl 26/59

Junction 20/44

Kagc Ki 32/54

Kings Bounty 20/42

KLAX 20/34

Lakers Celtics 24/44

Last Battle 8/22

M Ditka Bg Ftbl 12/29

M Jcksn Mnwlkr 14/22

Mario Lemieux 28/49

Marveland 24/48

•Maze Hunter 26/44

Mcky M. Castle 26/42

Mdnght Resist 18/39

•Mercs 28/48

Might & Magic 28/44

•Might Magic II 26/44

•MLssle Defense 26/44

•Ms. Pacman 30/48

Musha $18/536

Mystic Defender 10/24

NHL Hockey 38/64

Onslaught 12/39

Outrun 26/44

•Paperboy 34/64

Pal Riley Bsktbl 14/22

•Pend Laird 28/48

PGA Tour Golf 34/59

Pham Sir n 14/32

PhantStrin 20/54

Phclios 10/24

•Pit Fighter 32/59

Populous 10/29

Powerball 22/44

•Quackshot 26/44

Quad Challenge 28/48

RaidenTrad 26/44

Rambolll 10/26

Rastan Saga II 22/44

•RBI IU 36/64

Revenge Shino 14/26

•Road Blasters 36/59

Road Rash 30/49

•Rocky 30/49

Sagaia 24/39

Saint Sword 22/44

•Shadow Beast 28/48

Shadow Blaster 8/24

Shadow Dancer 8/29

Shining Drkns 36/59

Shove It 14/22

•Skl/Crossbns 28/48

•Slaughter Sport 30/49

Soccer 12/24

Sonic Hdghog 20/36

Space Harrier II 10/24

Space Invaders 30/49

•Spccdball 2 30/48

Spiderman $20/549

Star Control 26/54

Starflight 32/54

Storm Lord 26/49

Street Smart 28/48

Streets of Rage 32/54

Strider 16/32

Supr Hang On 14/32

Supr Hydlide 6/12

Supr Monco GP 16/29

Supr Thndr Bid 10/19

Supr Vlybl 20/36

•Swampthing 30/49

Sword Sodan 10/24

Swrd Vermillion 22/36

T Lasorda Bsbl 20/36

Target Earth 6/14

•Targhan 26/44

Techno Cop 16/34

Thndr Force II 10/16

Thndr Force III 14/34

Thunder Fox 26/44

Toe Jam/Earl 32/54

Trmpln Terror 18/36

Trouble Shooter 26/44

Traxton 10/19

Turrican 26/44

Twin Cobra 30/49

Ultimate Qix 26/44

Valis HI 22/48

•Vapor Trail 26/44

•Vice 26/44

Wardncr 20/39

Whip Rush 12/26

Wings of Wor 30/49

Zany Golf 12/22

•Zaxon 26/44

•Zillion 26/44

WE PAY YOU/WE SELL

ACPwrSply $6/514.95

Cleaner 14.95

Comp Pro Cntri 14/24

Cntri Deck Used 117/139

Controller 12/19

Misc Joypad 6/12

Misc Joystick 6/12

Phant Sir IU Bk 6/14

Power Base Convtr 12/22

Power Jystk 26/48

RF Adapter 8/14.95

Cany Case 6/14

GAME
GEAR

GAME UNIT $102/5129

ACPwrSply 12/19

Cany Case 6/14

Batter Up 16/29

Columns 6/14

Dragon Cry 14/24

G-Loc 18/34

M. Mousc/Castle 14/32

Pacman 16/26

Psychic World 16/26

Rev Of Dm 16/29

Shinobi 18/29

•Solitaire Poker 18/29

Super MGP 18/29

Woody Pop 16/26

GAMEBOY
ACCESSORIES

WE PAY YOU/WE SELL

ACPwrSup $10/516

Battery Pack 12/19

Bright Boy 6/14

Carrying Case 3/7

Game Lite 4/9

GameBoy Unit 40/69

Light Boy 4/12

We Pay You/We Sell

Game Deck $252/5349

Alp Missin 92/159

Baseball Stars 92/159

Blues Jmy 82/149

•Bumg Fight 92/159

•

All Games Come
With A

90-Day Warranty!

NEO-GEO*
Control Deck $252/5349

(1 Controller)

Cyberlip $82/5149

Ghst Pilous 92/159

King/Monsters 92/159

League Bowl 92/149

Magician Lord 52/99

Nam 1975 $92/5149

Ninja Combat 92/149

•Puzzled 82/149

Riding Hero 82/149

Scngoku 92/149

We Pay You/We Sell

Super Spy. The $82/5149

Top Plyrs Golf 92/149

USED Contr 30/54

Used Memo 16/26

•New Releases

TODAY' FUNCO, INC.

612-533-8118

QUICK DELIVERY! “^T

SUPER NES
Control Deck $132/$189

Wc Pay You/We Sell •Ghl/Gst $32/$59 We Pay You/We Sell

•Act Raiser $28/$59 Gradius III 30/49 •Smart Ball $28/$49

*Bsbl Sim 30/54 *Hm Alone 28/49 •Space Megaforce 28/49

*Big Run 28/49 •Hole in 1 34/59 •Spr Bsbll Sm 32/59

*BL C B 32/59 •Hook 28/49 Spr MWld 3/9

•Bttltnk 32/59 •Hypr Zone 28/49 Spr R Typ 22/44

•Chesmte 30/54 *L. Dmnd 30/49 •Super F-l 28/49

•Cstlvnia 30/54 *N. Ryan Bsbl 28/49 •Supr Bases Lded 30/54

•Drakkhen 22/39 •Paperboy 32/59 •Supr Battletank 28/49

•Earth Dfns Free 28/49 Pilot Wng 26/48 •Supr R-Type 22/44

•Equinox 28/49 •Pitfighter 28/49 •Ultraman 24/44

F- Zero 26/48 Populous 22/44 •Xtra Innings 28/49

•Fnl Fan D 34/59 •RPM Racer 32/54 •To Be Released

Fnl Fight 30/49 •Sim City 26/48 Please Call

FUNCO, INC.
4948 Highway 1 69 No.

New Hope, MN 55428

612-533-8118

To Purchase: Send check or money order, or credit card number to

FUNCO, INC., 4948 Highway 169 North, New Hope, MN 55428.

Please allow 3 weeks for personal checks to clear. Add $4.95

Shipping plus 500 per game. Add $1 .00 per title if ordering by credit

card. APO’s, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, please double shipping

charges. MN residents please add 6.5% sales tax. WE DO NOT
CHARGE YOUR CREDIT CARD UNLESS YOUR GAME IS IN

STOCK. (WE ARE NOT PARTOFOR ENDORSED BY NINTENDO)
To Sell Us Games: Call us first for current prices. Prices based on

game, instruction manual and original box. Subtract $1 .00 for missing

manuals and $3.00 for missing boxes.

(Due toa3 month lead time to place this ad, our sell or buy prices may
be different) We reserve the right to refuse any purchase or sale.



Mini-Plltt Talking Super Jeopardy

By Toxic Tommy

Miniature golf makes golfing

snobs hold their noses, but Mini-

Putt by JVC is a radical NES mini-golf game!

OK, so it isn’t “real” golf, but there’s just as

much thrill to sinking a long one under the

elephant’s trunk as there is in holing out a

monster par 5 in a “real” golf game.

Mini-Putt’s graphics won’t win awards for

originality, but they’re sharp, nicely detailed,

and fun. And they put those in some “real”

NES golf carts to shame. You play in an over-

head view, and you move a crosshair across

the holes (which are several screens long) to

scan them.

Mini-Putt

games consist

of nine holes

with plenty of

options. Up to

four players

can play. Try

regular stroke

play or go for

bucks per hole with Skin play.

There are four challenging courses: Tradi-

tional, Deluxe, Challenge, or Classic. Chal-

lenge looks like a mad doctor’s mouse maze

with deadends, trap doors, and water haz-

ards. Classic is where all the fun stuff is - the

Elephant’s Trunk, the Space Shuttle, the Air-

plane Propellar, and more.

The three

button-press

putting is a

breeze. Touch

and timing are

the watch-

words. You

need a pool

player’s eye for angles and a daycare worker’s

patience. Some moving obstacles can sprain

your brain. The wildly richocheting ball may

dredge up Breakout flashbacks!

The last time I played real mini-golf, my
date dumped me at the windmill for Big Al Ki-

tashima. So you can have my memories:

give me Mini-Putt.

PROTIP: Timing’s everything

Hold down A as you set the

direction. When you release

A you start your putt

IPs classic golf!

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Mini-PuttbyJVC

$39.95, Available February *92, 2megs

He’s a great host but

he% no Alex Rebeck.

By C.T. Aslan

Jeopardy has swept the nation,

turning dinnertime into trivia time.

GameTek has tried many times to capture

game show excitement on an NES or a Game

Boy cart. But

they’ve been

working with a

handicap. After

all, you can’t

keep anything

you win on a

NES game, so

some of the fun is missing from the start. But

with Talking Super Jeopardy, a one to four

player cart, GameTek has made progress.

PROTIP: Write down the password even if

you don’t win, along with the winning

computer player name. You can advance to

the next round by entering the password

along with the name.

Talking Super Jeopardy talks up a digitized

storm. The host says things like, “Let’s play

Jeopardy,” “Correct,” and each time you

choose an answer, "For 200 points the answer

is...” The voice is clear, if unemotional -

definitely one of the better features of the game.

Unfortunately, this game still suffers from

problems that plague other GameTek Jeop-

ardy releases.

know the answers the next time. You can

change the categories by hitting Select before

you begin, but eventually it’s no contest. This

really limits the fun.

Another drawback is that you have to be a

spelling whiz as well as a know-it-all to suc-

ceed. Mispell an answer and there’s no guar-

antee the game will allow it, even if it’s cor-

rect. Super Jeopardy sorely misses the

“human” element. Jeopardy fares better

when you play with friends, but as a solo

game it’s only a day’s diversion.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Talking Super Jeopardyby GameTek

$49.95
,
Available now, 2 megs

Hook

Use this map to help you

search Neverland.

By Feline Groovy

Looks like Peter Pan couldn’t

avoid growing up, after all - at least

not in Hook, an NES game based on Disney’s

big holiday

movie. Old Cap-

tain Hook’s

come back for

revenge -he’s

whisked Pan’s

children back to

Neverland.

Pan needs

help, but his old pals, the Lost Boys, are hav-

ing a tough time believing he’s really Peter

Pan. In order to prove himself, Pan must

jump, fly, hack and slash his way through

treacherous Neverland to find four items: a

Sword, an Alarm Clock, a Crocodile’s Tooth,

and his old toy Horn.

Armed with a tiny sword, Pan takes off on

a 16-level, multi-scrolling search through

Neverland’s forests, lagoons, and more. He

also tackles

two Sub Areas:

one where he

flies through

an obstacle

course and

PROTIP: One of the Cher- crosses

ties in the Nevertree level swords with his

is tricky to find and old pal, Rufio.

difficult to grab. To get to
Althoiinh

the hidden branch where u ,

0U
!.

n

it sits, you mustgo to the Hook sports

first tree ladderat the far bold, crisp, COl-

leftofthe screen. Climb orful graphics,

up the ladder until you’re
to)erab |e music

a few inches below a or>w
bnmdi. Titen, lake a flying

and moderate

leap to the left ifyour hm- challenge level,

ing andaim is correct you there’s a trou-

should land on a leaf,
bling flaw -

gameplay. Pan

Cherry is located.
can jump high

and survive

long falls -a big plus. However, his limited

range of sword swinging motion and lethar-

gic forward movement make gameplay a bit

of a drag. If you’re a big Pan fan (and we

mean really “big"), this video jaunt to Never-

land may be worth the trip.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

W.

HookbySony knagesoft

i, Available February “92, 1 meg
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Official^
Nintendo]

SmI ot Quality

lose your eyes and imagine the perfect golf course. Whether you conjure

up an image of a real-life, world famous course or visualize a

championship course of your own design - if you can dream it, you can play

it with Greg Norman's GOLF POWER. Our exclusive Course Designer with

battery back-up allows you to customize your own 18-hole championship

course and then save it in memory.

GOLFPOWER challenges you with:

Multiple putting and driving ranges

Amateur, Pro-Am, and Professional levels of play

Practice, Matchplay and Strokeplay with single and team

play options Iup to four players

I

L On-screen ability to control your swing, for a game

that demands more skill than luck.

Changing wind and weather conditions

Create a dream course, play one of the pre-set courses

in England, Scotland, the USA or Japan, or rejoin

a saved game right where you left off.

Just like the great White Shark, you'll need total

concentration, strategy and control to make the

[P leader board.

COMING SPRING 1992!

Golf Power™ is a trademark of Virgin Games, Inc. .

© 1991 Virgin Games, Inc. and

Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd. All rights reserved.

Virgin is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks

of Nintendo of America Inc.

For pricing and orders, please call 800-VRG-IN07. Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and checks accepted.



mmmms yearlOw;the.

the Genesis. Here's a preview of whats due in 92 __

Sega of America

Alisia Dragoon

This unusual title features action/adventure style gaming starring

a heroine - Alisia Dragoon. Alisia’s palace is attacked by maraud-

ing monsters bent on destroying all of humanity. She’s out to save

the day with the assistance of her four stout companions: Fire

Dragon, Thunderbird, Boomerang Lizard, and Power Burst. Alisia

totes a multi-directional, auto-targeting energy beam as her

weapon and fights in tandem with each of the four creature-

helpers, who have unique attack weapons of their own. (Available

Feb. ‘92)

gonna’ feel the sun

on your skin and the

wind in your hair. Hit

the beach, or hit Cali-

fornia Games. (For

more info see Game-

Pro, January ‘92.)

(Available now)

David Robinson’s

Supreme Court

Welcome to Mr. Robinson’s neighborhood! Just in time for the

Olympics Sega’s planning to release their latest basketball cart -

David Robinson’s Supreme Court. This title features a 45 degree an-

gle view of the court, digitized graphics for incredibly life-like players,

and mucho speed! Check out

Robinson’s two-handed mon-

ster slam, his demoralizing

blocks, and his awesome

jumper. You can run, jump,

dribble, fake, steal, and pass

-and don’t forget to try a

tomahawk slam dunk, re-

verse layup, or a 360 de-

gree spin dunk. Here

comes the Judge! (Avail-

able March ‘92)

Dungeon & Dragons: Hollow World

In this first official Dungeons and Dragons role-playing title for

the Genesis you assemble a band of companions to help you ex-

plore a new world. Choose from fighters, clerics, magic users,

elves, dwarves, halfings, and thieves. Outfit your company wisely

and prepare to dabble in

magic and intrigue. Fight

for your life as you ex-

plore a world depicted

with gorgeous 3-D

graphics. Designed to

capture the D & D gam-

ing experience, this one

looks hot! (Available

May ‘92)

Dungeon & Dragons: Hollow World Continued on page 38.

Alisia Dragoon

California Games

Hey, dudes, get ready to, like, hit the beach and compete in five

gnarly California-style events - BMX bike-racing, Footbag, Roller

Skating, Half-Pipe Skateboarding, and Surfing. Radical! Even bet-

ter, up to nine buds can compete at the same time. Like, it’s the

perfect party game. And the graphics are so awesome you’re

36



LOCK AND LOAD

Kf ROLL
Blast through incredible firefights in eleven deadly

levels of eight-megabit mayhem. ROLLING THUNDER 2

— Namco's hot new sequel to the arcade smash hit.

.Challenge the terrorists alone, or hammer'm with super-

agents Albatross and Leila together In TWO PLAYER

SIMULTANEOUS ACTION! Passwords and unlimited

continues keep the action rolling.

Stalk Big Game!



Galaxy Force II MLPBA Sports Talk Baseball

Galaxy Force II wowed our eyes and churned up our stomachs in

the arcades, and now it’s ready to do the same to you on the Gen-

esis. From a behind-the-controls first person 3-D perspective you

fly your ship through five dangerous missions. One moment

you’re blasting your way through a rainshower of enemy ships in

the depths of outer space,

the next moment you’re

weaving through the tun-

nel-like 3-D mazes of a

planetary space station.

I
This fast-action, high

]
tech adventure is guar-

|
anteed to push your

eyes and reflexes, not

to mention your equi-

_ librium, to the limit.

Galaxy Force II (Available Feb. ‘92)

Fts£TCV 1 1 S 1

Golden Axe II

Golden Axe II revisists the hack ‘n slash action of the Sega smash,

Golden Axe. The three original heroes are back in an all-new multi-

level action/adventure. Your favorite Axer totes the same weapon as

in the original adventure,

but there are also some

all-new maneuvers and
l

techniques, as well as

some cool new magic. If |
you loved Golden Axe,

take a swing at Golden

Axe II. (For more see

GamePro, January ‘92)
|

(Available now) » m

M. ...

In case you were wondering if Sega was ever going to release an-

other baseball cart for the Genesis, wonder no more. Next in a

line-up of Sports Talk games, Sega’s going to bat with a baseball

game that features an announcer for play-by-play a la Joe Mon-

tana Football II. The game also sports all of the Major League

baseball players and teams based on the 1991 stats. Even the

playing styles and likenesses match the real life players! Play ball!

(Available March ‘92)

Wonder Boy in Monster World

Master System owners

know Wonder Boy well.

He starred in three differ-

ent adventures for Sega’s

8-Bit system. What’s

next? Well, Wonder Boy

makes his 16-bit debut

in Wonder Boy in Mon-

ster World. In this ac-

tion/adventure title he

joins up with a magi-

cal companion to bat-

tle hordes of creepy

creatures. To survive

Wonder Boy must

gather special items,

use magic, and his best

fighting skills and

smarts to rid the planet

of his powerful foes.

(Available Feb. ‘92)

Ballistix/Arcade Megabits

Kid Chameleon

Kid Chameleon

Kid Chameleon is a radical dude who’s on atrip through more

than 100 levels of forests, mountains, islands, and underground

volcanoes - each with secret passages and areas. This kid uses

his head, err...actually his hats or helmets to make his adventure

easier. Each of the different helmets he dons changes him into a

different creature. As Rhino-Head he smashes through walls.

When he’s Skull Crusher he shoots skulls. As the Samurai he

slashes anything that gets in his way! Now that’s a head trip!

Double Dragon
You know the story. The Shadow Warriors made off with Billy

Lee’s girlfriend, and Billy and bro Jimmy will risk life and limb to

get her back. You know the moves: uppercuts, face-digs, shoul-

der-throws, and flying karate kicks. You know the game- Double

Dragon. And now you know the system- Genesis! Double Dragon

does 16-bit. Watch for it.

38 GAMEPRO • February 199Z
Continued on page 40.
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error is his

trademark— a nightmare come to

life. And you (yeah, you!) must confront

him. Penetrate the mysterious dangers of his

dungeon lair. Slay the multitude of gruesome

characters who protect it. Try it just

one time. You’ll swear there are

i
, .

. . JZ*' v - >

i
- x ’& '5?

Execute death-dealing blows in full-screen combat worse things than death. Animated traps, puzzles, and lethal surprises

THE IMMORTAL. DEAD SERIOUS ABOUT LIVING ACTION.

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Visit your retailer or order by phone 1800) 245-4525 anytime. The Immortal is a

trademark o( Electronic Arts. Sega and Cenesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd.

Software ©1991 Will Harvey and Electronic Arts, all rights reserved.



The Games: Winter Challenge

Olympic hopefuls rejoice! The Games: Winter Challenge is on its

way to your Genesis. Lace on the skis/skates/sleds in seven Winter

Olympic events, including the Luge, Ski Jump, Biathlon, Speed

Skating, Bobsledding, Cross Country, Downhill, and the Giant

Slalom. Improved-from-PC visuals are hot-looking polygon-fill from

an intense first-person perspective. Multiple players participate, so

Super Off Road

You loved what it did for

you on SNES and arcade

mud tracks, and now

you can win cash and

prizes in the Genesis ver-

sion of Super Off Road.

One or two players make

haste and make waste on

dozens of four-car pedal-

to-the-metal tracks.

Graphics are sharp, music Super Off Road

is hot, and the engines are

revved. Feel the need for speed!

Bignet

Warrior of Rome II

As the guardian of ancient Rome, you must lead your loyal forces to

victory in the heat of Genesis battle. Rebels threaten Rome’s pros-

perity once again, and with the proper battle guidance, peace will be

restored. Pick your fight

from 20 battlegrounds.

New features include a 3-

D, Populous-style map, an

easy- interface windows

menu-selection system,

and a multiple-file game

save. Go for ancient glory

with Warrior of Rome II.

GAMEPRO •

Data East

Atomic Runner

Atomic Runner, a little-seen and little-played Data East arcade

oldie, comes to the Genesis with refurbished multi-scrolling

graphics. You’re a 2Xth century cyborg on a mission of kill, kill,

and kill some more. Screen-filling enemies contrast well with your

character’s pint-sized sprite. Controls take practice, but the slick

power-ups and nifty explosive effects make this one to watch.

Two Crude Dudes

You wanna know who’s bad?? The Bad Dudes, that’s who!

They're back from the coin-op and the NES, sort of, in Two Crude

Dudes for the Genesis. Although it isn’t specifically a sequel, Data

East’s latest 16-bit kick-and-slugfest is basically a revamped Bad

Dudes, but with tons of new enemies, graphics, street-poundin'

sounds, and all sorts of moves. You can grab-n-throw enemies,

street signs, cars, and even your partner in crime-fighting. Play it,

live it, be CRUDE!

Electronic Arts

Black Crypt

A fully animated dungeon

adventure with an innova-

tive, user-friendly, point

and click interface, and a

detailed first person

point-of-view perspective.

You’ll be challenged by re-

al-time combat and spell-

casting as you attempt to

retrieve mystical artifacts

that may hold the last hope

for the world against the

dark lord, Estoroth. (Avail-

able May 1992) Black Crypt

Bulls vs. Lakers and the NBA Playoffs

Another top-notch sports game from the masters of Genesis sports

carts. This time, you’ve got the Bulls, the Lakers, and the rest of the

1991 NBA playoff participants. If you ever wanted to run your fa-

vorite NBA squad, this is about as close as you’re going to get-

unless you’re related to Jerry Buss. (Available March 1992)

Desert Strike

Get set for some hellacious

helicopter flying! With the

copilot of your choice fly a

solo mission into the heart

of the Middle East. Your ob-

jective: eliminate a hostile

dictator and his military op-

eration. Sounds famliiar.

This cart is a combo of ar-

cade blasting action and

war simulation and strate-
636,1 stTike

gy. (Available March 1992)

February 1 99240 Continued on page 42.



WE DON'T JUST MAKE
GAMES...WE MAKE
ADVENTURES!

So you want to test

your mettle as a

gamer? That's fine

with us! Renovation

offers an unmatched

selection of titles

that'll give even the

best a run for the

money. Sounds like a

challenge?

It's easy to explain.

Our business is video

games. Your business

is beating them. We
make the toughest,

most entertaining

games in the industry

for your pleasure. So,

when you're looking

for the ultimate in

gaming challenge,

look for Renovationl

987 UNIVERSITY AVENUE SUrTE 10

LOS GATOS, CA 95030

Master of Monsters Is a trademark oFToshlba EMI and Is licensed for play on the Sega Genesis. Ys III Is a trademark of Nihon Falcom. Inc and Is licensed for play on the Sega Genesis. Vapor Trail Is a trademark of

Data East Corp. Beast Wrestler. El Viento and Exdle are trademarks of Renovation Products. Inc and are licensed for play on the Sega Genesis. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd.



Jordan versus Bird Where in Time Is Carmen Sandiego?

One-on-one basketball with the NBA’s creme de la creme. As in

the NES and PC games of the same name, you take the role of Air

Jordan or the Birdman in a hot game of half-court. But if that’s

not enough, there’s also a Three-Point Shooting Competition and

a Slam Dunk contest. Just think, you could answer the burning

question: Is it Michael or the shoes? (Available April 1992)

It was bound to happen! The most popular “educational" comput-

er game of all time has found its way to the Genesis and learning

will never be the same again. Travel across time and space to

track down Carmen and her gang of no-

torious “history” thieves

and retrieve the priceless

historical relics they’ve

stolen. You’ll cruise to

dozens of locations in

your chic Chronoskimmer

320i —the top of the line

in time travelling vehicles.

You’ve got a limited

amount of time to track the

crooks, so don’t admire the

fine leather interior too long!

(Available March 1992)

Might and Magic: Isles of Terra Namco
If you thought the first Might and Magic adventure for the Gene-

sis was intense, wait until you get a load of this baby! ! ! This 8

meg monster with battery back-up features a new icon-based in-

terface and double the amount of animation of the first cart. Your

goal is to lead a party of adventurers across the seven islands of

Terra, and as in all Might and Magic adventures, there’s no prede-

termined path for you to follow. (Available May 1992)

The Lord of the Rings

At last! The first video game based on the epic

J.R.R. Tolkien saga of Middle Earth. As

Frodo, the Hobbit, you must rally

the Fellowship of the Ring to

protect the one true ring

against the evil threat of

Sauron and his Dark

Riders. This cart will

combine the best ele-

ments of fantasy

roleplaying and

graphic adventure.

(Available 1992)

Splatterhouse 2

TurboGrafx-16 players and arcade vets know Splatterhouse. Namco did

the original programming. If you survived the grisly gaming in those

systems, you know that Rick rescued Jennifer from the West mansion,

that is, Splatterhouse. This version takes place three months after

Rick’s escape. He's plagued by nightmares starring Jennifer and the

terror mask, which endows him with slasher strength. That’s all we

know, but you can bet Jennifer’s headed for more ghoulish

trouble. Nine levels with ghastly bosses, unusual

bloodthirsty enemies, brand new slasher

weapons, and eight megs of gore ga-

lore. Sounds fun. (Available

Summer '92)
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TAITO )FFICIAl

and Dark£aves

the call of the wild

has been heard!

Pestilent poachers are

hunting our wildlife

and driving it to

extinction. Don't.-just sit there!

Grab your jungle garb and start

kicking tail! These guys are

serious and it’s a real zoo out

These cruel brooks haV$ :

tons of elephants, gorillas, "V 1

eagles, lions, and other animals

locked-up in cages facing cruel
*

captivity. You have to fight

fierce, poachers and free the

captured anijnals. The antmtls

will help you against’ the !

poachers if you help them.

Watch out though, the poachers”

will take your hide all ttfe’samerN

You will need fists of fury to -

pound out this group,-af goons.

Be on the lookout for weapons

you can take from your enemies

Safe*
help

equal overpowering odds.
.
\ *

If you are hoping to swing

from vines in buckskin briefs,
-

you are climbing up tjje wrong

tree. You need to pubchin and

get to worjjf. ThertfsiH^time to

Taito, 390 Holbrook Drive, Wheeling, IL 60090. Licensed by Sega Genesis of America, Inc. for play on the Sega
System. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega America, Inc. Taito*, The Only Game in Town™, and Growl™ are

trademarks of Taito© 1991. All Rights Reserved.



RazorSoft

Pigskin

Return to the primitive days of sport when football was “foot-

brawl.” This is an offbeat, slightly demented take on the America’s

favorite pastime that you may have seen in the arcades. You can

literally slash your way to the goal line and burn the defense with

a deep pass. Better yet just burn them period with a red-hot flam-

ing torch! Maybe bribing the official isn’t really different from real

football, but you get the idea. Dodge the troll, jump the water haz-

ard, fall through the trap door, and we’ll fake it to ya! (Available

March ‘92)

Vampire Killer

All you bloodsuckers out there cringe whenever you hear the

name “Von Helsing.” In this 8 meg action/adventure cart, Count

Dracula’s fearless nemesis is now a grandfather, and you play his

grandchild as you carry on the family’s legacy of stake pounding

to make the Undead, err...un-undead! Vampires have taken over

13 towns, and you must defeat hideous henchmen, vampireress-

es, demon rats, hellhounds, and other vile beasts of the dark to

face fearsome town Vampires. You use classic vampire tools in-

cluding Holy Water, a Crucifix, and wooden stakes to vamp the

vamps. Don’t forget your Vampire Bite Kit!

Star Odyssey

This ambitious 8 meg RPG blasts you off far into the future and

deep into outer space for a futuristic adventure on a grand scale.

One player will guide eight Warriors from the civlized planets of

the Federal Empire Galaxy (FEG) across the stars to seven differ-

ent planets, where they come face-to-face with 80 different alien

races. They must battle the forces of the evil Radan in order to un-

cover the secret of an ancient tribe, who may have developed a

super civilization thousands of years before the FEG.

Sage’s Creation Cadash

Battlewings

If you like massive, juggernaut-style, battlewagon spaceships,

wait till you see Battlewings. Hot-B created this horizontally-

scrolling shoot-em-up as Steel Empire for the MegaDrive in

Japan, but Sage’s Creation

will showcase the Genesis

version. It will take nerves

of steel to blast your way

through this battle. This 8

meg monster flies across

seven slick-looking levels,

which end up at boss ma-

chines that are several

screens long.

EAMEPRO •

Cadash made its way from the arcades to the TG-1 6, and now it’s

on its way for the Genesis. A unique blend of role play, quest, and

arcade style action, Cadash features sideview horizontally

scrolling sword and sorcery for two players. You choose between

four characters - Fighter, Mage, Priest, and Ninja - who must bat-

tle to save a princess - again. But, hey, it’s the journey, man, not

the destination! (Available April)

Tengen

Paperboy

The toughest delivery

route a Paperboy ever

attempted, Atari’s ar-

cade game of the same

name is coming to Gen-

esis crash courses later

this year. Grab a stack

of hot-off-the-presses pa-

pers, make a prompt and

courteous delivery, and

don’t forget to smash win-

dows for bonus points!

News REALLY travels fast

in Paperboy.

(Available May)

Paperboy

February 1392 Continued on page 46.



Fun with whole
Flintstone family

Plenty of

prehistoric pals

and funny foes

Surprising new
friends in the

future

THE ONLY GAME IN TOWN.

Turn your watch back a few million

years and join the whole Flintstone family in

prehistoric pandemonium. A visitor from the

future has taken Dino and Floppy, Fred and

Barney’s pets, for his prehistoric zoo. You

have to help Fred get them back and restore

happiness to Bedrock.

You must journey through Bedrock

collecting pieces to build a time machine.

Watch out though, primitive foes will cause

many woes! Bikeman, Frankenstone, King

Snake, and Saber Tiger are just a few of the

unfriendly obstacles you and Fred will have

to outsmart and outwit. Take advice from

your friends in Bedrock too! They can

provide helpful hints and key clues.

Well, you’d better get moving. You still

have to figure out how you’re gonna use

Fred’s one-on-one basketball skills, build

that darn time machine, rescue your beloved

pets, and much,

Wow! YouYe
(Nintendo)

gonna be ERTERTRinmenT
awfully busy.

Don’t worry though; this comical adventure

and Fred’s encouraging “YABBA DABBA
DOO!” ™ will leave you in stone-age stitches.

Taito is a trademark of Taito America Corporation. The Flintstones Hanna-Barbera Productions, Inc. ©1991 H-B Prod.

Inc. Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1991 All Rights



TrecoRampart

Warsong

Ahoy, Genesis gamers! Tengen’s brewing up Rampart for 16-bit

screens. In this coin-op translation, one player must defend his or

her beholden castle from seaboard invading fleets, or two players

can struggle for the rule of the realm. You knock down each oth-

er’s fortresses, then build ‘em back up with new walls and more

guns. Let the cannonballs fly with Rampart! (Available May)

Road Riot 4WD
Road Riot is the current king of off-road coin-op racers, and Gen-

esis is next on its speed-demon agenda. Photos are top-secret in

Tengen’s lab, but if the arcade experience is any indication, expect

some high-speeds, rump thumping thrills through hazardous

tracks of chassis-(

Fighting Masters

Fighting Masters may be something like Hulk Hogan goes galac-

tic. The cart stars 12 intergalatic wrestling champions. You

choose an ET grappler, warp to an alien battleground, and then

you bust heads or whatever. Each fighter has over 30 different

moves - if you can figure out what limbs you’re supposed to

move. Are the space cas-

es in this cart bizarre?

YES! But the action looks

top notch.

Steel Talons

Just the mention of the name Steel Talons is enough to get arcade

aces-of-the-skies stoked for a Genesis version. And it will happen!

But not for a while. When we have more info and pix on this

hottest of hot air-to-ground-to-air copter combat sims, you’ll be

the first to know. In the mean time, see Hot at the Arcades in the

January ‘92 issue of GamePro for the lowdown on the coin-op

version. (Available late ‘92)

EAMEPRO •

“Warsong” is the name of a legendary sword of great prestige and

power. The family of Baltia’s got it; the evil emperor Pythion wants

it. That sets the stage for massive battles, which tear up this cart’s

strange fantasy landscape. Military strategy game meets fantasy

RPG. The bulk of Warsong in

volves trying to win cam-

paigns -20 in all. The win-

ning and losing conditions

for each scenario vary, but

basically you control key

members of the Baltia king-

dom and the armies they

lead. Lose one battle, how-

ever, and you lose the war!

February 189246
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Just imagine, infinite lives, unlimited energy,
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with the Action Replay Cartridge for your
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Tetris

Dr. MarioNintendo
Nintendo37.
37.

F-Zero
Super N.E.S.

Pilotwings
Super N.E.S
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Redeem your

Instant Redemption

Certificate and EB will
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Mario III

Nintendo
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LBO has a hot tip for his favorite

For the lowest prices

selection of video 3ames and same

Boutique!

no secret that Electronics

"Top Dos'" for video thrills,

knows E.B has the hottest video

excitement on the planet and is pumped-up with everythins

Nintendo from Super NES to Super Mario Bros.

mon3o huse phone number’

Electronics Boutique hotline

and yourticket to the E.B. store nearest you! Video

adventure is waStms so hurry in and take your choice now!
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Game Boy
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World Cup
Game Boy
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Super
MarioLand
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RC Pro Am
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By Speedy Buns

This single player run-n-gun

arcade-style shooter begins

in Los Angeles, circa 2029. A
nuclear holocaust triggered by rebellious

machines has shoved the human race to

the brink of extinction. One human, John

Connor, is leading his fellow beings in a

successful revolt against the mechanoid

monsters. In an effort to stop the uprising

the machines send Cyberdyne System

Model 101 - alias The Terminator - back

in time to destroy Sarah Connor before

she can give birth to John. As futuristic

guerilla fighter Kyle Reese your mission is

to travel back in time to 1984, find Sarah

Connor before the Terminator does, and

save her unborn son.

One Life to Live

Hey, if the plotline sounds complicated

don’t worry, because the gameplay isn’t.

Beating Terminator’s six horizontally and

vertically scrolling levels is all about sur-

vival of the fittest - shoot and run to-

wards the end of the level. And if you

survive you really are fit - the game has

four difficulty levels ranging from Easy to

Very Difficult, and you’ve only got one life

(no continues, no passwords, no return!).

PROT1P: The only way to stay alive is to

avoid getting tagged by enemies (impossi-

ble) and grab every Life Cannister you see.

These appear occasionally when you de-

stroy enemies.

To defend himself against menacing

machine and human foes Reese arms

himself with several different kinds of

weapons. In the Future, Reese lobs an

unlimited supply of Grenades at the ma-

chines. He can also snag Time Bombs by

picking up Bomb icons hidden in different

areas of the level and grab a Machine

Gun about halfway through Level 1. When
Reese travels back in time to 1984 his

defense is limited to a sawed-off Shotgun.

Hasta La Vista Baby!
Each level mirrors the original Orion Pic-

tures flick. In Level 1 Kyle battles his way

to the heart of the Terminator headquar-

ters and destroys the master computer,

Skynet. Then he makes a break for the

time-travel machine that sends him back

to 1984.

PROTIP: Just at the beginning of Level 1,

wait for the Bomb icon to appear and
reappear several times in order to stock up
on Bombs.

PROTIP: To destroy the machine guarding

the Machine Gun
, just crouch and lob

Grenades at it underhand. You’ll take mini-

mal damage and eventually blow thema-
chine away.

PROTIP: Skynet is in the lower right-hand

comer of the level. Use a Bomb to blow it

GAMEPRO • February 1 99250



sky high and then head to the upper right-

hand area of the level, and the time ma-
chine, as fast as you can.

PROTIP: Keep moving foiward. Get tangled

up battling those pursuing you and you’ll

take more damage than it’s worth.

In the three different areas of Level 2

Reese returns to Los Angeles in 1984

and searches for Sarah Connor. He’s

trailed by police, bomb-tossing SWAT-

team members, and missile-firing chop-

pers across the roof-tops of LA. Reese

finally tracks down Sarah in the TechNoir

Bar - but so does the Terminator!

PROTIP: Avoid taking damage from the he-

licopters by kneeling and standing still.

Level 3 takes place inside the Police

Station where the cops have slapped

Reese into a cell. He’s got to search the

entire station until he finds Sarah. The

Terminator’s hunting too!

wanii^ilia • • • •
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PROTIP: At the end of Level 3just blast
away at the Terminator until he falls and
then run past him until you reach Sarah.

This completes the mission!

PROTIP: The best defense against the

Bomb-tossers is to move up close to them

GAMEPRO • February 1992

so thatyou’re under the arc of the bomb
throw. Then blast away until they’re out of

commission.

The climactic battle takes place in

Level 4. Reese destroys The Terminator

in a huge fire - or so he thinks. The

flames merely expose the metallic skele-

ton of The Terminator which returns for a

final battle through a factory.

PROTIP: To defeat this level Reesejust has

to work his way as far to the right as pos-

sible, reach Sarah, and then wait for the

Terminator to be crushed!

He’s Back...

Game connoisseurs will note that The

Terminator, which was programmed in

the UK, features a distinctly European or

“Amiga” feel, including a lack of big-boss

battles at the end of each level. Although

the gameplay is slightly sluggish in spots

The Terminator is a satisfying, super-

tough challenge for those who enjoy a

game where the main strategy is simply

to make your way to the end without be-

ing destroyed. Digitized graphic screens

of actual scenes from the movie give this

shooter a nice polish. Sure he’s already

been back on both the big and little

screens in Terminator 2: Judgment Day -

but that shouldn’t stop you from getting

yourself terminated one more time.

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

The Terminator by Virgin Games

Available February ’92, 8 megs

51
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By Earth Angel

Five hundred years ago a

cataclysmic battle between

the gods Nexus and Void

split the Rod of Creation in two. Now as

Buc, a sorcerer’s apprentice, you must

find six Rings of Power and reconstruct

the Rod. If you can’t, all is lost.

Rings at Your Fingers
Brave voyager, as you seek the

Rings in this massive role play ad-

venture you’ll travel far and wide

across the varied terrain of Ushka

Bau. Scan the land from a 3-D

perspective similar to that of

Populous. Journey from town to

city, continent

In addition to this 3-D view of Ushka Bau,

you’ve also got the ability to zoom.

to island, by land, sea, and even air as

you assemble a band of six skilled ad-

venturers, (Knight, Conjurer, Enchanter,

Necromancer, Archer, and Sorcerer).

PR0T1P: Use the Dragon Stone to hitch a

ride. Go to an area with Rat land and when

a Dragon appears hop on board. You’ll

need lots of food and lots ofmoney, to

keep him happy.

Although you are free to wander

wherever you like, your only chance of

successfully finding the Rings is to sys-

tematically search each area and listen

carefully to the clues and hints of the in-

habitants. Your party will be in constant

need of supplies - food, water, gold,

weapons, trade goods, and special

items. Fortunately, most of the towns you

visit have stores where you can purchase

supplies, inns where you can rest, tem-

ples for healing, and more.

PR0T1P: Learning to trade is crucial. When
you enter General Stores buy tradeable

items such as Gems, Blades, and Flowers.

There is one item that the inhabitants of

each town crave.

Nice Guys Finish First

then return to the Guild. The treasure

chests regenerate - with different treasure

each time!

This field of battle features graphically de-

tailed head-to-head encounters.

townships will be ready to help you. But

make a mistake, such as failing to

pay taxes, not giving to the

poor, or harming a townie and

your popularity

plummets.

Nasty creatures

abound - from bears

to roving bands of evil

necromancers. You battle

for your life - and lose it of-

ten - in classic RPG-style

static-screen battles with

great 3-D graphics.

For Power Players
Massive is the best word for Rings

of Power, a quest reminiscent of

the classic Seven Cities of Gold. In

fact, the game comes with a gi-

gantic manual that includes a

complete run-through - and even

then you’re looking at upwards of

150 hours of game time. Despite

some choppy scrolling, the 3-D view and

the up-close and personal battle scenes

lend this RPG a unique feel, especially in

tandem with the terrific tunes. You have

to bum some time to nail down the com-

plex gameplay, but the compelling story

line and challenging quest make this

game a must for video adventurers. Ring

up Rings of Power.

Your journey across Ushka Bau is far

from easy. The inhabitants of some

52 GAMEPRO • February 1982
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by the evil Dalsis army, and only through

your guile and the help of your friends

were you able to escape with your life.

Now, on the run with a bare-bones

military force, you must regroup and

gather your allies for the final battle!

fantasy role-playing games. And if you

lose one of your leaders during any skir-

mish, he’s history!

The computer plays out all battles for you.

appear at Him 6) decimate the enemy's

ranks before you take a crack.

simply have to reach a certain point on

the map. One thing all the scenarios

have in common, though, is the game

ends if Garrett bites the dust.

On a Role
Ok...so where do all those fantasy role-

playing elements come in? As in tradition-

al FRPG games, Prince Garrett and the

other leaders gain experience with each

battle they fight, and every tenth level they

evolve into a more powerful character.

My Kingdom for a Horse
Warsong by Treco is part military strate-

gy, part fantasy role-playing - an unusual

hybrid that tests your ability to outwit the

computer’s army in 20 different scenar-

ios. As in most military simulations, you

determine the strategy, but the computer

runs the battle.

You start by controlling Prince Gar-

rett, along with his mentor, Baldarov, the

Swordmaster. At the beginning of a sce-

nario you purchase military units (your

army) with gold. The game starts you

with 350 Gold Pieces, and after the first

battle, you’ll receive moola for the num-

ber of foes you dispatch. As the game

progresses, more allies will join your

ranks, and in turn, you’ll be able to pur-

chase a bigger army.

Prince Garrett has to save the kingdom

of Baida.

The 20 battles you fight are all inter-

connected - that is, this is an ongoing

story with as much detail as traditional

54

PROTIP: Remember military units can be

replaced at the beginning of each sce-

nario, but leaders CAN NOT. Protectyour

troop's leaders with your life! You’ll need

them all later in the game.

PROTIP: Ifyou’re trying to escape the pursuit

ofa powerful enemy commander, leave a

weakened unit behind to delay the pursuit

The Battle of the Bulge
Each scenario consists of several stages.

Usually, victory comes with the defeat of

the enemy leader, but sometimes you

With experience, warriors get higher At-

tack and Defense ratings, which help shift

the battle’s outcome in your favor, and

spellcasters gain more powerful spells and

more magic points to cast them with.

PROTIP: The best way to build all your

characters quickly is to use your more
powerful characters to whittle down the

opposing army, then finish them off with

characters who need experience.

Some Day My Prince

Will Come
Warsong is a long, sometimes grueling,

game where the average scenario takes

60 to 90 minutes to win. A battery backup

system saves up to four campaigns. Even

if you aren’t a big military strategy fan,

Warsong’s storyline and action will hook

you. If you’re into fantasy war games that

require a little bit of brain power, Warsong

will give you the action you crave.

In Scenario 9, stay on land and let the

Krakens (those giant squid creatures that

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Warsong by Treco

Price not available

Available March '92

4 megs + battery backup

GAMEPRO • February 1992
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means “the Wind,” and an ill wind

definitely blows through this hot, 8 meg,

horizontally scrolling action/adventure

game. In 1928 New York City, a bunch of

mobsters and a weird religious group

have banded together to summon the

vile wind demon, Hastur - not good! You

guide a beautiful young woman named

Annet in an attempt to crush the crazies

before they make the Big Apple rot.

Annet is ready for battle.

Weapons of the Wind
As Annet, you get some impressive fire-

power. Your primary weapons are bladed

boomerangs, but the Wind Spells do the

real damage. You begin with Fire Balls,

which enables you to throw flames.

Throughout the game you acquire four

more Spells such as Water Current,

which shoots a destructive water current

along the ground; Wind Cutter, an awe-

some wide-area blast; and the self-ex-

planatory Explosion. For every two

stages that you complete, you acquire

another Spell, and you can toggle easily

among them at any time.

PR0T1P: Always search breakable blocks

forpotions which restore Annet’s life bar.

Stage Fright

El Viento is a hair-raising adventure that

keeps you on your toes. There are eight

stages with 20 scenes total. Annet be-

gins on the mean streets of New York.

She must then fight her way through the

SpeakEasy night club and an automobile

plant. Each level takes place in a different

urban setting such as underground sew-

ers and massive skyscrapers.

The place is overrun with hitmen

and assorted mystic vermin, such as

sneaky serpents and deadly birds. In the

last area of each stage, Annet takes on

some of the toughest boss creatures and

devices around.

Use the Fire Spell to destroy this serpent.

Play Up a Storm
Here’s a cart that’s ultra tough, but fun

and looks good, too. El Viento has splen-

did graphics and animation. The colors

seem limited in the beginning levels, then

the pallette paints up a spectacular storm

as the game progresses. Nice-looking

cinema screens enrich the storyline after

you complete a level.

Just like the wind (El Viento), this

game moves fast! Annet is very easy to

control, but this is NOT a cart that you’ll

breeze through in one sitting. You’re limit-

ed to three continues and the upper lev-

els become positively spastic!

If you’re hyped for a thumb-bustin’

action game, give El Viento a spin. You

just may be blown away!

El Viento by Renovation Products

$69.99

Available now, 8 megs



-JSMEPy Has the hotti
arcade hits far yaur

Buy your TENGEN

games at Toys "B" Us,

Hay-Bee Toys, Target,

Babbage's, Electronics

Boutique, Software Etc.

and other tine retailers.

Or call 1-800-2-TEHGEH

to order.

Digitized graphics
of lit/e action for
the meanest

,

nastiest, hand-
to-hand combat!

and action!
Ail BE Pro Teams!
Rhal 1930 Stats!

Plus Division Champs
frbm 783-’S3!
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Wfltcs to 3(notf)c
By The Unknown Gamer

One of the largest fan-

tasy role play games ev-

er to appear on a video

game system - Might and Magic.

Gates to Another World - has caused

Genesis owners to flood our mailbox

with Ask the Pros questions. To help

you explore this massive fantasy

world, we put together a guide that

no Might and Magic adventurer

should leave the inn without.

The five cities of Cron are confusing
mazes to the inexperienced. Here is a
listing of all the shops and important
features of each commercial center.

CODE- First number = X coordinate,

number = Y coordinate (i.e.

Whirlwind Mage Guild (5,7)).

Sandsobar

Big Al’s Accessories

Entrance to Underground Cavern

Fltpro Locksmith

Hourglass Inn -

Join Mage's Guild

Monster Bowl

Red Lantern Tavern

Sheik Training Arena

Slum Entrance

Sly's Opportunities

Temple Benedicts

Teleport to: Middlegate

Teleport to: Tundara

The Beggars Gift

The Embassy

The Sandy Dunes

The Wizard's Eye

Town Exit

Whirlwind Mage's Guild

-4,10)

..(7,14)

.(10 ,
0)

(6,3)

.(2 .
10

)

...(1 .
12)

...(10 .8 )

...(5,10)

(2.7)

(10 ,
1 )

(1,5)

....(5,11)

(8 ,
2 )

....(4,15)

(8.4)

(2.4)

(2 .0)

(9.11)

(0.14)

(5,7)

Middlegate
(C2 - 7 3

)

Brain Detoxfati'onZ
(Erase secondary skills)

'
1
"

Edmund's Expeditions r21 o,

(Mountaineer skill)
'*

’

Entrance to underground cavern (8 0 )

Ex" Town

Feldecarb Fountain...

Fountain of Clairvoyance

Gateway Temple
Join Mage's Guild

l ock and Key, Ltd

Middlegate

Nordon the Wizard ",

iV,
Nordonna ("'2

Otto Mapper, Esg ! t J

(Cartographer skill)
'

S.J. Blacksmith....

Slaughtered Lamb Tavern 4
'

fi

Sleepy Mage Guild

Teleport to: Sandsobar/Atlantiurn
(i 5

(Pathfinder skill)
,2 '9 '

Travelmoore

Transport to Murray's ResS
'
"' '

Turkov's Training
^ 1Q

.

(8.4)

(7.7)

(2 .12)

(2 .8
)

Tundara.

T .
(41-12,3)

rundaran Arms Inn

Thundrax Weaponry.,
Lucky Dog Saloon

Mystical Mage Guild.

Join Mage's Guild

White Dove Temple
Enhancement Center
Town Exit

Teleport to: Sandsobar
Teleport to: Vulcania

Entrance to Underground Cavern ry e
International Market
Sarcen's Denial..

"J
Columbus' Sextant 1
Cilyjaii (8.14)

0.5)

(8 , 11 )

( 10 .
10

)

(8.9)

(14.14)

0 .8)

( 11 , 12)

(11,7)

(15,11)

(6 .
10

)

(6 .8)

W.Hrania
(El -3,4)

(7 2)
Hotel Fuui ... q.

(5,2)

Blackrock Mage Guild (11.6)

(3,6)

(13.8)

Training Academy

Town Exit

Teleport to: Sandsobar

Teleport to: Atlantium

Entrance to Underground

(5.3)

(5,0)

(6,2)

(8,2)

(10.0)
^dVOm MON

LSVd LULKSiTum .... ,jrnv

Disembowelments R’ Us.

Sergeant Pain School

(3,10)

(0,2)

(10,6)

Wild Section Entrance.... (7,12)

Atlantium (A4 — 13,10)

Boar’s Tongue Tavern (11,10)

Cabalist Mage Guild (6,4)

Carriage Inn (5,14)

City Jail
(5,13)

Classic Key Shoppe (4,10)

Clerics and Sorcerers

Rooming House (U.b )

Colosseum (7,9)

Drewnhald Ironworks (6,14)

Elusian Temple (5.7)

Entrance to underground

cavern (9,15)

Hippomenes and Atlanta (10,3)

(Add to all attributes)

Island Trainin (9,4)

Join Mage Guild (H-7 )

Knights and Warriors

Rooming House (2,6)

Odysseus’ Tongue (8.3)

(Increase Intellect)

Teleport: to Middlegate (12,0)

Teleport: to Vulcania (3.0)

The Olympic Trial (6.3)

Town Exit (15,15)
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Your success in Might & Magic is deter-

mined by the ability of your party mem-
bers. Without shortcuts, building your

characters takes tens of hours of game

play. Use this shortcut to gain boodles of

experience points, along with some of

the best magic items in the game.

1

.

You must have a Sorcerer in your party

with the ability to cast the following two

spells: Fly and Teleport. OR you must

own a Witch’s Broom (to fly) and a Tele-

port Orb (to teleport). You also need two

characters with “Mountaineering” ability.

It’s a good idea to have two clerics, one

in the number three spot and one in the

number six spot. Before you go on this

journey, you need plenty of gold and

gems (for casting “Power Cure” spells).

(Ideally, you want to wait until your clerics

have reached the 13th level, so they can

cast the “Moon Ray” spell before ventur-

ing on this level-raising quest.)

To build up gold and experience

when you’re just starting out, go to a city

that has a Portal to Atlantium. Once you

reach Atlantium, exit the city and head

West until you reach the raw sewage

pool (about three steps West). Sip the

raw sewage and your characters will have

100’s in all attributes. Go back into At-

lantium and enter the Arena. Be sure to

have a GREEN ticket (purchase one in

Middlegate). This enables you to fight a

lesser battle in the Arena. With 100’s in

every attribute, you shouldn’t have too

much trouble winning the battle and col-

lecting the reward. Repeat this process

until your characters are 12-1 5th level in

strength.

2. Fly to E2

3. Walk North two spaces to (3,9).

4. Turn East

5.

Teleport eight spaces - don’t try to

walk it!

6. Drink from the fountain (The World’s

Greatest Fountain).

7. You now have a 200 in every attribute,

and you’re 50th level for one battle.

8.

Take one step in any direction and you

encounter a powerful group of monsters.

Defeat them (hopefully) with your pow-

ered-up characters and collect the trea-

sure. Step back to the fountain and rest,

drink from the fountain again, and try tak-

ing one step in another direction. Repeat

until you have enough gold, gems, etc. If

you encounter any monsters that you

can’t beat - turn tail and run! You can al-

ways return to the fountain.

9.

Fly back to Middlegate and save your

party at the Inn.

10.

Fly to B2, Walk west along the road

until you reach (1,7).

1 1 . Turn North and walk two steps (here’s

where the Mountaineering skill is needed).

12. You’ll encounter the three Cuisinarts,

one of the most deadly encounters in

this game. With your hyped-up abilities

you can attack first. The Cuisinarts have

an armor class of 60 and can take 1,000

points of damage before croaking. But

there are only three of them. As long as

they don’t frenzy, they can only take out

three of your characters at once. Once

they finish their attack have anyone with

cleric spell ability cast a Moon Ray spell

to give your unconscious characters

some hit points.

13. With your increased attributes try to

knock off at least one of the Cuisinarts

each round. When they’re defeated grab

the treasure - a bunch of gold and some

great magic weapons and armor.

14. Fly back to Middlegate. Use your

gold to increase your level, divvy up the

magic items, and save your party at the

Inn. Then fly back to the fountain and re-

peat the entire process again.
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CHIPS & BITS SNES TGI 6 GENESIS

Junction

Mickey Mouse
$29 Vasum(wasDando)$56
$29 Y’s 3 $59

I'RBI BASEBALL 3'

from TENGEN has
awesome game play!

[Great graphics! and
1 1 990 stats of real pros!

[includes all 26 Pro

[Teams, each with a

[roster of 24 real

players! Actual 1990
stats for each player!

[Actual stats for Division

|Champions from '83 to

['89! Instant Replay so
[you can relive exciting

|

plays! Approved bythe

|

Major League Players

[Association! Plus

[great animation,
[graphics, music, &

|
sound FX. $49

['CORPORATION'
from VIRGIN GAMES
[asks Are you tough
[enough to take on the

|21st century and save
[mankind from a
[genetically engineered

[war machine? You'll

[arm yourself with a

[whole arsenal of

[weapons and yourown
[psychic powers.
[Features 16 levels of

[3D environment with

[fast, smooth 360
[degree scrolling.

|
Realistic arcade control

[of six characters: two
[male, two female, and

E-SWAT
JOHN MADDEN '92 by

ELECTRONICARTS is

the 1 992 version of the

ultimate football game.
Includes all the original

features, on-screen
play calling, IsoVision

passing camera,
audibles, & player
ratings. Includes over

20 new features,

tougher defense, new
plays, better artificial

intelligence, Instant

replay, rain, snow, &
wind, 1 or 2 player

head-to-head or side-

by-side, substituions,

injuries, & improved
audibles.

Arrow Flash

'F22 INTERCEPTOR'
|from ELECTRONIC
[ARTS is the only flight

[simulator. Experience

[the sensation of flight

[as you battle land, sea

]& air targets in a vivid

[3D world. Fly over 100
[unique missions in Iraq,

(Korea, Russia & the

[USA. Or create your

[own with the mission

[generator. Over 20
|targets including T72
[tanks, MIG29 fighters,

[Hind helicopters, &
[SAM sites. Avoid
[enemy radar. Multiple

[views. Land on an
laircraft carrier!

$46 Atomic Robo KidGuardian Angels

| 'PIT-FIGHTER' from

TENGEN has digitized

graphics for super
realistic hand-to-hand

combat! Every scene,

[every movement is

created form digitally

processed graphics of

live action for the
ultimate in realism!

You can be Buzz with

his power, body slam

& head butt. Or go for

Kato’s speed, combo
punch, flip kick and
backhand attack. Be
Ty whose feet can do
damage with the spin,

flying and roundhouse

GENESIS GENESIS
KICK & PUNCH ADVENTURE

Beast Wrestler $56 Adventur Syd Vallis $42

DJ Boy $39 Alex Kidd Castle $35
Fighting Master $42 Alien Storm $42

Growl $44 Aliens 3 $59

Heavy Nova $50
Kageki $42
Last Battle $37
Moonwalker $42
Pit Fighter $49
Slaughter Sport $50
Streets of Rage $45
Street Smart $42

GENESIS
SPORTS

Arnold Palmer Golf $39
Budokan $42
Buster Dglas Boxng $42
California Games $42
Cyberball $42
Earl Weaver Basebll $49
Hardball $46

Jesse Body Ventura $46
Joe Montana Ftball $42
Joe Montana 2 $49
John Madden Ftball $34
John Madden '92 $42
Lakers vs Celtics $42
M Lemieux Hockey $42
Mike Ditka Football $46
NHL Hockey $46
Pat Riley Basketball $34
PGA Tour Golf $49
Powerball $45

Back to the Future 3 $42
Batman $42
Bean Ball Benny $42
Bimini Run $42
Bonanza Brothers $38
Chuck Rock

Speedball 2

Super Volleyball

Soccer
Tennis

T Lasorda Basebll

Zany Golf

$43 Fantasia

$35 Fatal Rewind
$35 Final Zone
$42 Flicky

$52 Gain Ground
$24 Ghostbusters

GENESIS
ADVENTURE

Ghouls ‘N Ghosts $48
Golden Axe 1 $52
Golden Axe 2 $49
James Pond $36
James Pond 2 $42
Jewel Master $42
Jojee’s Odyssey $45
Marvel Land $50
MERCS $49
Mickey Mouse $42
Midnight Resistance $45
Mystic Defender $39
Predator 2 $56
Onslaught $43
Qcksht Donld Duck $42
Rastan Saga 2 $42
Revenge of Shinobi $52
Rolling Thunder 2 $50
Saint Sword $43
Shadow of Beast $52
Shadow Blasters $39
Shadow Dancer $42
Slime World $43
Sonic Hedgehog $45
Spiderman $45
Stormlord $49
Strider $56

$45

SEGA GENESIS
GAME GEAR ROLE PLAYING

Golf $34 Super Hydlide $47
Halley Wars $29 Sword of Vermillion $59
Joe Montana Ftball $34 Traysia $56

Crack Down $42
Dark Castle $36
Decapattack $42

Dick Tracy $34
ElViento $56
Ernest Evans $54

$42
$42
$29

$19
$42
$42

Sword of Sodan $34
Target Earth $47
Techno Cop $47
Terminator $49
Thunderfox $43
ToeJam & Earl $49
Turrican $43
Vallis 3 $56
Wardner $42

SEGA
GAME GEAR

Game Gear $1 49
TV Tuner $99
AC Adapter $15
Gear to Gear Cable $15
Battery Pack $42
Car Adapter $22
Carrying Case $15
Deluxe Carry Case $19
Gear to Gear Cable $15
Batter Up $29
Berlin Wall $29
Chessmaster $29
Clutch Hitter $34
Devilish $29
Doald Duck $34
Dragon Crystal $29
Eternal Legend $34
G-LOC $29
Golden Axe $39

Ninja Gaiden $34
Outrun $29
Pac Man $29
Psychic World $29
Putt & Putter $29
Rastan $34
Revenge Drancon $29
Shinobi $34
Slider $29
Solitaire Poker $29
Sonic Hedgehog $34
Space Harrier $29
Super Golf $29
Super Monaco GP $29
Woody Pop $29

GENESIS
ROLE PLAYING

Arcus Odyessy $56
Battlemaster $43
Buck Rogers 1 $59
Corporation $49
Exile $56
Faery Tale Adventur$42
Fatal Labyrinth $29
Immortal $52
King's Bounty $36
Master of Monsters $42
Might & Magic 2 $59
M& M2 Hint Book $10

GENESIS
SHOOTERS

After Burner 2 $42
Air Buster $43
Air Diver $44

GENESIS
SHOOTERS

Hellfire $43
Insector X $44
Musha $49
Phelios $29
Raiden $50
Road Blasters $42
Sagaia $43
Soldeace $43
Space Harrier 2 $37
Space Invaders $38
Supr Thunder Blade $37
Tsk Fore Harrier Ex $45
TroubleShooter $39
Thunder Force 2 $37
Thunder Force 3 $29
Truxton $37
Twin Cobra $38
Vapor Trail $56
Whip Rush $19
Wings of Wor $46

GENESIS
SIMULATION

688 Attack Sub $59
Abrams Battle Tank $49
Demolition Rally $42
Dinoland $42
F22 Interceptor $42

Battle Squadron $26
Bomber Raid $42

Burning Force $29
Caliber 50 $52
Crossfire $44
Crystal Quest $45

in depth role-

nightmare
life. Meet the

& deception,

animated
combat.

Difficult puzzles on
every level. Over thirty

animated death
scenes. Digitized

soundtrack of screams
and other unearthly

sounds. $52

Phantasy Star 3

PStar 3 Hint Book
Rings of Power
Shining Darkness
Starflight 1

Star Oyssey

$59 Dynamite Duke $34
$14 Elemental Master $56
$55 Fire Shark $43
$59 Forgotten World $48
$59 Gaiares $56
$59 Grenada $29

Outrun $42
Paperboy $42
Quad Challenge $45
Road Ra$h $42
Super Hang On $37
Super Monaco GP $42

GENESIS
STRATEGY

Art Alive $36
Berlin Wall $39
Blockout $26
Breach 2 $59
CenturiomDRome $42
Columns $29
Herzog Zwei $39
Ishido $19
Junction $38
Klax $44
Lemmings $42
Marble Madness $42
Ms Pac Man $35
Pacmania $42
Rampart $42
Shove It $37
Star Control $52
Trampoline Terror $39
Ultimate Qix $40
Warrior of Rome $59
Warsong $49
Zoom $30



GAMES FOR LESS 802 - 767 - 3033

$41 Parasol Stars

SSI is an in depth sci-fi

Iroleplaying game.
I Control 1 2 intergalactic

[warriors in tactical

[combat against
[dozens of aliens.

[Encounter sentient

[extraterrestrials from
[uncharted worlds.

[Features first person
[view ship to ship

[combat, 6 races, 5

[professions, over 25
|skills, over 50 different

[items, 8 megs of

[memory, battery back

[up saves 3 games, 40
[page hint book& maps
| included. $59

GENESIS TURBOGRAFX 16

HARDWARE ADVENTURE
GENESIS System $149 Bonk's Adventure $42
Arcade Power Stick $39 Bonk’s Revenge $45
Control Pad $19 Bravoman $47
Genistick $27 Cadash $47
Power Base Cnvrtr $34 Camp California

'ACTRAISER' from ENIX combines pulse-stopping action

sequences with an intelligent Simulation Mode, allowing the

player to forge a new civilization. $54

Video Monitor Cable $ 9

Wireless Control #1 $39
Wireless Control #2 $19
TURBOGRAFX 16
HARDWARE

TurboExpress $289
Turbo AC Adaptor $29
Turbo Car Adaptor $29
Turbo Comm Cable $19
TurboGrafx16 $99
Turbo CD Player $289
TurboBooster $32
TurboBoosterPlus $46
TurboCable $ 9

TurboPad $19
TurboTap $19
TurboStick $38
TurboVision $89
TURBOGRAFX 16

STRATEGY
Bomberman $39
Boxyboy $37
Chew Man Fu $39
Drop Off $39
KLAX $43
King of Casino $40
Military Madness $47
Moto Roader $37
Timeball $40

Cratermaze $27
Darkwing Duck $48
Double Dungeons $47
Dragon's Curse $36
Dungeon Explorer $ 1

9

Impossamole $48

TURBOGRAFX 16
COMPACT DISK

Addams Family $48
Camp California $49
Fighting Street $36
Final Zone 2 $47
It Came frm Desert $48
Jack Nicklaus Golf $44
JB Harold $47
Last Alert $47
Lords of Rising Sun $44
Magical Dinosaurs $47
Monster Lair $42
Sherlock Holmes $47
Shape Shifter $44
Vallis 2 $47
Vallis 3 $48
Y's Book 1 & 2 $47
Y's 3 $48
TURBOGRAFX 16

SPORTS
Ballistix $43
Battle Royal $47
Chmpns Frvr Boxng $49
Davis Cup Tennis $43
Jack Nicklaus Golf $44

Panza Kick Boxing $43
Power Golf $29
RBI 3 $42
SuperVolleyball $39

SUPER NINTENDO
SYSTEM

SNES System $200
SUPER NINTENDO
KICK & PUNCH

Final Fight $54

SUPER NINTENDO
ADVENTURE

Nosferatu $54
Paperboy2 $54
Robocop 3 $54
Robomech $54

ELECTRONIC ARTS 1

SHADOW OF THE
BEAST' is the ultimate

adventure game with

parallax scrolling and
cutting edge Psygnosis

artwork. Includes
multiple scrolling

backgrounds for 3D
effect. Explore the

wilderness and
caverns. Destroy the

Dracubeast before his

fangs rip your armorl

Features Psygnosis
quality art & sound FX,

132 monsters, 8 Megs
of ultra compressed
memory, 13 levels of

(action. $52

JJ and Jeff $27
Legendary Axe 1 $19
Legendary Axe 2 $41

Neutopia $36
Night Creatures $48
Ninja Spirit $42

Takin' It to the Hoop $27
TV Sports Baseball $43
TV Sports Basktball $43
TV Sports Football $43
TV Sports Hockey $43
World Clss Baseball $19

World Court Tennis $19
TURBOGRAFX 16
KICK & PUNCH

SUPER NINTENDO
SIMULATION

F-Zero $49
Pilot Wings $49
Radio Flyer $54
SimCity $49
Supr Battle Tank $54
Ultrabots $54
Wing Commander 1 $64
SUPER NINTENDO

SHOOTERS
Darius Twin $54
D-Force $54
Earth Defenc Force $49
Gradius 3 $49
Hyper Zone $43
Raiden $54
Supr R Type $54
SUPER NINTENDO

STRATEGY
Bombuzal $49
Chessmaster $49
Lemmings $49
Populous $49
Shanghaii $49
SUPER NINTENDO

ADVENTURE
Castle Vania 4 $54
Dream TV $54

Simpsons $54
Smash TV $49
Solstice 2 $49
Supr Advntr Island $54
Supr Ghouls Ghost $54

SUPER NINTENDO
SPORTS

NCAA Basketball $59
Nolan Ryan Basebll $49
PGA Tour Golf $49
RPM Racing $49
Smart Ball $49
Supr Baseball 1 000 $54
Supr Bases Loaded $49
Supr Double Dribble $54
Supr FI Built to Win $49
Supr Frmtn Soccer $49
Supr Off Road $49
Supr Play Actn Ftbll $49
Supr Pro Wrestling $54
SuprTennis $49
SuprWrestlemania $54
Waialae CC Golf $59
Weaver Baseball $52
WWF Superstars $54
SUPER NINTENDO
ROLE PLAYING

Actraiser $54
Drakkhen $54
Dungeon Master $59
Final Fantsy Lgnd 2 $59
Might & Magic 2 $59
Ultima 5 $64
Wanders from Y's $59

'JOHN MADDEN 1992' from ELECTRONIC ARTS comes
to SUPER NINTENDO. Includes 29 teams, 1 00 plays, great

graphics & sound FX, instant replay & weather. $52

Ultraman

X-Men
SUPER NINTENDO

SPORTS
Big Run $49
Bill Laimbeer $54

CHIPS & BITS

PO Box 234

Rochester VT 05767

802 767 3033
Fax 802 767 3382

GEnie Keyword CHIPS

China Warrior $27
Pit Fighter $42

Vigilante $19

We accept Visa, MC, Money
Orders & Certified Checks.
COD add $5. Checks Held 4

Weeks.

TURBOGRAFX 16
SHOOTERS

TURBOGRAFX 16 RiftwarSaga $47
SIMULATION Silent Debuggers $48

Alien Crush $19 Splatter House $49
Devil’s Crush $47 Tactical Gladiator $47
Final LapTwin $19 Talespin $48

Victory Run $19 Tiger Road $47

Aero Blasters

Blazing Lazers

Bloody Wolf

Cyber Core
Deep Blue

Dragon Spirit

Fantasy Zone
Galaga'90
Ordyne
Psychosis

Raiden

R -Type

Sinistron

Space Harrier

Super Star Soldier $49
Turrican $43

Most Items shippedsame day.

All shipping rates are per or-

der not per item. UPS Ground
$4: 2 Day Air$6: POBox, APO,
FPO, $5: Air Mail to Canda
$6: HI, AK, PR, Mail $5: HI,

AK, PR, 2 Day $12: Air Mail to

Europe $1 2 first item plus $6
each additional item. Call for

hardware shipping rates.

Advertised prices are for new
games. Used carts traded at

$25 to $40 less than new. No
cash paid, store credit only.

a i
... ... Used carts sold at $10 to $25

HomeAlone
Hook
Jelly Bean
Joe & Mac
Lagoon
Legend Mystcl Ninja $54 Mike Tyson P Pnch $54 abiMty"subje"ct to change.

$49 FI $54
|ess than new.

$49 Hole in One Golf $54
$49 Jack Nicklaus Golf $54 All sales final. Shipping

$49 Lakers vs Celtics *52 li":'
5
,,

" ot guaranteed

*54 Madden Football *52



PROTIP: Stay to the far left of the prehis-

toric sword-fish and blast them as they

jump out of the water.

Nerd-bashing has been go-

ing on since the dinosaur

days - just ask cave-dudes

Joe and Mac. They know from first hand

experience the devastating aftermath of

nerd-bashing - nerd revenge!

Yes, the cave-nerds are having the

last geeky chuckle ‘cause they crept into

Joe and Mac’s camp and scared off all

the Cave Babes. There’s only one thing

to do now - grab a club and scour the

countryside.

Team Neanderthal
Not only are Joe and Mac handsome fel-

lows, you get the pleasure of enjoying

both of their mugs at the same time.

Yup, Joe and Mac is one of the few, new

side scrolling SNES titles with a two play-

er buddy system. Even if you’re a “lone

wolf by nature and prefer to tackle the

video world alone, it’s always nice to

have the option to take along a friend.

Another groovy gameplay option is

the 2 Player Super Game, which enables

you to either compete or cooperate in

the search for the Cave Babes. There’s

also a Mode selection for skill levels:

Easy, Normal, and Hard. The only de-

tectable difference between the Modes is

that you’re allowed the most continues in

Easy (3) and the least in Hard (2).

Speaking of dinosaurs and belligerent

cavemen, that brings us to the topic of

weapons. What else would cavemen car-

ry other than the infamous wooden club?

For your combat pleasure they carry

plenty more than just an overgrown twig.

By cracking open dinosaur eggs, Joe

and Mac can power up their clubs so

that they shoot Bones, Boomerangs,

Fire, and the world’s greatest inven-

tion...Wheels! Once you collect all the

power ups possible they’re yours to

keep, and you can switch ammo with a

tap on the Select button.

PROTIP: Don’t waste time trying to knock

the beehives down in Level Two. Take a

few sb'ngs and make a “beeline’’ to the top

of the tree.

PR0T1P: The Boomerang is the best all

around weapon.

My, What Big Teeth You Have
Life is brutal outside the safety of one’s

cave. Joe and Mac learn a hard and fast

lesson in self defense as they make their

way through three four-part stages cover-

ing everything from icy subterranean cav-

erns to red hot volcanic wastelands.

Keep an eye out for dinosaur eggs:

crack the right one open and a Pink

Pterodactyl carries you off to one of six

Bonus Stages. If you’re a really shrewd

gamer, you may even discover a few se-

cret stages.

PROTIP: Bonus stage Pterodactyls won’t

cany you off to a bonus stage unless all

enemies have been destroyed and/or are

off the screen.

You encounter exactly what you’d

expect in the wilds of prehistoria: di-

nosaurs, dinosaurs, and more dinosaurs

Some are big, some are small, some

swim, some fly, and some even cry.

There’s also an abundance of ill man-

nered fellow cave dwellers who, appar-

ently, would rather hunt Joe and Mac

than dinosaurs for dinner.
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PR0T1P: Stay to the far left of the screen

and use the boomerang weapon to destroy

the woolymammoth boss.

Caveman Athletics

Now that you know J & M have cool

clubs and power-ups, the question is

how well can they use them, and do

PROTIP: Use the wheel weapon in the hot

lava stage. Not only will the wheels roll up

hill, they can also destroy boulders.

are in full technicolor bloom, including the

background scenes which are as crisp

as movie matte paintings.

When compared to the arcade ver-

sion, however, there are a few things

missing. Joe and Mac can’t perform the

cool swinging elbow-jab move that they

use in the arcade game, and they don’t

have the variety of facial expressions.

The stage bosses have an annoying

habit of reappearing albeit in different col-

ors. However, the bits that were lost in

the translation are all so minor, they don’t

really take much, if anything, away from

the game.

PR0T1P: Ifyou lose a life and your spirit be-

gins to float skyward, move towards solid

ground. Otherwise, when your additional

life kicks in and you fall back to earth over

shaky footing, you may lose another life.

- 38800- HI 38800

PROTIP: When the lizard-creature rolls

himself into a tiny ball and hurls himself

into the air, move to the far left or right of

the screen; he always falls towards the

center of the screen.

Fun in the Ancient Sun
Joe and Mac is looking pretty strong

coming out of the SNES starting gates.

Although it’s not a super intense

action/adventure, it has a solid founda-

tion of great graphics, easy gameplay,

lots of levels, and rockin’ tunes which

make it a fun game, especially for two-

person play. Join the prehistoric “club”

and take a peek into the past with Joe

and Mac.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Joe and Mac by Data East

$59.95

Available now
8 megs
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By Boogie Man

\ The town of Redmount has

f fallen on evil times. With
'
leaders named Duey,

Chester, Edgar, and Pierre running the

show, it’s no wonder. They sound like a

schoolyard bully’s hit list. Enter homeboy

Dogi and his pal, Add - who just hap-

pens to be the baddest swordfighter in

the land of Ys.

Adol and Dogi “Ys” into trouble.

AtYs
TurboGrafx-CD players already know

Wanderers from Ys (see GamePro, Jan.

’92) as Ys Book III. This SNES game mir-

rors that TG-CD adventure.

PROTIP: The Prorips in the Ks review in the

Jan. ‘92 GamePro apply here, too.

Ys dishes out a satisfying mix of

roleplay gamING (RPG) and action/ad-

venture. As Adol you quickly ditch Dogi

at an inn and take off for action. You

build up character traits, interrogate

townsfolk, slash for gold, and buy impor-

tant items just as in any RPG. Like many

action/adventure carts, you fight a horde

of murderous beasts and solve maze-like

obstacles.

The six-level Ys environment is rich

and unpredictable. Along the way you

track down Swords, Armor, Shields,

Magic Rings, and other magic items,

which are essential to your fight.

PR0T1P: The Power Ring’s to the left at the

bottom of the pit in Tigray Mine.

PROTIP: There is natural Herb in the “shade

of the rocks” in Lava Zone Nine of the

Uvem Ruins. Use it right there and you can

grab some more.

Mm
Ys-yonthe

Eyes and Ears

Long Sword, Chain

Mail, and Health 80 or

better helps a lot Crouch beneath the

blade blasts and charge in with the DownThe graphics are sharp

and feature bright, Japanese-style charac-

ters and some nice SNES cinema. They

really shine when you face the bosses.

The action’s in side-view, multi-scrolling

perspective and, like any RPG, you can

move back and forth through any level.

The sounds are minimal, but the cart

spins its tunes with enthusiasm. Although

MTV they aren’t.

Ys not Heavy
Wanderers from Ys doesn’t throw a whole

lot of curves at you, but it dishes out

thumb-pumpin’ action. Most adversaries

move in predictable, repetitious patterns

across your path. Knocking off the bad

guys simultaneously snares points toward

Experience, Magic Ring Power, and Gold.

Use bad guys like the Blue Ogres to load up on

points.

You must move cautiously and with

precision to find the right spots to hack

without being hacked. When you meet

mid-level and stage bosses, however, the

fighting’s fast and furious! No time for

thinking ahead - until you’re dead!

PR0T1P: To do in the Tigray Boss, use the

Amulet (which you buy in Redmount). The

Thrust (Press Down, B, and Y).

The gamePlay is slick. You get four

swordfighting techniques. The easy-to-

use Equipment and Inventory Screens

make juggling weapons, magic, and oth-

er useful gear a breeze.

PROTIP: Traveling back to the entrance ofa

level recharges Health.

The Save Game feature - with 15

save positions - and unlimited continues

saves your sanity. Work out strategies, try

them, and learn from your mistakes with-

out starting from scratch.

Itff li

Lots of Herb, the Shield Ring, and head-shots

are the keys to beating this Fire Dragon.

“Ys” not “Ease”
Wanderers from Ys is as close to a 16-

bit “standard” as any SNES cart is likely

to get. You get a good-looking RPG, a

massive video-game environment, and

energetic hack-n-slashing. If you earned

Ys battlescars on the TurboGrafx-CD,

this cart holds no surprises, but it’s much

harder! Wander into Ys with the Wander-

ers from Ys.

Wanderers from Ys byAmerican Sammy
$64.95

Available now, 8 megs
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NOWMU
WITH REALCOMMEft

w,'ell, it’s finaEy here. And it may be the

biggest breakthrough in the history of the game. We’re

talking about EASN, the interactive video sports net-

work that has them buzzing from the boards of Madison

Square to the soggy turf at the ’Stick. Check out the

scouting reports for yourself.

He’s been called Mr. Intensity. The biggest

man in the league. Fact is, no one knows football like

John Madden. And no video game for the Super NES™

has the bone-jarring impact of John Madden Football.

This game is so true coaches have used it for training.

Square off with 29 proealiber teams (including the

All-Madden All-Stars).

Player skills (includ-

ing quarterback’s

scrambling) are rated

and ranked because

they’ll affect every play.

Call more than 100 offensive

and defensive plays from Madden’s actual playbook

or use audibles at the line. Choose real weather like rain,

ice, snow and mud (as John says,

real football players are mud-

ders). Play on surfaces from the

On passing plays check out all-new IsoVision™ with

three isolation cameras covering your primary receivers.

Watch them signal

when they pass the

first down marker or

the end zone. And

stand by for instant
AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS

replays. You can watch in real time. View the action



E PART OF TTE FfftST

TUTORS, REAL STATS

frame by frame. Even scan the field to spot blown

assignments. You’ll also find Madden s one-on-one

^i match-ups provide valuable insights for critical

m play-calling situations.

Choose any team to play in the Regular Season,

or select one team and enter the play-offs. Then go for

the championship gold. And what will big John have to

ay about your play? Stay tuned to EASN and find out

PGATOUR

GOIf
THE CROWD IS HUSHED«

It’s all here. The pressure, the excitement and the

challenge of professional golf. Welcome to the only game

to make the cut, PGA TOUR Golf.

Tee off against 60 top TOUR pros in real PGATOUR

COMING BEFORE THE SNOW MEETS

categories like driving accuracy, par breakers and putting

average.Take on four of the TOUR’s toughest courses

(designed from actual

PGATOUR blueprints)

and compete in three

premier tournaments.

Play in THE

PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP at TPC at Sawgrass, The

Kemper Open atTPC at Avenel and The Honda Classic at

TPC at Eagle Trace. Or take your best shot at the awesome

PGA WEST Stadium Course.Ten PGATOUR stars give you

playing hints and comments. But, ultimately, it’s up to you.

To succeed you’ll need to nail golf’s toughest shots like

chips, punch shots and fringe putts

(the 3-D putting grid lets you read

all the breaks). True to life, totally

authentic TV-style coverage gives you multiple camera

views and spectacular aerial fly-bys (using the Super NES

Mode 7 scaling and rotation). Plus, all new for the Super

NES, it’s the exclusive EASN Ball Cam!" Follow the flight

of your shots from club face to ball mark.



MOVE OVER CBS.

MOVE OVER NBC.

I
® 1

MOVE OVER ABC.

|®l

MOVE OVER ESPN.

2 I
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EASN, Electronic Arts Sports Network, John Madden Football, IsoVision, Ball Cam are trademarks of Electronic Aits. Actual screens from Super NES"
1

and Sega
1
"
Genesis!” Nintendo? Sup

Nintendo Entertainment System' and Super NES” and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. SnugZ is the registered trademark of SnugZ USA.TPC, PGA

TOUR?THEPLAYERSCHAMPIONSHIP, The Kemper Open, PGA West, and Tlte Honda Classic are registered trademarks. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises Ltd. NBA i

registered trademark ofthe National Basketball Association. The individual NBA Team insignias depicted in this product are trademarks which are the exclusive property of the respective

Teams and may not be reproduced without the written consent ofNBA Properties, Inc. SkyBox is copyright 1990 NBA Properties, Inc.



HTERACTIVE SPORTS

AND,OF COURSE,THE

And if you think no one

will see your heartbreaks,

think again. Winning against this

kind of competition will take all you’ve got And the eagle

eyes of the EASN sports teams stay on you all the way.

BULLS VS. LAKERS

PLAYOFFS
STOP POPAND DROP

«i«
In one heart-stopping moment the player leaps.

Seemingly suspended in air, he eyes the basketThen, tongue

out, he flips the ball from right hand to left

Blind Bank.Two points. Championship!

It must be the 1991 NBA Playoffs. And

now you can face off against moves like these and

the patented plays of legends like Bird, Barkley,

Isiah, KJ, Clyde and David. It’s all part of Bulls Vs.

Lakers And The NBA Playoffs for the Super NES.

Representing the best of the best, the game features

16 hot NBA teams plus the 1991 All Stars, each with a full

player roster and a complete set of accurate stats. Choose

any two teams for scrim-

mage or select one team

to enter the playoffs.

As a player/coach you’ll

have to expertly manage

your bench, watching for foul trouble, and skillfully rotate

in your second string to give your stars a rest

And you’d better bow the NBA rules. Refs call

10-second backcourt violations, traveling, offensive and

defensive fouls.Of course, the 24-second shot clock is in

effect—so speed and agility are critical.

It's all part of the hottest basketball game

around this or any league. And what will the anchors

atEASN be doing? You’ll find out at halftime,

COMING FOR THE PLAYOFFS



DEAL GAME.

THEEASN
PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

JOINNOW
To add to all the action,join the EASN Players

Association. Members get advance notice on new EASN

games (including all the details and release dates) along

with strategy hints from our all-pro design team. You can

also get special sports merchandise offers not available

anywhere else.

That includes the entire EASN Players kit: EASN

baseball cap; EASN Sunglasses and SnugZ” EASN

Free with your EASN Membership kit! A 15-card pack

of the 1991-92 Edition of SkyBox™ NBA Trading

Cards. High tech graphics with action shots on the

front and personality shots on the back showcase

both on-court stars and off-court celebs.There are

350 cards in total, so start your collection today!

5KVBDX
Players Associationjumbo sticker, EASN Players Asso-

ciation stickers; EASN Players Association school folder

and pencil; John Madden Football ruler; EASN embroi-

dered patch, plus a personalized membership card. And

if that isn't enough, as a member of the Players Association

you’ll get SkyBox™ Series II NBA Trading Cards.•

Its a huge value, so star

working out by sending in

your check,money order or

V1SA/MC/DISCOVER for

$10 plus 84.50 shipping

and handling to EASN Players Association,

P.O. Box 7530, San Mateo, CA 94403-7530. Call

415- 571-7171 ext 555. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

|
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1-900-446-8477
GamePnofe Hill Hn HotlinQ!

Mm
3 haPPen'r9 rap

for the GamePros! We
want to hear from YOU!

*

^andh
WhatYou want to read

ProZr^^ 0^
• Give the lowdown on a great
"^fme tip, tactic,pa™
word orstrategy.

Nintendo Tip

^ of the Week

• Get all the
greatest tips

^

1 before your
friends!

.Send yourscores into the

stratosphere!

• The answers to your tough-

est gaming
problems.

Subscription

,
Offer

.Get your own sub-

to the #1 Video

r # u'D' Roth'S
CelebrityGame Tips *** Celebrity Mailbox

• HnihA,,~—#»_ . Get on the horn tn in-

scription to the tti

safer
' aBK®-

callers -°n'y 31

I

.68% off the
regular

• 68% on u 5*.

newsstand rate.

li t GamePro’s^
Greatest Game Hints

to?/#-~..uua

*AI/tha

J anorite
feature!

you can handle!
19^^ to/«

Turbo-Grafx-16, Gamfn
Genesis

’ Tun

.^er System,games!
^

uPdated weekly!

Be sure

$1.75 for the first minute, 90C for each minute thereafter.

to get your parents' permission to use the Hotline if you are under 1 8 years of age. Messages subject to change without n



A shocking experience.

speed enhancers, and the ever-popular

Mobile Forcefields. The Super NES pad

provides pin-point accurate controls.

Smash T.V. byAcclaim Entertainment

$59.99

Available January

By The Game Show Host

With The Most

Good evening, and

thanks for tuning in

” Smash T.V.! I’m The Game

Show Host with the Most, and these are

my beautiful co-hostesses, Trixie and

Bubbles. Tonight’s Super NES telecast by

Acclaim is guaranteed to blow

your picture tube out of the

wall! So sit back, relax, and let

the games begin!

Rules to Smash
As always on Smash T.V., you

get to play as one or two of our

contestants, the Red Guy and

the Blue Guy. Working alone or to-

gether, you play the ultimate game

show for the ultimate prize: your

lives! (Heh heh, no wonder we get

such high ratings.) Die-hard junkies of

the arcade and NES broadcasts of

Smash T.V. will recognize our version as

a direct translation, but even new-com-

ers, especially those who blazed through

coin-op classics like Robotron, can learn

our rules and regulations fast. You better

learn or you’re dead!

PROTIP: When you dear a room, move out

ASAP or a homing explosive device moves

to the attack.

Firing up the Airwaves
As our lucky contestants, you get plenty

of firepower to help you fight to the

finish. You start with regular rapid-fire

laser pistols, but they can scrounge up

Grenade Launchers, Photon Guns,

Make the most of your lives ‘cause you

only get five of ‘em to start (you can find

more) and four continues.

Big Money! Big Prizes!

I Love It!

Smash T.V’°
* oM

for the thr

you live if

PR0T1P: Collect ten keys and you can ac-

cess secret rooms. Press against locked

exits and one’s bound to open.

Meet Mr. Shrapnel!
Wait ‘til you get a load of our mutant hu-

manoid masses here at Smash T.V. Red

and Blue Guy get gooey with gang

the Club Creeps, Satellite

Cyborg Tanks, and everybody’s fa-

explosive personality, Mr. Shrap-

nel. All are captured in crisp over-

lead-view, splatter-happy detail.

Each of our four levels of stage

frights concludes with one of my
associate mass murderers, such

as Scar Face and Cobra Head.

And to earn the Grand Champion

trophy, you gotta dethrone me, the

Host of Smash T.V. I’m waiiiiiting!

PR0T1P: To scrap Mutoid Man, snatch up

any heavy-duty artilleryyou can get your

hands on, then pound his body parts in

this order, gunners, arms, treads, head. Al-

so, watch out for Mutoid’s eye beams, and

take out Mr. Shrapnel when he arrives.

Get Smashed
All right, we gotta admit our show isn’t

as graphically intense as some SNES

broadcasts, but, hey, the digitized voices

and stereo beats are 16-bit superb and

the action’s right on target with the ar-

cade original. Come on down and take

your best shot at Smash T.V!
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By Colorful Commentator

I

So you still haven’t found a
'

tennis video game that

' comes remotely close to

qualifying as a championship contender?

Your courtside blues are over! Super Ten-

nis by Nintendo walks away with Game-

Pro’s 16-bit Grand Slam tennis trophy.

Tennis for Jtoo

Lace up your Pumps and re-string your

racquets all you tennis doubles teams,

Super Tennis is built for multi-player

comfort. One player can take on the

computer in a singles or doubles

matchup, but grab a friend for the best in

SNES tennis action. Go head-to-head

against your bud in singles or doubles, or

put it on the line together against the

CPU. The only element lacking element

is an option for three- or four-player inter-

activity, but that’s because no such

adaptor exists for the Super Nintendo!

Too bad!

Touring the world with Super Tennis.

Players from Peoria
If you’re into video games that imitate life,

forget it, Super Tennis’ players are fictional.

But each one has individual stats and char-

acteristics, so player-selection strategy is a

must. You can tour the Men’s or Women’s

World Circuit, enter tourneys at selected

court sites, and make a play for a trophy

and a password. The characters are drawn

in that silly Super Mario vein, but the fluid

animations and crisp top-angled court

scrolling are simply the best ever for a ten-

nis cart. Likewise, the sound effects, such

as the reverberations of the ball, the roar of

the crowd, and the “thwack” of your rac-

quet, sound oh so sweet! Too bad more

digitized voices other than “Out,” “Fault,”

“Deuce," and “Let” aren’t used.

Double your fun with the doubles mode!

PROTIP:Amy and John have powerful

ground strokes which make them the

strongest all-around players.

Racquet Control
Most tennis titles contain a limited range

of controls, moves, and shots when

compared with “the real thing,” but

you’re all over the court in Super Tennis.

The SNES pad’s four fire buttons trigger

a Flat (B), Slice (A), Topspin (X), or Lob (Y)

shot at the baseline, and control Volleys

at the net. Your L and R buttons at the

top of the controller add left or right Spin,

respectively. Also, you have the ability to

dive for just-out-of-reach balls. No jerky

movements here, the players are smooth

as an Ivan Lendl or a Boris Becker...well,

almost. About the only thing you can’t do

is badmouth the ump’s calls! (Although

you do throw a mini-tantrum and yell

“Rats” and “No!” if you miss a shot or

lose the match. You think that’s screwy,

the Japanese version of Super Tennis

contains even more risque language

we’re too polite to print!)

Make the dive or miss the shot

PROTIP: To execute a drop shot at the net,

hold down Up ifyou’re on the far court or

Down ifyou’re on the near court, and then

press A.

PROTIP: To pull offan unretumable slice

serve, stand in the spot indicated in the

above photo, hold the direction on the pad
your serve is travelling (Right ifyou’re

serving right or Left ifyou’re serving left)

plus Spin, then hit the balljust before its

lowestpoint Bingo!

Line Call

Super Tennis serves up some of the best

gameplay, graphics, sounds, and all-

around fast action in a tennis, or for that

matter any sports cart ever. The realism

is uncanny, right down to the obnoxious

ball boys who prowl the net between

points. Super Tennis delivers!

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Super Tennis by Nintendo ofAmerica

$49.95

Available now, 4 megs
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rtjpgs. By Boss Music /T
When you've been zapping video-

warriors and techno-weenies out of

the sky for weeks at a time, you tend to forget

about those board games. Take, for instance, chess. The Chess-

master, a ported-from-computer Super Nintendo cart by Mind-

scape, is a battle of the brains for ni|i|^^_|i
one or two players.

Board Wars
\

tail the mles of chess, but here are

the basics: each player com-

mands a line-up of different char-

acters, each with individual move- iUkkaBai
ment and offensive capabilities. By a*3*®* m01^ sucker,

coordinating pieces such as Pawns,
you>nm CHECK!

Knights, Rooks, and Bishops, your objective is to capture the op-

ponent’s head honcho, the King. Everything’s by the book in

Chessmaster, and you can select a

I regular 2-D view or the 3-D per-

spective. The music’s pretty in-^i aw nocuous, so switch it off and just

concentrate!

You 030 select the comPuter
’

s

skill level
’
decide how mucP time

MjgaaJMMlHKJ it’s allowed to consider each

Mykingdom foran ail- move, force The Chessmaster to

queen chess set move, replace captured pieces any-

* / By Fanatic Fan

HBSSHRf Picture this. It’s Friday afternoon.

You’re stuck on the freeway in a

two-mile back-up, you can’t find any good

tunes on the radio, and you’re

running out of patience. No prob-

lemo ! Stomp on the gas pedal

and ride over or around them in

your four-wheel drive Toyota Iffiffc

pickup.

Eat Dirt, Suckers!!!

If you’ve ever entertained such

free-wheelin’ fantasies, here’s an SNES
“Make ‘em eatyour dust!”

cart you've just got to check out! Super Off-Road by Tradewest is

the spitting image of its arcade big brother. You and your bad mi-

;

ni-pickup truck take on some of3 the meanest dirt tracks in America

- there are 1 6 different courses

BB with 64 configurations.

The goal of Super Off-Road is

to finish in first, second, or third

place. If you do, you win prize

J

money. You can then spend that

cash on things to help you win

more races such as Nitro Fuel Units, bet-

ter Tires, Shock Absorbers, and faster

Acceleration.

Mickey Rules
There are four drivers in every race, up to two can be human.

One of the computer racers is the world famous Mickey

Thompson. Thompson is the king of the dirt track, which is

why he has an almost unlimited

supply of Nitro Fuel Units. fm

PROnP: Save one Nitro for the B
end of the race. Keep close tabs p
on the leader - especially if he Ejj

has a big lead. When the leader m
is about to cross the finish line, m
hit your Nitro to blast by any S
vehicles near you and into a
better finishing position.

Drive, He Said

Super Off-Road is one of those easy-

to-leam, racing action games. The

gameplay will remind NES owners of

the classic RC Pro Am but with much better graphics and

sound effects.

Put the pedal to the metal and get down to a retailer -you

can bet Super Off-Road will move fast!

“The winnerand
new champion -

Fanatic Fan!”

PROTIP: Being bumped
from the rear is as good

as using a Nitro -

especially if the truck

smashing into you is

using a Nitro at the time.

GamePro's Game Rating Syslem

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

m bMb. i? : ruiKB
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Combat Basketball,.

DUL?!

supermm
No personal fouls and plenty of

excitement highlight this bone-crunching

futuristic basketball title! Dodge missiles,

saw blades and more as you pound your

way through the most intense contact

sport ever created.

• Fast one-on-

one action!

Play against the

computer or a

friend (1 or 2 player).

• Super League Mode! Make your own
team by buying and selling players.

Up to eight people can play in the

same league!

• Battery back-up lets you save your

league for future grudge matches!

M>mm son
HUDSON SOFT USA, INC.

400 OYSTER POINT BLVD. SUITE 515

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94080
(415) 871 8895

e 1991 Hudson Soft USA Inc. All rights reserved. Bill Lai

of Hudson SoftUSA Inc. Hudson Soft USA Inc. is a tradsmi
Nintendo Entertainment System and the Official Seals are

i Combat Basketball i

deon Soft Co .Ltd Ni
arks of Nintendo of A



By C.T. Aslan

( y
ear ® 2636. After suf-

fering several defeats on the

Nintendo Entertainment Sys-

tem and the Game Boy, the evil Aliens

have regrouped and launched a large-

scale invasion of Earth via the SNES.

Here’s a preview of Contra IV - The Alien

Wars, Konami’s newest blast-em-up! Huge enemies,

ex plane, come

room!

Aliens Bo Home!
Unlike in previous invasions, this time

the Aliens gain the upperhand. Earth is

at their mercy - and trust us...mercy isn’t

one of their stronger personality traits!

After our planet has suffered months

of Alien domination, two high tech war-

riors, members of Earth’s best Contra

team, appear in a devastated, Alien-con-

trolled metropolis. Their mission is clean

wipe out all Alien scum - take no prison-

ers! Victory will only come with the com-

plete destruction of the Alien’s main base.

Contra IV - is a six level video gam-

ing masterpiece. The cart mixes side-

scrolling and top-view one or two-player

gaming. And check out the bosses! Not

only are they super cool, the action

NEVER slows down.

The Best Contra Ever
Overall, the graphic detail and the in-

tense action in this preliminary cart are

mindboggling - this game definitely

looks destined to land at or near the top

of the “SNES Best” chart. WHAT will

Konami do for an encore?

Contra IV- The Alien Wars by Konami
Available March 1992

It’s a turtle! It’s a dinosaur!!
It’s

Did we mention that Contra IV has BIG

Check out the split screen action on Level 2. Trek across

rocket bike.
on your

a web, any size?

GAMEPRO

Sy^sisoneWl.^'



CHARGED
FOR 16-BIT!

INCREDIBLY
GOOD IT S SCARY!
Getyour hands on the

closest thing in the

Universe to 3-D action,

tjjyeball-grabbing

Wjpraphics, brilliant colors,

Wphenomenal sound.

Super R-Type has it

aljfflfab the controls

apdentetav/hole new
dimension of realistic

* play. Your skill is all that

standatKveen hero

R-9 afieldfie rampage of

territ wrought by the

evil Bydo Empire. With

16-Bit graphics and

soundLyouwon'C
believe your eyes— or

ears. Look for Super

R-Type, coming to your

planet soon.

_ Irem. Nintendo and Super'Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES) are
ired trademarks ot Nintendo ot America Inc.

Irem America Corporation

8335 1 54th Avenue N.E.

Redmond. WA 98052

IREM AMERICA CORP



THE ULTIMATE QUEST
FOR FANTASY PRIZES

cooter's dream starts where most games finish. After battling

sharks, conquering space, surviving miniaturization, and getting lost in

fantasy forest, our hero Scooter finds the treasure. . .but gets to keep it!

It's up to you to guide him there to keep your share when the Treasure
Master™ vault opens with the Secret Password on April 11, 1992 12 PM EST.
You and Scooter will have to be in top training to get there first because it

won't be easy.

But all your practice and training won't be wasted because mastering the

5 tough treasure worlds will prepare you for the ultimate quest for fantasy

prizes right at home!

AS THE
TREASUREMASTER
YOU WILL:

Navigate treacherous depths in

your personal submarine

Explore exotic foreign planets

Engage hostile aliens in arcade-

style combat

Master all the wacky tools as

you search for real treasure

Interact with a variety of

mysterious creatures

You're given 12 hours to learn

the Secret Password and
compete to win Fantasy Prizes

Liceneed by Nintendo
for play on the

(Nintendo)



o

If your oxygen holds out, you're in for

a blast.

Travel to a place where maps and roads

don't exist.

You can nearly touch the treasure, but

will you get there in time?

IN FANTASY
PRIZES*

TWO GRAND PRIZE WINNERS
WILL CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

FANTASY CONCERT
Anywhere in the U.S. for you and 3 friends.

•The best available seats

•All air and hotel for 3 days and 2

nights, plus $5,000 spending cash.

FANTASY SPORTS
SPECTACULAR
•The best available seats

•All air and hotel for 3 days and 2

nights, plus $5,000 spending cash.

250 SECOND PRIZES

SUPERMNim

:

FANTASY GAME ROOM
•50" big screen projection TV.
Awesome component sound system.

•Super NES™ with 12 Super NES™
game packs installed wherever you
want in the U.S.

$10,000 CASH
EQUIVALENT
Create your own personal fantasy

36,000 THIRD PRIZES
Official poster-size

TREASURE MASTER 1

certificate

NAY AI HOME TO WIN!
COMPETITION INFORMATION

*See official Treasure Master™ Competition Rules for complete details.

• Competition period is from 12 noon EST until 12 midnight EST on
April 11,1 992. Watch MTV™ from 1 2-1 PM on April 11,1 992 or call

1 -900-370-TREASURE any time during the competition period and
discover the Secret Password. Call Will COSt $.50 per
minute. Children under 18 must ask their parents
first. Average length of call is 3 minutes.

• This competition is open to all US residents except in those states

where the competition is taxed, prohibited or restricted by law
including the states of Arizona, Louisiana, Montana and Vermont.

• Competitors should first check the availability of 900 exchange tele-

phone service in their home locality prior to entering this competition.
• To be eligible we must receive your official Treasure Master™ regis-

tration card by midnight EST April 8, 1992.

For more information call

1-900-370-TREASURE
Call will cost $.50 per minute.

Children under 18 must ask their parents first.

Average length of call is 3 minutes.

The Treasure Master™ competition is sponsored by American Softworks

Corporation™ , 228 East 45th Street, New York, NY 10017, which is solely responsible for

the awarding of all prizes.

The decision of the Treasure Master judges shall be final and binding on all matters

relating to this competition.

Nintendo of America, Inc. Is neither a sponsor of nor affiliated with the Treasure

Master competition and expressly disclaims any responsibility for the conduct or

administration of the competition.



By Monty Haul

A UPK CO
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Hyrule and all points in-between, includ-

ing waterfalls, caverns, villages, dun-

geons, and mountains. He does battle

with all the skeletons, bats, rats, swords-

men, and rock-spitting octopuses Zelda

fanatics can stand.

The first and foremost of Z Ill’s play

improvements is the incorporation of four

- count ‘em four - button inputs instead

of just two. In addition to Sword (B) and

Item (V), you can lift, push, pull, and

throw inanimate objects with A, and ac-

cess a gorgeous, scrolling, slant-view

overworld map with X. Link’s tools of the

fantasy trade include Swords, Shields,

Bombs, Clothes, Boots, Gloves, Flippers

(for swimming of course), Magic, Keys,

Maps, assorted Treasures, and money in

the form of Gems.

Every role-playing type title requires

maze running and mapping, but rarely, if

ever, is it done as well as in Zelda III. As

opposed to Zelda I’s basic overhead-

view one-level movement, several “lay-

i
After reforging the TriForce

and banishing Ganon’s

minions from Hyrule for all

eternity, twice, Link thought nothing could

tear him and the love-of-his-life F’rincess

Zelda apart ever again. He was right. But

an untold tale concerning Link’s virgin

voyage in the realm of Hyrule is about to

take center stage on the Super Fami-

com: The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the

Past takes us back in time, back before

Ganon’s legendary badness, back before

even the NES, to Link and Zelda’s an-

cestors (who coincidentally are also

named Link and Zelda!) and a fabulous

adventure.

but all indicators are pointing to a near-

direct translation, so check out the fol-

lowing highlight tips and tricks. Look for

Link’s Super Nintendo debut within a

month or two, at which time we’ll print a

blowout strategy guide. Be there or be

an Octorok!

The Legend ofZelda: A Link to the Past

by Nintendo ofAmerica, $49.95

Available in the U.S. Spring ‘92, 8 megs

sgasSSB

PASC
One of Ganon’s unholy colleagues,

the corrupt priest Agnim, has swiped the

Seven Daughters of Hyrule, shattered the

TriForce, locked Zelda in a dungeon, and

thrown away the key. Spring her from jail

and you’re only just getting your toenails

wet in Nintendo’s most complex role-

playing maze-a-rama ever. Here’s a

sneak peek at this Japanese sales sen-

sation, now available overseas for the

Super Famicom and on the verge of a

U.S. launch for the Super NES.

New Looks, New Levels,

New Link
Zelda I (‘87) and Zelda II (‘89) set stan-

dards for excellence in NES swords-and-

sorcery carts. The Super Famicom re-

design, a top-down perspective

8-megger, plays closest to the original

Zelda, with a similar play interface, re-

vamped enemies, and hot music and

graphics. Our green-garbed hero’s third,

er, first quest spans the four comers of

ers” of tunnels and passageways can

crisscross all on one screen! You climb or

descend ladders and walls to jump from

one layer to another.

Visually the characters look like and

are well-drawn upgrades of their car-

toony selves. Awe-inspiring effects such

as a chilling thunderstorm and the For-

est’s foggy environs add welcome flavor

to Hyrule’s many mystical locales. And

music? Take a listen and you’ll be spirit-

ed away to Hyrule in no time. Old and

new tunes are as absorbing as 16-bit

sounds get.

A Legendary Zelda
To borrow a line from a well-known TV

commercial, Zelda III is “a bit more excit-

ing, a bit more challenging, a bit more

graphic, a bit more colorful, a bit more....”

Heck with it, Zelda III is a LOT more of

those traits and then some. No word yet

on what will and what won’t change be-

tween the Japanese and U.S. versions,

r^r

PROTIP: Pull the right-wall lever with all

your might to unlock the door.
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4 Jr ^ The asciiPadr

^ For Super Selective

Turbo Propulsion Power.

INDEPENDENT TURBO CONTROL FOR ALL BUTTONS puts more power at your fingertips!

• SLOW MOTION CONTROL buys you time to get out of those tight spots!

• HANDS-FREE AUTO TURBO lets you fire 20 shots per second
_

without even pressing a button! -

Any questions? 415/570-7005.

Seal ot Quality

-nmj

a/ ijuu

min -JDim
h
J
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TAPP Jmuu hiIWJ
*adu5±pupti jmj
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© 1992 ASCII Enlertainment Software. Inc.. P. 0 Box 6639, San Maleo.

CA 94403. Telephone: 415/ 570-7005. asciiPad and Asciiware are

trademarks ot ASCII Enlertainment Software. Inc Nintendo Enlertainment

System. Super NES and the official Nintendo seals are trademarks of

Nintendo of America Inc.
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PROTIP: Slash the mil

section ol the super-*

to uncover a
drop 10

piece.

FogForest

noWHdtupprfc f„a quickle ,ife
magic refill, then toss ‘em at enemies
fora one-hit knockout.
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This is the year of Super NES? The year some of the best

RPG players may go down in flames. Because this year

you will enter the world of Drakkhen.

You've confronted many
monsters before. But

never fire-breathing

beasts of such scorch-

ing realism. Over 50

giants and winged

beasts in spellbinding

3-D.Youve journeyed in

other mystical lands. But

none with scrolling,

360° landscapes with

panoramic views. Horizons change

from day to night before your very eyes.

In your quest to restore world

you will learn many
powerful spells. Prepare

for battle by collecting

weapons and magical

objects. But nothing will

prepare you for the spe-

cial effects, the eye-popping

the stereo digital sound experience.

It's the Super NES game of the

year. The role playing challenge of a lifetime.

do, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals arc registered trademarks ofNintendo of

r Inc.© 1991 Nintendo of America Inc Developed byKEMCO under license from Infogramcs© 1991

KEMCD * SEIKA

THEYEAROF
THE DRAKKHEN.
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PRO REVIEW

By Jinky the Monkey

i It seems a certain she-devil,

Hecate, is determined to

** make you one of her eternal

beastly slaves. She gave you one of her

extra potent kisses-of-death and WHAM-
MO! Suddenly you had strange new pow-

ers which enabled you to transform into a

Wolf, an Owl, a Bear, and a Badger.

Beast or human, slavery’s not your

style. However, you’ll never escape

Hecate’s grasp until you turn these ani-

mal powers to your advantage and use

them to track Hecate down, destroy her,

and reclaim your freedom.

An Illusive Woman
In this vertically and horizontally scrolling

action/adventure you battle against an

impressive assortment of animals, in-

sects, rodents, and ghouls. At first glance

you may be fooled into thinking this is a

straight- forward hack ‘n slash type of

adventure. However, as you progress into

the game a little further you begin to dis-

cover hints of role play, which make this

cart a “thinker” as well as a slasher.

A Thinking Beast
You can travel freely between any of the

1 1 areas, including the ever popular evil

forest and a run down graveyard, com-

plete with open tombs, bats, and zom-

bies. As they would in a role play game,

various people occasionally cross your

path and offer up insults, handy items,

and vital clues.

Insults for Items.

Take heed of clues and warnings

and you can find your way to places and

things you didn’t notice before. However,

just because you find a shiny Silver Axe

in the forest, it doesn’t necessarily mean

that’s the best place to use it. You gotta’

put your noodle to work to understand

where, when, and on whom you need to

use the various weapons. The same

rules apply to your animal powers. You

earn the powers, one by one, by de-

stroying certain beasts. Then it’s up to

you to decide how to best utilize them.

PROTIP: Use the Red Lantern against the

zombies you encounter in the second crypt

PROTIP: Once you enter the forest make a

beeline for the SilverAxe you see lying on

the ground to your immediate right. Grab

it, then head straight back to town.

The Cold, Hard Facts
We’ve all seen what the TG-16 can deliv-

er in terms of great graphics, fine tunes,

and flowing, responsive gameplay from

greats such as Ninja Spirit and the Bonk

series. Night Creatures, unfortunately, falls

short of the mark in all these depart-

ments. Dark colors set an appropriately

spooky mood, however, character sprites

and backgrounds are a little on the

blocky side. The music’s just plain dull.

GAMEPRO • February 1 9 9
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As for gameplay, well, while the running,

jumping, and slashing movements can,

with effort, get the job done, your on-

screen movements are stiff, limited, and

awkward-looking.

PROTIP: Max out your altitude capabilities

when you take on the form of the Owl by

flipping on the Turbo Switch.

PROTIP: To defeat the final boss (Hecate)

fransform into a Wolfand bite her on the

leg repeatedly.

PR0T1P: Don’t attempt to tackle the bee-

creature in the forest until you defeat the

pumpkin-creature in the cemetery.

The Little Cart That Couldn’t
Night Creatures had the potential to be a

really great game. Using human fists and

traditional slashing weapons as well as

shape-changing animal powers is a

unique idea. Figuring out how and when

to use these weapons makes Night

Creatures a fun mental challenge, too.

However, what makes the game medio-

cre are the blah graphics, and rusty

gameplay. Still if you can overlook ugly

creatures, you may want to consider ven-

turing into the night.

* Hi fo n $
I I w I $

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Night Creatures by NEC

$61.99
Available February

86
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Hcres one RPG game where you can dive right in. And
you know what you must do. Only you an save lakeland

from the dark forces that possess Lagoon. Instantly you'll

be submerged in your quest. Wade through complex

labyrinths, battling evil at every twist and turn. Whether

you’re an experienced RPG player or just looking for hours

of Super NES” adventure, it's time to test the waters.
16 dazzling spells will leave Our creatures are meaner, scarier

you spellbound and uglier in 3-D.

— h BfWj
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who! But you already knew that, proba-

bly have known that for a few months

(see GamePro, November ‘91). NEC just

put the finishing touches on this haunting

new movie-disc, so here’s a full scale

review.

The Trouble with hilly

In the Paramount motion picture, Addams

Family attorney Tully Alford was even

more of a creep than any member of the

Addams clan - he tried to bilk them out of

the family fortune, remember? Now he’s

got one last chance to redeem his rude

behavior. Weirdo head-of-the-household

Gomez challenges you as Tully to a win-it-

all or lose-it-all game of treasure hunting in

The Addams’ mansion.

A maniac’s mansion to be sure.

Music to Chill and to Thrill

Since the Addams’ latest haunt is the CD
drive, you’re probably expecting some

super-spooky effects, music, and even

voices. Right on! The cackles of the

ghosts, the chain-rattling of the ghouls,

the bubbling of Granny’s cauldron, and of

course the theme song are all movie-

quality. At certain points in the game

you'll scope a “cinema” still pic straight

from the flick accompanied by dialogue

recorded by professional actors! Unfortu-

nately, the in-game action graphics are

decidedly un-creepy.

Behind Door Number One....

To find his way through the Addams’

side-view mansion, Tully collects keys,

matches up the color to a door, and tries

his unlocking luck. Sometimes he’ll dis-

cover treasure, other times he’ll find a

gaggle of ghosts, and occasionally he’ll

stare nose-to-wart at a very annoyed Ad-

dams. Yikes! Eventually he wants to

reach the study, open the secret pas-

sage, and muck through the sewers in

search of the fabled Addams Family

vault.

PROTIP: Never re-enter an Addams Family

member’s room or you might have to re-

fight him or her for no reward!

Tully’s a pretty meek guy, so he

totes a harmless-looking but lightning-

charged black umbrella to fend off the

horrors of the Addams house. Later into

the mansion Tully duels with Gomez, so

he must find a Sword along the way. He

gets three lives to live and no continues,

but that’s fair because the challenge is

balanced appropriately.

PROTIP: To speed up your umbrella shots,

set Button II on maximum Tuiho.

PROTIP: Duck andpress Select to open a

Hurricane Irene book, which blows awa\

all minor enemies on the screen and t

ages major creeps.

the downright dirtiest of tricks to throw

you off the treasure trail. With cunning,

wits, luck, and a few underhanded

moves of your own, you’ll send them

packing.

Mr. Eccentricity himself Uncle Fester

is your first opponent in the Mausoleum,

but things take a turn for the nasty when

he slips, loses his memory, and makes a

made dash of his own for the vault. You’ll

laugh, you’ve entered an Empty

room with spooks but no treasure

and you should leave immediate-

ly. However, this blue first-floor

ghost room contains the most

valuable prize in the game, the

Sword!

All in the Family
This family portrait is

enough to make any

photographer cringe!

Each member will pull

88 GAMEPRO • February 1992



shots take time to leap over the tarantulas

and splat the bats.

Next you have it out with Wednes-

day, who decides to “play nice" with Mr.

Alford by levitating her toys and smash-

ing them into your face. What a brat! Her

brother Pugsley is just as bad, if not

worse. Things get hairy when his Lab’s

science experiments go berserk.

PROTIP: Rapid-fire shoot the Venus Human
Trap plant at the end of Morticia’s Green-

house to earn the Blue Key.

Lurch the butler patrols the hallway

and generally makes a nuisance of him-

self. Thing crawls finger-over-finger and

manages to get underfoot at the most in-

opportune moments. And pop Gomez, a

self-styled swashbuckler, uses his rapier-

sharp wit and blade to confound you in

the study and later at the end of the

game in defense of the vault.

Torture Chamber to take minimal damage.

Granny’s brewing up a storm in the

Kitchen, so if you’re not agile consider

yourself as good as slimed. Even if you

beat her once she returns to haunt an-

other day, the next time in the Attic. Mor-

ticia gives you a double dose of Addams

oddities, once in her Green, err..., make

that Deadhouse, and again in the Den.PROTIP: To beat Wednesday at herown
game, keep moving and shoot her Boating

toys. They By in patterns, so be fast

PROTIP: To dispatch Granny’s infernal

stove, stand on the edge of the table, leap

over her UGGGH cuisine attacks, and shoot

'
each piece of the steam pipe. You’ll score

*

the Green Key.

You Rang?
Aside from the so-so play visuals, the

only knock against the Addams CD is

the sloooooooow loading time when you

change rooms. Still, the running, jumping,

shooting, and item-grabbing gameplay is

some of the best around, comparable to

carts such as The Simpsons for the NES.

If your taste in video games is as per-

verse as The Addams’ sense of humor,

this is one night of frights you won’t want

to pass up!

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

The Addams Family by NEC

$61.99, Available now
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Remember the last Lynx

irr sports feature we did?

Actually that’s a trick question.

RamePro has never done a Lynx

%£**-***-»"*
reason to - until now.

I

-mat's right, turf-breath, Atari is

drop^ngthemothertodeforallLyra_

ow*g sports junkies - four rrajor re-

leases

9
over the next two monttis, with

more titles coming. So sit back, re ax

popacoldoneC?ooHooisthebever

aqe of choice for fanatic fans) and

i, check out this preview of the awe-

| some sports action on the horizon

from Atari!

In the handheld arena, the world's most

popular sport, soccer, has been dissed.

Sreot fora Game Boy game or two,

25 addicts toe had tray treason

to cheer But ail that will change withthe

SSnof Wald Class &xcer. There

aewefore hundred international teare

Tte Me cart. Even obscure countnes

like Cameroon and Burkina i^

rnsented. Talk about ambitious The

aame uses a horizontally scrolling side

lew to display the action. And thepace

is super quick, just like the real sport.

\Horid Class Soccer
by Atari

$34.99

Available March
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Strap on your pads...the Lynx has the
best gndiron action to ever hit a hand-
held. This cart has all 28 NFL teams
(with the proper team colors) and a wide
selection of offensive and defensive for-
mations. The game is played from an
overhead perspective, and the view
zooms in and out. You can choose from
six different defensive formations and 19
plays on offense (nine runs, 10 passes).
The passing game is unique because
frie receivers freeze when you tap Button
B. After that, you move a cross-hair with
the Directional Pad to the spot where
you want to throw the ball.

NFL Football byAtari
$39.99

Available March

.
Ec) R'bgter (noted personal computer
sports game guru) and his team at
Alpine Software have put together an
impressive, fast-paced hockey simula-
tion that has almost all the bells and
whistles of its 16-Bit big brother, Mario
Lomieux Hockey for the Sega Genesis.
This cart gives you a horizontai-scrollinq,
45 degree angle of the action, with
close-ups of fight scenes and face-offs.
And like Mario Lemieux Hockey, this
game is packed with stat categories, in-
cluding traditional stuff like “shots on
goal" and more obscure categories like

* stoppages in play.” This game has a
team for every NHL city and smoking
sound effects and graphics. Fanatic Fan
sez, “CHECK it out!”

4 HockeybyAtari

$39.99
Available March

GAMEPRO • February 19SZ 91



It’s summer time, and the living is

easy! It’s the perfect time for a winner-

takes-all game of beach volleyball.

This is fast-paced two-on-two action

featuring “in-your-face” spikes, devas-

tating blocks, and slicing serves. Sand,

surf, and Coppertone covered bodies

- what more could you ask for???

Bikini Beach Volleyball

Available 2nd Quarter ‘92

Basketbrawl by Atari
Available 1st Quarter ‘92

tKMIWMM
mitnui

HEROEf
What can you say about a baseball cart

that has some of the best pitcher/batter

confrontations of any video game ever

made'! m Baseball Heroes Atan has really

outdone itself. At the plate, your batter is

the size of the whole screen. When you

pitch, your view is from behind the pitch-

er’s mound as you check the sign from

your catcher. The perspective shifts to an

overhead look of the entire field once the

ball is hit - one of two different views de-

pending on whether you’re on defense or

offense. To improve your batting, play a

game of “Homerun Derby," or how about

“Three Fly’s Up” to hone your fielding

ability? It's all in this small cart - a base-

ball fan’s dream!!!

Baseball Heroes by Atari

$34.99

Available March

Derby.

A view from me oaner >

This is a chaotic mix of roundball and

lethal weaponry. Did the other team

just grab a rebound? No problem! In-

troduce them to your fists of fury. Did

some dude dunk in your face? Let

him say hello to Mr. Switchblade. If

you’re into action games or basketball,

or you’re just a Detroit Piston fan, this

is the cart for you!

*



Uk POWER COJTCH SG.“

flk The Super Sonic Control System for

Turbo Power Propulsion.

• ADJUSTABLE TURBO CONTROL for each button means

maximum power atyour fingertips!

• SLOW MOTION CONTROL buys you time to get out of those tight spots!

COMPACT SIZE puts performance power in your hands!

Any questions? 415/570-7005.

SEAL OF
QUALITY

^\mate Joy^

ASCI I WA. R E

This product is licensed by SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. lor use with the ^
SEGA GENESIS'" SYSTEM. © 199? ASCII Entertainment Sottware, Inc..

P.0. Bo* 6639, San Mateo, CA 94403. Telephone: 415/570-7001) Power

Clutch and Asciiware are trademarks ol ASCII Entertainment Sottware. Inc

SEGA, GENESIS and the SEGA SEAL OF OUALITY are trademarks ot SEGA
ENTERPRISES. LTD.



By Slasher Quan

a ,ist most excel‘

lent video-game super-

' heroes of all time, Capcom’s

star gamester Mega Man would have to

take one of the top billings. He’s as cun-

ning, cool, and feisty as they come, he’s

always on duty to put a monkeywrench

in an insane robot designer’s plans, and

he even has a lovable little sidekick, Rush

the wonder-pup.

If Mega Man has one fault, though,

it’s his all-too-forgiving heart (and you

thought android-types had no emotions).

Every time he wipes out Dr. Wily’s army

of berserk cyber-bots, he finds it in him-

self to give the Doc another chance to

go straight. When will the Megadude ev-

er learn? Maybe the end has finally

come for Wily’s Mad Doctor days in

Mega Man II for the Game Boy. But then

again, maybe not.

Let’s Do the Time Warp
(Again)
By now you’ve probably guessed that

yes, Dr. W is back on the world-domina-

tion track, and yes, he’s assembled a

team of dastardly mechanical metal-

heads to do in the Megameister. But

since new robots are scarce and expen-

sive, Wily cuts costs and simply zips

back in time with his handy-dandy Time

Skimmer to round up his baddest ‘bots

of yesteryear. Sounds like another job for

our friendly neighborhood Mega Man.

Familiar Faces
Back from the NES Mega Man II scrap-

yard are Wood Man, Metal Man, Clash

Man, and Air Man. Polish them off (in

any order) and you’ll take on NES Num-

ber Three’s reborn robots, Hard Man,

Needle Man, Top Man, and Magnet Man.

Each ‘bot’s level sports a layout similar to

its Nintendo equivalent with some alter-

ations and redesigns here and there.

Look for the return of some of your fa-

vorite Megavillains like the Atomic Chick-

94

PROTIP: Leap over Air Man’s cyclones and

smack him with the Leaf Shield. Your reward

is the Air Shooter and Rush Jet adaptor.

ens, Hot Dogs, Robo Kitties, and the al-

ways-bothersome Hard Hat Macs.

PROTIP: Take on Metal Man first and you’ll

score the Metal Blade and Rush Marine

adaptor. Beat him by hopping between his

shots and blasting him with the Mega

Buster. Wipe out the rest of Wily’s robots ac-

cording to the order of the PROTIPs below.

PROTIP: Use your Metal Blades to eradicate

the Bubble Bats and Robo-Rabbits in Wood
Man’s level.

PROTIP: Pound Wood Man with Metal

Blades when he lowers his Leaf Shield.

Beat him and the Shield’s yours.

PROTIP: Advance through the Air Tikkis in

Air Man’s world when they lower their

horns. Step off the ledge to make the next

one appear.

PROTIP: Blow away Clash Man with your

Air Shooter, but keep moving and run when
he unloads a Clash Bomb. In addition to

the Clash Bomb you’ll win the Rush Coil

PROTIP: Dispatch the Mecha Monkeys in

Hard Man’s level with Metal Blades.

PROTIP: Run under Hard Man when he tries

to stomp you from above and toss Metal

Blades at an angle tddefeat him. Your new
weapon is the Hard

PROTIP: Retire the Robo Kitties in Tdp

Man’s level with your Leaf Shield.

PROTIP: Leap away from Top Man when he

spins in mid-air and take him out with a

barrage of Hard Knucklbs. You’ll earn the

Top Spin attack.



Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Mega Man II by Capcom
$29.95

Available March ‘92, 2 megs
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from blow-up-able blocks to lava, narrow goodies along the way to your Metroid

pathways to precariously-positioned plat- massacre, so don’t sweat item-tracking

forms. She runs and jumps with control- too much,

lable precision, and you’d be wise to map rqg iz&esrhsigifBljtfSig flsrs

out her freshly-explored terrain with pen l
^ ' ^ ^ ^ * **

and paper whenever possible.
[

By Boss Music

Samus Aran made a name
f°r herself in the alien bug-

hunt game when she exter-

minated all the Nintendo Metroids four

years ago - all the Metroids, that is, ex-

cept one. That pesky, surviving Metroid

multiplied rapidly until planet SR388 was

once again swarming with Metroids and

other creepy crawlies bent on sucking up

the world’s life energy. Samus suits up

once again to pull the Galactic Federa-

tion’s fat out of the frier in a Game Boy

sequel, Metroid II: The Return of Samus.

Metroid for the Memories
The original Metroid is forever enshrined

in the NES hall of fame as one of the

deepest, darkest, and most enjoyable

run-jump-shoot-and-search space sur-

vival gigs of all time. Metroid II is another

close encounter of the alien kind. You

join Samus on a journey to hunt down

and eradicate 39 rogue Metroids. (They

look like overgrown floating jellyfish, but

don’t be fooled by goofy appearances,

the Metroids play rough!)

PROTIP: Ifyou come face-to-wall with a

sealed door, force an entry with five

Samus’ Survival Kit

Metroid’s bragging point over all other

carts was its amazing range of deadly,

creative mayhem-makers. Chapter Two

sports even more (14 total) hot-to-trot tools

o’ death, destruction, and burnt Metroid

flesh. You begin play with a regular Beam

(read: pea shooter), but you can add an

Ice Beam, a Wave Beam, a Spazer Laser

Beam, or a Plasma Beam to your arsenal.

One of Samus’ handiest moves, the

Round Ball, is back, but with a new twist.

If you nab the Spider Ball, you can stick to

and roll on walls and ceilings! Other prizes

include Varia, which enhances your armor,

Energy Tanks, which extend your life line,

and the Screw Attack, which spins
l

n

slashes scumazoids to smithereens a la

Ninja Gaiden. You latch onto most of the mT,p. Fmze enemjes te fleara

andjump on them to reach high-up places.

PROTIP: Once you acquire the Ice Beam,

\ don’t relinquish it until you find the Wave
Beam. Trade Wave in for Ice again when
you reach Level Ten. Use Ice to snow un-

der the last-level Metroids, then rock ‘em

and sock ‘em with Missiles.

PROTIP: Use bomb blasts to bounce up

walls in Round Ball form.

Samus and her dependable missiles confront

more Metroids than ever before.

TUnnels of terror

Samus spelunks through 10 areas

cavernous side-view alien-wasting

obstacles. The tricky traps range

1
A
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PROTIP: Hold Left or Right on the direction-

alpad whilejumping to put Samus in

ScrewAttack mode.

Mother Metroid’s Offspring
Remember that huge, hideous cerebral

leader known as the Mother Brain? A
similar creature, Mother Metroid, is head

of the space-scum pack in the sequel.

Before you tackle her, you gotta slime

through 40 (count 'em) varieties of ene-

mies, including such disgusting do-bad-

ders as Hornoad, Needier, Arachnus, and

Gawron. Most are tiny-but-deadly wall-

walkers and dive-bombers, but other,

more powerful nasties take several hits to

dispatch. The Metroids, your prime tar-

gets in each area, come in five shapes,

sizes, and mutations.

PROTIP: At the start of the game, proceed

down and left from Samus’ space shuttle,

polish off the Metroid with Missiles, and an
earthquake will open a tunnel to Area Two.

and you just

made Metroid

history. While -a

we’re on the sub- \V
ject of innovations,

Samus and the 4^
Metroids alike are strik-

ingly drawn and animated

in terms of handheld tech-

nology. Sounds and music

are also above average.

PROTIP: Just like the original,

PROTIP: A Metroid’s cracked shell usually

means a real living, breathing, disgusting

Metroid is hiding out nearby.

PROTIP: If a swarm ofenemies bogs you

down, move quickly to make them disap-

pear off the screen and they will bother

you no longer.

PROTIP: You can score a maximum of

around 220 Missiles, but make sure you

load up with at least 180 before you reach

Mother Metroid.

quences. To view the "best,”you have to

eliminate Mother Metroid in under two-

and-a-half hours. Tough but not impossible.

Black-and-white Brilliance

Rarely does a Game Boy cart come
along that captures and holds your imag-

ination like Metroid II. It's been a longmine the number ofMetroids left alive in

your area, beat them all, and an earthquake

will reveal a passage to the next area.

PROTIP: Look for places where endless en-

emies fly out ofholes and shoot them over

and over to recharge your life and missile

meters.

Saving Graces
In addition to increased length, Metroid II

offers a feature rarely seen in Game Boy

titles: a battery back-up! Simply find a

self-identified Save Station, press Start,

time coming, but the sequel is well worth

the wait. No word yet on whether the

Metroids will infest the Super NES, but

we’ll keep you posted on the latest de-

velopments from SR388.

GamePro's Game Rating System

Graphics Sound Gameplay FunFactor Challenge

Metroid II: The Return ofSamus
by Nintendo ofAmerica

$19.95, Available now

These pods are life savers.
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NINTENDO WORLD CHAMPION

^Go for Gold . . . Racing competition,

tense action, challengingadventure

andjust great fun are available in

Camerica’s Gold Series Games.

Settingnew standards in

game play. 99

Thor Aackerlund

The Fantastic

Adventures of Dizzy™

An exceptional role playing

cartoon adventure featuring

Britain’s best selling video game
character. Exciting worlds of

logic, memory and adventure

for the whole family.

Bignose the

Caveman™
Join Bignose on a pre-historic

hunting adventure that will take

you over four islands, through

perilous caves and even up into

the sky. Bignose . . . fun and

adventure at its best.

The Ultimate

Stuntman™
Doctor Evil is working on the

ultimate weapon - so the

President calls on the only one
who can stop him! A fantastic

action adventure featuring

innovative advances in graphic

quality for action packed fun.

EACH GOLD SERIES

GAME FEATURES:

• Over 100 hours of

dynamic game play

• Exceptional

graphic quality

• Massive 2

Meg game

LOOK FOR GAMES AT

YOUR VIDEO OR
GAME STORE

Micro-Machines™

The best and most innovative

racing game on the N.E.S. ever!

Excellent two player interaction.

27 different circuits - race under

bridges, power slide around

comers and more! Constantly

challenging. . . it’s great family fun.

U.S.A. (708) 498-4525 Canada (416) 470-2791

Code Masters, The Fantastic Adventures of Dizzy, Bignose the Caveman, Ultimate Stuntman are Trade Marks of Codemasters Software Co. Ltd. used under license by Camerica Corp.

Micro-Machines is a Trade Mark of Lewis Galoob Tbys, Inc. used under license by Camerica Corp. Camerica, Camerica Games are Trade Marks of Camerica Corp.



fore you enter planetary orbit. Strategy el-

ements include adjustable Enterprise at-

tributes (Shield strength, Phaser power,

and Speed) and a course-plotting map.

The fate of the Federation lies in your hands,

Captain Kirk!

Warp SpeedAhead
The Disrupter’s components are spread

out over three planets, so Kirk locks in the

coordinates and it’s Warp Factor Nine on

the double. You take the helm of the En-

terprise during side-view, shoot-em-up

scenes reminiscent of Gradius and De-

fender. You out-maneuver, out-run, or sim-

ply out-gun spaced-out foes such as Tho-

lian Drones, Klingon War Ships, Romulan

Birds of Prey, Asteroid Belts, and Space

Amoebas over a stretch of space. Several

such encounters must be completed be

Next stop: Klingon War Ship central.

PROT1P: Don’t get sucked in by the moon-
sized asteroids’ gravitational pull.

PR0T1P: Enter shimmering star clusters to

warp ahead in the play field.

PROTIP: Touch a lone shooting star for an
extra Photon Torpedo.

PROTIP: In general, set the Enterprise’s

Speed and Shield strengths high and make
Phasers weak.

By Monty Haul

After 25 years of interstellar

Star Trekking, including voy-

ages through time, space,

T.V., movies, conventions, and endless

merchandise, there’s only one place the

U.S.S. Enterprise has never gone before:

the Game Boy. That is, until now.

A Countdown to Doomsday
Ultra’s Star Trek takes us back to the glo-

ry days of Captain James T. Kirk, Science

Officer Spock, Dr. “Bones” McCoy, and

the original cast of America’s best-loved

sci-fi space opera. In their first handheld

episode, a Death Star-impersonating

Doomsday Machine is turning mighty

planets into gravel in the blink of an eye.

A Proto-Matter Fusion Disruptor was spe-

cially crafted by the Federation to stop it,

but the ever-vigilant and ever-paranoid

Klingons stole the Disruptor and scattered

the twelve pieces across the quadrant. In

order to preserve galaxy-wide peace, Kirk

and crew must reassemble the Disruptor

and halt the Doomsday’s approach to

Federation space.

Solo Landing Party
Upon arrival at a planet, Kirk “beams

down” to the surface and sets out on

foot to round up four pieces of the Dis-

ruptor. This section’s overhead search-

and-destroy-and-search-some-more, just

like the NES cart. Most environments are

anything but hospitable, with hostile na-

tives, Klingon booby traps, poisonous

plantlrfe, and other hazards making the

Cap’s life rough going. Sensor readings

guide Kirk to each piece, and his Hand

Phaser can be adjusted to a Stun or Kill

setting. Senior officers occasionally beep

him on the communicator with helpful

clues and information. Four lives and

passwords are provided.

PROTIP: Setyour Phaseron full power to put

mostplanet inhabitants out ofcommission.

plays arrows in all directions, blast the

closest rock with your Phaserand you’ll

find a Disruptor piece.

PROTIP: Step only on the black tiles in the

Planet Three puzzle room to open the door.

Star Trek in Summary
Star Trek’s graphics are basic black-and-

white fare and while the theme song is

rendered fairly well, ditto for the rest of

the music and sounds. The Game Boy

mission can’t claim to capture the TV

show perfectly on the small screen, but

its double-challenge gameplay (Space

Racin’ and Planet Crawlin’) demands all

sci-fi fans’ attention. For loyal Trekkies

and first-time star hoppers alike, Star

Trek is the logical choice.

Star Trek by Ultra Games
Price unavailable

Available March, 1 meg
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4 Games In One
Cartridge

QUATT50

Licensed by

CODEMASTERS

INCREDIBLE

Thor Aackerlund

CHAMPION
66 Quattro Sports is great

value and fun. Four exciting

games all on one cartridge.

My favourite is Baseball -

I can choose from sixteen

teams, use player stats, throw

fast balls, slow balls, even

curves. Let’s play ball! 99

The Quattro Series

from

f
TM

America Games
EASY TO PICK UP. HARD TO PUTDOWN.

U.S.A. (708)498-4525
Canada (416) 470-2791

Codemasteis and Quattro Sports are Trademarks of Codemasters Software Co. Ltd., used under licence by Camerica Corp. Camerica Games is a trademark of Camerica Corp.



By Earth Angel

If you’ve ever wiled away time

playing Crystal Quest on a Macin-

tosh computer, you’ll be happy to hear that

the game’s been successfully shrunk to

pocket-size for the Game Boy. Now you can

wile away even more time with this incredibly

simple but very addicting cart.

The name of the game’s the same and so’s

the gameplay. One or two players (alternating)

pilot a tiny ship around the screen and fire a

gun. Your task is to clear each screen or Wave

by gathering up all the crystals onscreen,

which opens a gate to the next Wave.

Harvesting

Always grab large crystals.

right sides of the screen. Some of these ene-

mies, like the Annoyer, are harmless. Others,

like the Husket, are downright mean as they

buzz by firing high-speed bullets. You don’t

have to destroy enemies to clear a Wave, but

you do have to

PROT1P: Shoot constantly.

A barrage of bullets has more persistant.

a good chance of taking Luckily you
outa few of your foes.

get a |jtt|e help.

Earn extra ships by shooting enemies for

points, collecting special bonus crystals, or

clearing a Wave within the time limit.

PROTIP: Collect Bombs in the early Waves.

You’ll need them later on!

Overall Crystal Quest translates well to the

Game Boy format As usual the Game Boy

screen is tough on the eyes. Other than that, no

complaints! It’s easy to control the ship, and

the game keeps you busy. Crystal Quest is a

good Game Boy fun - and that’s crystal clear!

Deja vu in black Am for the Game
and white. Boy and it’s got

most of the thrills of the original, minus the

color and the large graphics. You also don’t

go as fast if you hit a Zipper (little arrows on

the track that make you zoom).

The object of the game is simple: race

your car against three opponents. There are

24 tracks packed with oil slicks, sand traps,

and puddles to slow you down or make you

crash. No problem! You can grab some

choice tires and upgrades for your motor and

battery as you speed around the course.

Finish in the money (first through third

place), you get the privilege of taking on the

next track. Here’s the good part! You can pick

up missiles and bombs and blow those other

hamster-brains off the road! Sometimes I hang

out on a curve JUST so I can blast guys!

PROTIP: If the other cars have already

finished the race and you have some Con-

tinues left (you get three per game), go
around the

Great action forone

to fourplayers.

R.C. Pro-Am is

a pretty cool cart, and the graphics are easy

to see - a plus for a Game Boy game. You

can also race against three friends, too, if

Never land!

In this horizontally scrolling action/adven-

ture game, you, as Pan, begin your quest

peering at a vast, scrolling map of Never

Land. Using your trusty compass, you plot a

course to each of the 27 levels. You trek un-

derground and through forests and snow,

and you fly high above Never Land. The jour-

ney also puts

you through

rigorous pirate

ship levels,

which rock

back and forth

for that authen-

tic seasick sen-

sation. If you’re not careful, you might get lost

in the gigantic Never Tree Level, hideout of

Pan’s childhood friends, the Lost Boys.

PROTIP: Play a little b-ball on the Never

Tiee and rack up some extra points.

PROTIP: To find that lastApple on the Never

Tice, you must ride a leaf.

Armed with a short sword, you search each

level for a required number of Apples, Coins,

Pearls, and other goodies. Enemies abound

and they’re ready and waiting to make mince

meat out of Pan. Fortunately, you’re loaded

with four Lives and three Continues.

Hook showcases an enticing musical

repertoire and superbly detailed graphics, al-

though they are tiny and a bit eye straining.

Overall, this is a fun Game Boy cart, for pol-

ished pirate-bashers and novices alike. You’ll

be “hooked” by Hook.
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ByAndromeda

|
It’s the future and once

'
again nasty space creatures

’

are launching a full-scale at-

tack on our planet. This time the assault

is led by Lord Halley, arch-enemy of the

billions of humans residing on Earth. If he

succeeds Earth is done for.

Halley’s Comets
Halley Wars presents seven levels of ver-

tically scrolling space shooter action for

the Game Gear, each with a gigantic

on comets to do his dirty work. In addi-

tion to the myriad enemy vessels barrag-

ing your craft with firepower, you’ll also

have to destroy the comets Halley sends

in Earth’s direction. Every comet that

reaches Earth causes mucho destruction,

and brings you one step closer to your

doom.

PR0T1P: You’ve got to fight Halley’s

forces, but don’t forget to blow up the

comets! You lose ifyou lose all ofyour

your ship and fire at enemies, laser

shields, speed-ups, and a cluster bomb.

Reveal the power-ups by blasting enemy

spacecraft and the floating asteroids,

then you’ve gotta’ grab them!

PROTIP: You can use Pods as bombs! Sim-

ply cut them loose with Button 2 in the

midst of enemy vessels, and they’ll blow

up everything within reach.

PROTIP: Grab the shield! It’s your only form

of defense.

boss fight-to-the-finish. This cart is the

first outer space shoot-em-up to zip into

orbit on the Game Gear, and it does so

with space-age class.Your mission is to

pilot your spacecraft into Lord Halley’s gi-

gantic military space base and destroy

Halley’s forces before he has the chance

to launch his final assault.

PROTIP: Each boss has a predictable pat-

tern. Beat the Level 1 boss by shooting out

its three eyes when they’re orange and then

blast the red eye at the top of the boss.

As you might have guessed by the

game’s name, Lord Halley relies heavily

ships, but you also lose if enough comets

get past you to make the Earth damage
meter hit 100%!

CLEAR!!
TOTAL-SCORE

RRER3 - SCORE

PR0T1P: You can dodge many ofyour ene-

mies - but don’t dodge too many. For every

2,000 points you score by blasting ene-

mies you’ll erase 1% of the damage done

to Earth.

Futuristic Firepower
True space jockey’s know that fighting

evil forces from outer space just isn’t any

good without special weapons. Halley

Wars has its share of power-ups and

high tech gadgetry, including beam

weapon power-ups, pods that attach to

Blastoff!

Hot graphics and a higher level of chal-

lenge than the average Game Gear cart

make the blast off for this first space

shooter for Sega’s hand-held successful.

Experienced space aces should note that

the game features three difficulty settings

(Easy, Normal, or Hard) and enough lev-

els to ensure that the game doesn’t feel

like the “lite” version of an 8-bit game.

Halley’s Comet may only appear every

100 years or so, but you can plug this

one in whenever you like.

Halley Wars by Sega
Available now

1 meg
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Time in for the Ultimate

Video Game TVShow-GamePro!
Yes, it's true ProGamers! Yournumberone video game
magazine has hit the airwaves with a weekly TVshow that

blasts off with a power-house lineup of top reviews,

strategies, tips, andpasswords likeyou find in the pages of

GamePro! The show is fast-paced andjammed with ail your

favorite features such as Hot at the Arcades, Pro-Reviews,

S. W.A T, Ask the Pro ’s, Viewer Tips, andmuch more!

Starring J.D Roth!
J.D. Roth and Brennan Howard will be your hosts as they

literally “step inside’’ each game to bringyou the most in-

depth reviews, news and tricks alive!

GamePro TVis Here!

GAMEPRO is airing Saturdays and Sundays across the

country! Check the listing fora TV station nearyou.

Then, get ready for the best video game action this

season-delivered hot to your living room from GAMEPRO!

GamePro TV,

Watchlt!

Airing Saturday and Sunday at a Station Near You!

City Station/Channel City Station/Channel City Station/Channel City Station/Channel City Station/Channel

Albany, NY WNYT-13 Columbus, OH WSYX-49 Huntsville, AL WAAY-3

1

New Orleans, LA WVUE-8 San Francisco, CA KGO-7

Albuquerque, NM KGGM-13 Corpus Christi, TX KDF-47 Idaho Falls, ID KIDK-3 New York, NY WABC-7 Seattle, WA KCPQ-13

Alexandria, LA K47DW- Dallas,TX KDFI-27 Indianapolis, IN WTTV-4 Norfolk, VA WAVY-10 Sioux Falls, 1

A

KTTW-17

Alpena, Ml WBKB-11 Davenport, IA KUB-18 Jackson, MS W.APT-1

6

Odessa, TX KPEJ-24 South Bend, IN WSBT-22

Anchorage, AK KIMC-13 Dayton, OH WKEF-22 Jacksonville, FL WNFT-47 Oklahoma City, OK KOKH-25 Spokane, WA KAYU-28

Atlanta, GA WXIA-11 Denver, CO KZVGN-2 Johnstown, PA WWCP-8 Orlando, FL WKCF-68 Springfield, MO KDEB-27

Austin, TX KXAN-36 Detroit, Ml WDIV-4 Joplin, MO KSNF-16 Ottumwa, IA KTVO-3 St. Louis, MO KMOV-4

Baltimore, MD WJZ-13 Elmira, NY WETM-18 La Crosse, Wl WLAX-25 Peoria, IL WHOI-19 Syracuse, NY WTVH-5

Baton Rouge. LA WGMB-44 El Centro, CA KECY-9 Lafayette, LA KADN-15 Philadelphia, PA WGBS-57 Tallahassee, FL WTLH-6

Birmingham, AL WABM-68 El Paso, TX KCIK-14 Lansing, Ml WSYM-47 Phoenix, AZ KUTP-45 Tampa, FL WTMV-32

Bluefield, WV WOAY-4 Erie, PA WICU-12 Las Vegas, NV KRLR-21 Pittsburgh, PA KDKA-2 Terre Haute, IN WBAK-38

Boise, ID KBCI-2 Eugene, OR KLSR-25 Lexington, KY WDKY-56 Portland, ME WPXT-51 Topeka, KS KTKA-49

Boston, MA WBZ-4 Fargo, ND KXJB-4 Little Rock, AR KASN-38 Portland, OR KPDX-49 Traverse City, Ml WPBN-7

Buffalo, NY WKBW-7 Flint, Ml WEYI-25 Los Angeles, CA KABC-7 Providence, Rl WNAC-64 Tucson, AR KGUN-9

Butte, MT KCTZ-7 Fresno, CA KAIL-53 Lubbock, TX KJTV-9 Raleigh, NC WPTF-28 Tulsa, OK KTUL-8

Charleston, SC WCSC-5 Ft. Smith, AK KPBI-46 Knoxville, TN WKCH-43 Richmond, VA WWBT-12 Waco, TX KWKT-44

Charlotte, NC WCCB-18 Grand Rapids, Ml WUHO-41 Marquette, Ml WLUC-6 Roanoke, WV WSLS-10 Washington, D.C. WRC-4

Chattanooga, TN WDSI-61 Green Bay, Wl WXGZ-32 Medford. OR K24CH- Rochester, MN KAAL-6 Wichita, KS KSAS-24

Chicago, IL WGBO-66 Greensboro, NC WGHP-8 Miami, FL WDZL-39 Rochester, NY WROC-8 Wichita Falls, TX KFDX-3

Cincinnati, OH WSTR-64 Greenville, NC WFXI-8 Milwaukee, Wl WCGV-24 Rockford, IL WQRF-39 Wilkes Barre, PA WBRE-28

Cleveland, OH WJW-8 Greenville, SC WLOS-13 Minneapolis, MN KfTN-29 Sacramento, CA KSCH-58 Yakima, WA KCY-53

Colorado Springs, CO KXRM-21 Harlingen,TX KVEO-23 Mobile, AL WJTC-44 Salt Lake City, UT KXIV-14 Youngstown, OH WFMJ-21

Columbia, SC WACH-57 Harrisburg, PA WPMT-43 Monroe, LA KAPD-14 San Antonio, TX KENS -5

Columbus, GA WXTX-54 Hartford, CT V/FSB-3 Nashville, TN WXMT-30 San Diego. CA KUSI-51 ‘Cable Channel



By Rigor Mortis

Fast on the heels of the

monstrously popular Sonic

The Hedgehog for the Genesis

and the Master System, comes more blue,

spiked, accelerated fun for the Game

Gear! Everyone’s favorite speedy rodent

returns in an adventure that’s almost a pix-

el-perfect replica of the Master System

version of the game and plays just as fast

and furious as the 16-bit version.

Suddenly Sonic!
We return to the planet Mobius where

the evil scientist, Dr. Robotnik, has trans-

formed all the animals on the planet into

mindless, killer automatons in search of

six Chaos Emeralds scattered throughout

the planet. Once Robotnik gains control

of all the Emeralds, he’ll rule all of Mo-

bius! Only one short, blue, super-fast,

radically cool creature stands between

Robotnik and world domination - Sonic

the Hedgehog!

Sonic the Hedgehog I'A!

Fleet Feet!
Sonic must rocket through six zones,

each consisting of three acts. Each zone

presents Sonic with a different challenge:

tumbling through the rolling hills of the

Green Zone, skipping over traps and zip-

ping across rickety bridges in the Bridge

Zone, hacking through the thick foliage of

the Jungle Zone, exploring intricate un-

derwater mazes in the Labyrinth Zone,

riding conveyor belts in the Scrap Brain

Zone, or dodging laser beams and mis-

siles in a showdown against Robotnik in

the Sky Base Zone!

*
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Rollin' 'n Floatin’

It’s essential to collect the golden

rings that appear in abundance through-

out the game. They provide valuable pro-

tection against enemy attacks, and help

you earn a new life every time you accu-

mulate 100 rings! Use Sonic’s powerful

Super Sonic Spin Attack to smash enemy

robots and free Sonic’s trapped animal

buddies. Bust open video monitors to re-

veal special items such as shields, power

sneakers, 1-Ups, temporary invincibility

and the all-important Chaos Emeralds! A
Bonus Panel appears at the end of each

Act which randomly awards you with ex-

tra rings, 1-Ups, or a chance to warp to a

Special Stage. There you ricochet through

a giant pinball machine chock-full of rings,

plus one valuable continue bonus. How-

ever, you must finish the Special Stage

within the allotted time or you’ll lose all the

items you’ve accumulated!

PROTIP: Seek out the Exit when you enter

the Special Stage and work backwards.

When you hit the halfway mark on the

timer, turn around and return to the Exit or

you’ll lose all your free goodies!

PROTIP: Carry at least one ring at all times.

This enables you to take a hit without los-

ing a life.

PR0T1P: To qualify for the Special Stage,

you must hold between 50-99 rings at the

time you hit the Bonus Panel.

Runaway Rodent
Sonic The Hedgehog looks and plays

extremely well. It’s amazing how Sega’s

programming wizards effectively

crammed the same super-fast gameplay

and constant action of its Genesis big

brother within the tiny confines of the

Game Gear. The music and sound ef-

fects are extremely sharp and clear - too

bad the audio output is in mono. The

graphics are beautiful, and the animation

is especially crisp and smooth with nary

a flicker in sight! Fast-paced, challenging,

and a joy to behold, this cart shatters the

fun barrier!

Sonic The Hedgehog by Sega
$39.95

Available now, 2 megs
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SEGA GAMEGEAR

SEGA GENESIS NINTENDO GAMEBOY
688 SUB ATTACK
ABRAMS BATTLE TANK
AFTERBURNER II

ALIEN STORM
ARNOLD PALMER
ATOMIC ROBOKID
BACK TO THE FUTURE
BATMAN
BATTLE SQUADRON
BIMINI RUN

60.00
49 00
42.00
42 00
32 00
32 00
44.00
44 00
40 00
40 00

LATEST GAMES
LOW PRICES
BLOCKOUT
BONANZA BROTHERS
BURNING FORCE
BUSTER DOUGLAS BOXING
CENTURION
COLUMNS
CRACKDOWN
CROSSFIRE
CYBERBALL
DECAPATTACK
DICK TRACY
D J BOY
DYNAMITE DUKE
ESWAT
F22 INI ERCEPTOR
FAERYTALE
FANTASIA
FATAL I ABYRINTH
FIHESHARK
FLICKY
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
GAIARES
GAIN GROUND
GHOULS N GHOST
GHOSTBUSTERS
GOLDEN AXE
GOLDEN AXE II

GRANADA
HARD DRIVING
HARDBALL
HELI FIRE
INSECTOR X
JAMES POND
JOE MONTANA II

JOHN MADDEN II

KINGS BOUNTY
LAKERS VS CELTIC
KLAX
MERCS
MICKEY MOUSE
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MIGHT A MAGIC
MOONWALKER
MUSHA
NHL HOCKEY
OUTRUN
PAT RILEY BASKETBALL
PGA TOUR GOLF
PHANTASY STAR 2
PHANTASY STAR 3
POPULOUS
OUACKSHOT
REVENGE OF SHINOBI
ROAD RASH
ROBOCOD
SAGAIA
SAINT SWORD
SHADOW DANCER
SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHINING IN THE DARKNESS
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
SPACE HARRIER 2
SPEEDBALL II

SPIDERMAN
STAR FLIGH I

STREETS OF RAGE
STREET SMART
STRICTER
SUPER HANG ON
SUPER MONACO GP
SUPER VOLLEYBALL
SWORD OF VERMILLION
TECHNOCOP
THE IMMORTAI
THUNDERFORCE

3

TOE JAM AND EARL
TOMMY LASORDA BASEBALL
TRUXTON
TWIN COBRA
VALIS 3
WARDNER
WINGS OF WOR
WORLD SOCCER
XENON I

.. 36 00
32 00
32 00
42 00
44 00
32 00
40 00
45 00
27.00
40 00
42.00
30 00

. 30 00
30 00
44 00
43 00
40 00
35 00
42 00
20 00
30 00
47 00
40 00
48 00
30 00
40 00
44 00
40 00
46 00
49 00

.
21 00

. 30 00
44 00
44 00
44 00
36 00
42 00
30 00
44 00
40 00
42 00
40 00
40 00
40 00
43 00
44 00
42 00
51 00
63 00
64 00
40 00
44 00
44 00
44 00
44 00
40 00
42 00
40 00
49 00
60 00
46 00
40 00

ADDAMS FAMILY
ADVENTURE ISLAND
AMAZING TATER
ATOMIC PUNK
BATMAN
BATTLEBULL
BATTLE TOADS
BATTLE UNIT ZEOTH
8EETLEJUICE
BILL A TED
BILL ELLIOTT
BLADES OF STEEL
BOXXLE

2

BUGS BUNNY 2
CASTLEVANIA2
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF
CHOPLIFTER2
DARKMAN
DAYS OF THUNDER
DICK TRACY
DOOMSAYER
DOUBLE DRAGON 2
DUCKTALES
FACEBALL 2000
FINAL FANTASY 2
FI RACER
FORTIFIED ZONE
GAUNTLET 2
GREMLINS 2
HIGH STAKES
HOME ALONE
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER .

KUNGFU MASTER
MARBLE MADNESS
MARUS MISSION
MEGAMAN
MICKEYS DANGEROUS
NINJA GAIDEN SHADOW
NINJA TURTLES 2
OPERATION C
PACMAN
PAPERBOY 2
PUNISHER
RC PRO AM
R TYPE
ROBOCOP 2
ROGER RABBIT
SIMPSONS
SKATE OR DIE 2
STAR TREK
SWORD Or HOPE
TOM & JERRY
TURN & BURN
WORLD CIRCUIT
WWF ALLSTARS

24.00
24 00
24 00
25.00
25.00
23 00
24 00
24 00
25 00
25 00
28 00
28 00

. 24 00
24 00
28 00
28 00
23 00
24 00

. 26 00
26 00

. 27 00
25.00

. 26 00
30 00

. 33 00
29 00
24 00
25 00
.25 00
25 00
28 00
25 00
24 00
26 00
22 00
24 00
24 00
28 00
31 00
26.00
22 00
26 00
25 00
20 00
24 00
24 00
24 00
25 00
25 00
28 00
24 00
25 00

.
24 00
28 00
27 00

BATTER UP 25 00
DONALD DUCK 29 00
FANTASYZONE 29 00
G LOC 28.00
GOLDEN AXE 29.00
JOE MONTANA 33 00
LEADERBOARD GOLF 33 00
MICKEY MOUSE 29 00
NINJA GAIDEN 29 00
PACMAN 25 00
REVENGE OF THE DRANCON . 25 00
SHINOBI 29 00
SOLITAIRE POKER 26 00
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 29 00
SPACE HARRIER 29 00
SPIDERMAN 29 00
SUPER MONACO GP 28 00

ATARI LYNX
A.P.B
AWESOME GOLF
BLOCKOUT
CHEOUERED FLAG .

GAUNTLET 3
HARD DRIVIN
KLAX
MS PACMAN
NINJA GAIDEN
PACLAND
ROADBLASTERS
RYGAR
SCRAPYARD DOG
TURBO SUB
VIKING CHILD
WARBIRDS

. 30 00
32 00

. 30 00
.32.00
32 00

. 32 00
32 00
28 00
33 00
30 00

. 32 00
32 00
30.00
32 00
32 00
28 00

SUPER NES
CASTLEVANIA IV 54 00
D-FORCE 51 00
EARTH DEFENSE FORCE 4900
EQUINOX 52 00
EXTRA INNINGS 52.00
FINAL FANTASY LEGEND II 60 00
HOLE IN ONE GOLF 52 00
JOE & MAC 50.00
LEGEND OF MYSTICAL NINJA 54 00
LEMMINGS 52 00
RAIDEN 56.00
SMART BALL 52.00
SMASH T V 50 00
SUPER BATTLE' TANK 51.00
SUPER F - 1 51 00
SUPER GHOULS & GHOSTS 52 00
SUPER OFF ROAD 49 00
SUPER H TYPE 5200
SUPER WRESTLEMANIA . 52.00
UN SQUADRON 52 00

Be a Console-Kid, Phone



Uh-oh. There’s a new Paperboy.' And he has

a route in a nice new neighborhood. Or gp
shall we say, it was a nice new 3*

neighborhood. r

Because he’s now delivering

to both sides of the street. He’s

breaking windowpanes, knocking

old couples out ofswings, and ricochetting

papers from flower pots into

mailboxes.

In the middle of this havoc,

he’s liable to do a good deed

that actually gets his name in

the paper.



arks and Game Boy is a trademark of Nintendo ofAmerica. Itrademark of Atari Cittn

- Butthere^
more about Paperboy JtKall^rabbing the

headlines. Like the fact that you can be a

Papergirl, at the touch ofa button.

Paperboy 2 is somewhere in your

neighborhood now. Look for him at Sears,

Toys“R”Us, Kay-BeeToys, Target, K-Mart,

Captron, Electronics Boutique, Babbages,

Software Etc.,Child World and Fred Meyer.

Or call 1-800-234-3088 to

order. But don’t miss him. He
certainly wouldn’t miss you.

Available on Super NESf
NES* and Game Boy.™



a new way to pass the
Here’s what to do:
send away for the Pub-

°pen both doors to

^hing Contract.

Have Bernard
the lab.

3. Have Bernard

6. Switch to Dave and give
to the Purple Tentacle,

in »,

1
?

S
the Pun

'n the basement so that Ber
aunch the Meteor in the We^Smith, Yucaipa, CA

Use this password to begin with all terri-

tories conquered except for 10:

0000,0000,00

TURN OFF

STEftM!

>LON8.?.
ULt>N ' T HAUE DONE

Mi

6. When the Meteor is interviewed by
Mart Eeter, Sandy will appear instead of
Wendy!

Scott Smith, Yucaipa, CA

Double Dribble (Nintendo)

To shatter the backboard, select Chica-

go and when you have the ball, go to

the foul line. Pause the game. Press A

BAB un-Pause, and then Pause

again very quickly. Repeat the same s.

quence, un-Pause, and do it all one

more time. Then, either execute a fast

I dunk or take a quick shot. When you

do, the backboard shatters!

Michael Buchanan, San Antonio, TX

New Ending
I read about the six different endings to
Maniac Mansion in GamePro: I tried

them all and they worked! So I made up
my own ending. Here it is:

Ending #7:

1

.

Choose Dave, Bernard, and Wendy as
your characters.

2. Have Wendy send away for the Pub-
lishing Contract.

3. Give Bernard the Publishing Contract.

Michael ft Brooks, Shallole, NC

4. Have Dave turn on the Water Valve
and drown Wendy in the pool or kill her
with radioactive water.

5. Give the Meteor the Publishing Contract.

End Password



GET YOUR MIND BACK IN THE GUTTER
Time to get crude and rude, dude. ’Cause Shredder’s nabbed April O’Neil again in Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles:5 HBack from

the Sewers,™ Konami’s* new bodacious shell bound shell shocker for Game Boy/

Two megs memory puts major screenage in your face with bigger characters and cooler action. - vfty&v
6 totally tasty levels plus 5 bonus pizza collecting stages. :

' • *

Attempt to release captured Turtles in the most excellent rescue levels.

All new feature lets you choose a level of difficulty.

Walk, talk, jump, climb, skateboard and surf through downtown sewers, abandoned

buildings, subways, highways, the Technodrome and

Righteous reporter April is missing serious air time, E
j

dude. So get slicing and maybe Shredder will choke H 1 1 1 [ i || ^iik^wy mBIl
'n croak for good.

KONAM

1

fm its aii ,L NEW!J^ J 1

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and the distinctive likeness thereof are registered trademarks and copyright 1991 by Mirage Studios. All related characters and indicia are copyright 1991 Mirage Studios,

exclusively licensed by Surge Licensing, Inc. © &® 1991 Mirage Studios. Nintendo, Game Boy and the Olticial Seals are trademarks ol Nintendo ol America Inc.

© 1989 Nintendo ol America Inc. Konami® is a registered trademark ol Konami Co., Ltd. © 1991 Konami, Inc. All Rights Reserved.



Hole-in-One Golf (Super hes)

Secret Hole!

^ practice mode aid advance to^ Sn° PindiSpla>'edon 'he
b3t you can P“« Wo a secret

hole. Work your way to the out-of-S S

J°
P P°rti0n of *» ““toe and

photo

or^sr in,heab°-

NHL Hockey (Genesis)

Championship
Passwords!

Here
^passwctos tor toeNHL

championships for all 2

Chicago Blacktop

H5J3V79RM4
ZVHW2F

Calgary Flames:^
H5L.19CYS9FFZFT22

PittsburghPW*
BN7Y34ZSF46D1T4R

Buffalo Sabres:

BN6YXDK951C0YVX8

Toronto Maple

DHVLKIDGB0B402SP

Q
CS°Sg39

1

I It's easy to make the Living Ghouls go

away! Just head to the area where they

appear and go down the long ladders.

Sri back up the ladders (until you re

out of sight) and then head down again.

|
The ghouls are gone!

i John Thomas, St. Louis, MO

S3£S»

New Jersey Devils:

HL7CMPMG5VVKZZSJ

Edmonton Oilers:

BYPWDL9VCS)L7BC

St. Louis Blues:

C4Z3S8NMFJG3JMK0

Hartford Whalers:

IZV795XCZ344SNSM

Vancouver Canucks.

B14J9UYLTCF9LDS

San Jose Sharks:

G75X97V90Tf)M6MN’‘

Washington Capitate

PZX6MV7TXMXKBKDG

Winnipeg Jets:

HPNB55FZ9WLTMZSN

Montreal Canadians:

HL61CRJ3NX49FT3K

New York Rangers.

B17B5MF0ZG238V8F

Philadelphia Ftyere:

HTPTRGHGWB79VHZF

Detroit Red Wings:

^OK10WWOV2
Danny star*, Dakota, IL

^

-

16)
' ““u""omy select

[ rZ
hlS

c
Ck t0 select Phase of Aero

I th^T
En’er **’ eX*ra credtem

tor, uL^ ^ 3,1(1 then Ptoas But-ton l the following number of times for
the desired Phase:

Phase 2 : Button
1 10 times.

Phase 3 : Button 111 times.
Phase 4: Button 1 12 times,

i

Phase 5: Button 1 13 times.
Phase 6: Button 1 14 times.

I ho ^f1

,

press ^i001
’
choose "Dualgamble, 'Blaster IScranble." nr

Blaaer 2 Scramble," and then hit Run

I and,»*
:h°°? ac,fficL'#y ^press Up

I pSsinoW6" D0W" 30(1 Ri9ht while
pressing Select repeatedly and continue

blue

S
B?ue

^ ** SOBen tums yellow or

Jon RuWe, Calgary, Canada

1



BASED ON THE MOTION
PICTURE FROM

PICTURESCORPORATION

Orion's licensing

representative: CLC

He's Back To

Protect The
Innocent.
This sizzling sequel brings back

"The Future of Law Enforcement"

to face his greatest challenge

ever! R0B0C0P returns to rid the

lawless streets of Detroit of the

deadly new chemical, "Nuke."

In 15 slammin' levels, you'll have

the firepower of an entire army

battalion — which you're going

to need, because when OCP

unleases Cain, it's a final struggle

of robo-power verses robo-power.

(Nintendo)

Ocean of America, Inc. 1855 O'Toole Ave., Suite D-102, San Jose, CA 95131

©1990 OCEAN OF AMERICA, INC. NINTENDO AND GAME BOY ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC.

Robocop 2 TM and © 1990
Orion Pictures Corporation.

All Rights Reserved.

GAMEBOY



your enemies

KKOP

statu:

Power-lip Codes

Enter all three of these codes for an ex-

I plosive frontal assault.

]
1 .
ESTSSI

|

2. AOTSSI

I
3.EOTSSI

Steve Alejandro, Corpus Christi, TX

(Nintendo)

Play as Tanooki Mario

Tons ofCash!

Craig nelson. Wells, Ml

Use this code to begin Crystalis with

$60,000: VEOGUOSE
Greg Crvay, Lauderhill, FL

Here are some really cool Game Genie
codes for Final Fantasy:

NYKLPALZ - Gives fighter 247 Hit

Points. Use with AEAGGN and everyone
has 247 Hit Points!

NYOUIAPA - Begin with 63,376 Gold.
IEZGGN - Everyone but your fighter has
1 ,000 Hit Points.

ZIKLTAIE - Fighter has 90 Luck Points.

IEAGTN - After Equipping Armor, awe-
some Evade Points!

IEAGIY - Gives most warriors stunning
attributes.

And the best code of all: AEGGGN
:

Enter this code and wait a few minutes.
Your party will either enter a Weapon
Shop or an Inn. Reset the game and

I reenter the code if you enter the Inn. In

I the Weapon Shop you can buy free

OXYALE for everyone. You can make

|

money by selling the OXYALE. If you

l|!{ -•?» 1973 G

»r«r

|
To begin the game and stay as Tanooki

i Mario use this code:

UOKXGUE

f 1 4 o:

L 400 g]

I
used NYOUIAPA with this code, then buy
NUKE. Buy and sell the OXYALE over
and over until you get enough money for

the 14,050 Gold.

Chad Moore, Griffin, CA

VI \'
i



Kidnappers have hidden Mnrliria somewhere in the

star}' Addams Mansion. You and Stan have lo escape

hidden traps, and bailie scan ghouls and goblins on

! your search lo find her. Tolled the million dollar

\ ransom, find Wednesday, Pugsley and Ihe

rest of the lamily in your attempt lo

rescue the beloved Morticia.

Nintendo]

SS^SQ
(Nintendo)

Ocean of America, Inc. 18SS O'Toole Ave Suite D-102, San Jose, CA 95



Secret Level!

Super Castlevania IV (SHBS)

Orac’s Secret Power-Up Station!

I recently discovered a secret power-up sta- Follow these directions if ToeJam and Eart
are running low on life energy. Use the
Icarus Wings, Rocket Skates, or the Inner
Tube in Level One to go all the way to the
lower left portion of the map.You’ll come

I

to an island. In the center of the island is a

Start deep in Drac’s den or access a
Mund tet with the following passwords-
Sound Test Heart, Heart, Heart, Heart
Nine Lives to start Candle, Candle
Heart, Heart

Defeated Crystal Castle: Candle
Heart, Heart, Ball

Defeated Crystal, Plant Heart, Heart
Heart, Blank

Defeated Crystal, Plant, Rock: Heart,
Heart, Ball, Blank

Drac's Castle, Level 1: Heart Ball
Candle, Blank

M,t5
:aS”e

’ LeVel2:Heart
' C^*.

DRACULAI: Ball, Heart, Candle, Heart
Slasher Quan

Super Mario World

(Super HES)

Re-Enter a Finished Castle!

wait Tor a iew seoui iuo <* wi - —
i

—

1 er-ups will rain down on you. You’ll collect

99 Hearts, a fully-powered Chain Whip, a

Boomerang, and a Triple Shot Multiplier.

To return to the top-left ledge, climb the

invisible sets of stairs. Good luck against

]
Count Dracula!

|

Ben Silver, Olivette, MO

hole. Drop down the hole. You’ll zap to
Level Zero. Here you’ll find a Lemonade
Stand and a Hot Tub with Wahines in it!

Go to the Lemonade Stand and push
Up. The man at the stand will give you a
glass of Lemonade. Drink it and you’ll re-

ceive an extra life. Next, jump into the Hot
Tub by pushing left or Right while standing
on the tub. Stay in the tub and chat with the

Wahines for a while. This powers-up your
life bar When you fall or jump off this island
in space, you’ll reappear on the highest level
that you’ve reached so far in the game!

John Hannum, Wood Dale, IL

I Normally when you beat a castle of

fortress it rumbles to the ground and is

sealed off forever. To return to any already

beaten castle, stand on it and pres Left

I and Right at the top of your controller.

1 Andrew McNeill, StFaul,MH

\°° You HaveT

j

Secret Weapon?
P you do, submit# to GamePra

r /J ®ur ^ros will review
it and a

[
'# publish it, we’ll send ,

d
5y QAMEPROSUp:1hW&n
fr

r
best tipsMs™1

GamePro Magazine

Secret Weapons

J

HO. Box 3329
[Redwood City, CA 94064



IT’S ULTIMATE BASKETBALL!
Trash all those other basketball

cartridges! ULTIMATE BASKETBALL™
captures all the thrills and intensity

of a real full-court basketball game.
You are in command; leading the

court, making the plays, and
scoring the points.

Want close ups? Go for the Zoom into the action

slam or a 3-pointer and let the

full-screen animation blow

you away!

When your men start

to drag, you can substitute

some fresh blood.

It's all jam packed into

one NES cartridge,

pro-basketball Be a part of the action-not See your shots-up close

at your fingertips! just a spectator and personal

American Sammy Corporation
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501

PH0NE: (213) 320-7167 • GAME TIPS: (213) 320-7362

ULTIMATE BASKETBALL™ is a trademark of

American Sammy Corporation. Nintendo and
Nintendo Entertainment System® are registered

trademarks of Nintendo of America, Inc.



\ Hints for Worlds 2 and
3:

l Hey, treasure hunters, here are someM
1 1^ for Worlds 2 and 3 of Treasure

Master!.

1 World Two: fliUfteMPon

ones to beat with the boots and which

ones require the gun.

three of them and you’ll need to drop ail

r^e natter of the above^chne.

this causes a set of magnets to fall en

^s^in^eneKtwohdlH^ere |

| At the very beginning of this level

| there
.

s a set of small 1WISIBIB platforms

1 le^ng^qYou
need the right tool to make

1 them appear. P.S. There’s a hidden 1-Up

1 someXre on the surface of the Moon.

I Tip #2: wuen you find the key in the first

1 part of the underground caverns, you II

IS the transporter. If you stand on the

1 transporter, press Down and Button B and

1 youTbe transported over

I platforms. However, tf you use ths start

I cut you're gonna’ miss some other stuff

U that vou need!

1 When you take the long way

1 arourki use the raygun as much

1 want why? Because when you reach

| s^ond transporter at the end of the mov-

1 ^platforms, you can use the last of your

| ammo and a new raygun appear^
l this nnint on don't waste ammol

Prartoe

After you collect the radio beaa>n

^’reiatfini^-^MPontevd

Some gamers have trouble making the

^mptLeen me three h^ging -oP^

The secret is to first put on the hard hd

as a protection against me spikes on e

ceiling But you knew that from "ding

moving platforms! After grabbing theW
tope ft’s best to leap from me lower [»rt

me rope as opposed to me upper part

Bouncing off me ceiling shortens the dis-

of your jumped you'll end up m

the spikes below.

mild 3: Industrial Land

Tio #T You can use the boots on most of

meenemtesyou'llfaceinmisl^.H«ev-

or me easiest way to get past the Solar

Road Hog is with the raygun. After dimrat-

kimftie Faad Hog, switch back to me boots-

T,o #4- One of me toughest obstacles in

tate level is me piledriving hydraulic press-

To get them practice your |ump so that

you can just hit me edge °f thef

it's possible for Scooter to stand on the

platfom with only one toe1 tou*"9^
still have the piston

oiston reaches the top of its stroke, move

to the right and then immediately squat

using me down anew.

Tip #2: As you’re exploring you’ll find an

object called a Machine Part. There are

Waft for the piston to come down andthen

gobackup before mazing and sqpdimg

again. With some practice anc^ I»

^e you can g^nast the presses every

time.



A FORCE STRONGER

1 THAN YOUR PARENTS DOESN’T WANT YOU

PLAYING THIS GAME.
Okay, Jedi knight. Here's your chance to rescue Princess Leia from certain death.

Man the gunnery of the Millennium Falcon. And pilot your very own

X-wing down the trench of the Death Star— home base to a few hundred thousand

fully-armed stormtroopers. and the Lord of the Imperial Fleet himself, Darth Vader.

He's armed and ready. The question is. are you?
|



Back Issues of GamePro!
Don’t Miss Any of the Action!

#3 (Sep ’89) Atari Lynx Preview

#4 (Nov ’89) Complete Super Mario Landmaps

#5 (Jan ’90) Double Dragons I and II

#7 (Feb ’90) Insane Sports Issue

The First Issue of GamePro!
Onlya few copies remain ofGamePro ’s Premiere issue. This is

the original and will not be reprinted! Complete your collection.

Get ’em while they last.

$8.95 Each

Special Issues!

S.W.A.T., Hot Ups, Tactics, Passwords
Tons ofkillersecret codes, passwords, tricks, and

winning strategies forall game systems!

Handheld Video Games
Power-packed ProViews and scintillating SM4A75

covering all handheldgame systems!

Video Game Greatest Hits
A collection ofGamePro's ProViews andProTips Hits!

GamePrt
(Mar ’90) Phantasy

Star II, SuperGrafx

Sneak Peek

#9 (Apr ’90)

Joysticks Review

#10 (May ’90) Bonk’s

Adventure

#11 (Jun ’90)NES

Baseball Games, Dick

Tracy Exclusive

#12 (Jul ’90) Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

#13 (Aug ’90) Michael Jackson’s Moonwalker

#14 (Sep ’90) Fall Football Action, Game Genie Preview

#15 (Oct ’90) Flalloween Games, Castlevania III

#16 (Nov ’90) Gremlins 2, Mega Man 3

#1 7 (Dec ’90) The Simpsons, Handheld Buyer’s Guide

#18 (Jan ’91) Annual Superstar Sports Issue

#19 (Feb ’91) CD-ROM Games, Game Boy’s Mega Man

#20 (Mar ’91) Comic Strip Games, Mickey Mouse

#21 (Apr ’91) SuperNES Preview, Double Dragon III

#22 (May ’91) Battletoads, Game Gear Preview

#23 (Jun ’91) Sonic the Hedgehog, 16-Bit Buyer’s Guide

#24 (Jul ’91) Baseball Review, TurboGrafx-16 Buyer’s Guide

#25 (Aug ’91) SuperNES Buyer’s Guide,Spider-Man

#27 (Oct ’91) Star Wars, Super Ghouls 7V Ghosts

#28 (Nov ’91) TheAddams Family, Castlevania IV

Gamers
Top players from TV

and movies showyou

their favorite video

game tips and tactics!

SWAT #1 fall ’90)

Packed with awesome

tips & tactics

SWAT #2 (Jun ’91)

Special feature on Mega Man 3

SWAT #3 (Sep ’91)

Special feature on Battletoads

Handheld Video Games #1 (Spring ’91)

Complete Handheld Buyer’s Guide

Handheld Video Games #2 (Fall ’91)

Terminator 2, Faceball 2000

Video Games Greatest Hits (Summer ’91)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

Celebrity Video Gamers (Fall ’91)

Harlem Globetrotters, Plus 25 Star Inten/iews

$4.95 Each
Indicate issue number on order.

$3.95 Each
Indicate issue number on order.



Comic #2-Chapters 10-15, 20 New Pages, Free Poster

Comic #3-Chapters 16-21, 28 New Pages
GamePro Hot Tips: Adventure Games
The Editors ofGamePro $9.95

The Editors ofGamePro $9.99

Super Mario World Secrets
Ruse/ DeMaria andZach Meston $12.99

Nintendo Games Secrets

Rusel DeMaria $9.95

Nintendo Games Secrets, Vol. 2
Ruse/ DeMaria andZach Meston $9.95

Nintendo Games Secrets,

. Vol. 3
Rusel DeMaria and

I Zach Meston $9.95

Secrets

Rusel DeMaria and

Zach Meston $9.95

Strategy and Tips Books
Total In-Depth Coverage!

Get the competitive edge with these in-depth strategy books from

all the top gamers in the industry. These books cover it all!

GamePro Hot Tips: Sports Games
The Editors ofGamePro $9.95

The Adventures of GamePro Comics!
Get the Complete Story!

Collect the exciting comic strip chapters from the pages of

GamePro magazine. PLUS: Newpages ofmaterial ONLY

available in these editions. $2.95 each; indicate number on order.

Comic Ul-Chapters 1-9, Free Huge Wall Poster!

Nintendo Game Boy Secrets, Vol. 2
Rusel DeMaria and Zach Meston $9.95

Sega Genesis Secrets

Rusel DeMaria $9.95

Sega Genesis Secrets, Vol. 2
Rusel DeMaria andZach Meston $9.95

Super Nintendo Entertainment System

Games Secrets
AndyEddy$9.99

TurboGrafx-16 and TiirhoExpress Secrets

Rusel DeMaria andAndy Eddy $9.95

HirboGrafx-16 and TiirhoExpress Secrets, Vol. 2
Rusel DeMaria andAndy Eddy$9.95

GamePro T-Shirtand Pants!
Hit the street with these killernew duds from GamePro, the

fashion capital of the video dimension! You ’ll be stylin' in these

100% cotton rags, made especially for us. Umited quantities,

order today!

Gotta Getta GamePro T-Shirt

Large and X-large only $9.95

GamePro Baggy Pants
Large andX-large only $19.95

For Canadian and foreign ordeis add $2.00 perorderpayable in

US funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

Forall products, please fill out the attached card and mail with

your check ormoney order to:

GamePro Products
indicate title and pace on order.

2421 Broadway, Suite 200, Redwood City, CA 94063 or call

1-800-532-GAME.



pf “Say it ain’t so, Ryu."
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1-900-446-8477
Gam^pufc Hot lb JotHuni

'Leave a

for the GamePros.f\Ve
want to hear from YOU!

' T
lT.hatyOUWa^oreadandhow we
Pro better.

can make Game-

• Give the lowdown on a great
9ame tip, tactic, pis

word orstrategy.

Nintendo Tip

of the Week

.Get all the
greatest tips

^

before your friends!

.Send your scores into the

stratosphere!

.Tbeansweretoyourtough-

i est gaming
problems.

U? -

™ Subscription

s, Offer

jpesgz

assSSs
.•HT-SSf

, 68o/o off the
regular

newsstand rate!

J-D. Roth’s
J.D. ’sUwq, mailbox

"dec games too'JD
** hostZunZ

?°^ /*D8st

^-sn/ZZZfr ‘T^^ttoseeon

‘"°!^°d’

shottest stars love

5 them out the show.

GameProshow!

GamePro’sJUI-Time

Greatest Game Hints
.^ra//e,s7awewyT// Z/7© r*—

-

J can har,„„,

^SysteWffam
^dSegr

Updated
weekly!

$1.75 for the first minute, 904 for each minute thereafter.

Be sure to get your parents’ permission to use the Hotline if you are under 18 years of age. Messages subject to change without notice.



(7Z action-pacKea issues/ at the mcreamiy

low price of$19.97. 1 save over 57%_
off the cover price!

City State Zip

Bill Me Payment Enclosed
GamePro, PO Box 55527, Boulder, CO 80322-5527 i

Please make checks payable to GamePro. Basic annual subscription rate: $24.95. Foreignand Canadian
\

subscribers please add $10.00 postage in U$ funds. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue.
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GUARANTEED!“
ALL THE GAMES WE SELL ARE USED AND ARE SOLD WITH A ONE YEAR

GUARANTEE . EXCHANGE WILL BE FOR THE SAME GAME ONLY IF DEFECTIVE.

718-229-1435

NINTENDO
We Sell $16.95
We Buy $5.00
8 EYES
C1943

718-229-1435
[ AOV IN MAGIC KINGDOM
ADV. OF L0L0
AFTERBURNER
AIR FORTRESS
AIRW01F

: AIL PRO BASKETBALL
: BACK TO FUTURE 2&3
BAD ST BRAWLER
BATMAN
BATTLE OF OLYMPUS
BATTLE TANK

l BIGFOOT
8LADES OF STEEL

i ;boulder dash
BUBBLE BOBBLE
CABAL
CAPTAIN COMIC

. CASINO KID

CASTLE OF DRAGON
. CHALLENGE OF DRAGON
CIRCUS CAPERS
COMIC CAPER
CRYSTAL MINES
CYCLE SHOOTING
DEXTERITY

. DIG DUG 2

DOUBLE DARE
DOUBLE DRAGON II

.DONKEY KONG CLASSICS
DONKEY KONG JR MATH
DRACULAS CURSE
DRAGON SPIRIT

DUNGEON MAGIC
DYNOWARZ
F 15 CITY WAR
FANTASY ZONE
FAST BREAK

; FINAL MISSION
FIST OF THE NORTH STAR
FREEDOM FORCE
GALAXY 5000

: GHOSTBUSTERS 2

: GILLIGANS ISLAND
HEAVY BARREL
HEAVY SHREODIN
JEOPARDY
JEOPARDY JR

I JEOPARDY 25TH ANNIV
JOURNEY TO SILIUS

KICKLE CUBICLE
; KID ICARUS
: KIDKOOL
: KING NEPTUNES ADV
KINGS OF THE BEACH

KIWI KRAZE

I PINBALL
I PINBALL OUEST
i PINBOT
PIRATES
PRINCESS TOMATO

l :PUSS N BOOTS
QBERT

I REMOTE CONTROL
RING KING

. ;road blaster
ROAD RUNNER
ROBOCOP
ROBODEMONS

: ROCKET RANGER
ROCK N BALL
ROGER RABBIT

: SHINGEN THE RULER
: SHINOBI

SHOOTING RANGE
i SILENT ASSAULT
I SILENT SERVICE
SILKWORM
SNAKE RATTLE ROLL
SOLAR SYSTEM
SOLOMONS KEY
SPOT
SQOON

I STEALTH
; STREET FIGHTER 2010

SUPER DODGE BALL
SUPER MARIO BROS 2

I SUPERSPIKE V BALL
, SUPER SPRINT
SUPER PITFALL

. TECMO BASEBALL
TEEN NINJA TURTLES
TOP GUN II

: TOTAL RECALL
TURBO RACING

I ULTIMA
WALL ST KID

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
WHEEL OF FORTUNE

MANIAC MANSION
MEGAMAN 3

MENDEL PALACE
METAL FIGHTER
METAL MECH
MUPPET ADVENTURE
NINJA CRUSADERS
PAC-MANIA
PALAMEDES
PAPERBOY
PIPE DREAM
PUNISHER
RAD RACER II

ROLLERBALL
ROMANCE 3 KINGDOMS
SESAME ST ABC
SESAME ST. 123

SHADOW OF THE NINJA
' SILVER SURFER
.SKATE OR DIE 2

: SKI OR DIE

SNOOPY
STAR TROPICS
SUPER C
SUPER GLOVEBALL
SUPER OFF ROAD
SUPERMAN
SWORDS & SERPENTS
TECMO BOWL
TECMO WRESTLING
TEEN TURTLES II

TETRIS
TOMBS & TREASURES
TOOBIN
TRICK SHOOTIN
ULTIMATE BASKETBALL

C720
i :adv of dino riki

AD OF TOM SAWYER
ALIEN SYNDROME

: AMAGON
I JANTICIPATION

ARCHON
ASTYANAX
BABY BOOMER
BACK TO THE FUTURE

f .BAD DUDES
; BASES LOADED
BLASTER MASTER
BOMBERMAN
BREAKTHRU
BUMP N JUMP

CBURAI FIGHTER
I BURGERTIME
I CASTLE QUEST
! CITY CONNECTION
. CLASH AT DEMONHEAD
COBRA COMMAND
COBRA TRIANGLE

i ICODE NAME VIPER

r [CONTRA
I CYBERNOIO
I ’.DASH GALAXY
. DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
DEFENDER II

DESERT COMMANDER
DESTINATION EARTHSTAR

DR CHAOS
OR JEKYLL & MR HYDE
DONKEY KONG
DONKEY KONG JR.

i DONKEY KONG 3
I .DOUBLE DRAGON
[ ’ELEVATOR ACTION
: ELWAYS QUARTERBACK
: [FESTERS QUEST
: FLYING DRAGON I

.GHOSTBUSTERS
GODZILLA
[ MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
[ MILON'S SECRET CASTLE
i [MONSTER PARTY
I [MYSTERY QUEST
: NINJA GAIOEN
[ [NINJA KID

[ PEBBLE BEACH-
P'RADIKUS

GPOPEYE
P.O.W
I [PREDATOR
PRO WRESTLING
CPUNCHOUT
I RBI BASEBALL
I
[RACKET ATTACK
[RAD RACER 3-D

RAID 2020
i [RAMPAGE
RESCUE
RIVER CITY RANSOM
I [ROBO WARRIOR
ROLLING THUNDER

TERRA CRESTA
I THREE STOOGES
CTHUNDERCADE
[ '.TO THE EARTH
[ [TWIN COBRA
TWIN EAGLE

[ [VINDICATORS

VOLLEYBALL
WILLOW
[ [WRESTLEMANIA

We Sell $22.95
We Buy $8.00
ACTION KUNG FU

Send $1.00 for huge catalogue of over 1000 titles for Nintendo, Super Nintendo, Gameboy, Sega Genesis, Sega Master and TurboGrafx-16.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Send orders to: Play It Again. P.O. Box 6718. Flushing. NY 1 1365. Attn Order Dept PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. NO FOREIGN ORDERS. In Canada on-

ly. write first to: Microplay Video Games. 2555 Dixie Rd
.
Mississagua. ONT L4Y 4C4 Add $4 00 for shipping and handling on each order: $8 50 for Alaska. Hawaii and Puerto Rico NO

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. NO C.O.D. Orders. New York residents must add appropriate sales tax. Personal check will delay shipment up to three weeks We ship by United Parcel Ser

vice and U S Mail If you order three or more cartridges In one order and list alternates lor each, we will pay the shipping (U S only) We reserve the right to refuse any order. All used

cartridges are sold with a ONE YEAR limited warranty We put a (invisible to the eye) numbered code on all cartridges sold If the cartridge case or chip is tampered with, d

will b, 0,d„ .1,1, confidence

J., g.ggg.^ggj

KNIGHT RIDER

.LAST STARFIGHTER

LODE RUNNER
i LOOPZ
LOW G MAN
MAD MAX

. MAFAT CONSPIRACY
MAGIC OF SCHEHERAZADE
MAPPY-LAND
MARBLE MADNESS

[ MARIO BROS
I MARVEL S XMEN
MASTER CHU
MECHANIZED ATTACK
MEGAMAN 2

MICKEY MOUSECAPADE
MIGHTY BOMB JACK

I MILLIPEDE

[ [MISSION COBRA
I [MULE
I [NARC
NFL
[NINJA GAIDEN II

N08UNAGAS AMBITION

I ORB 3-D
PACMAN

l PERFECT FIT

I [PESTERMINATOR
[ PHANTOM FIGHTER
PICTIONARY

WHEEL OF FORTUNE JR
WIN LOSE OR DRAW
WIZARDRY
WORLD GAMES
WORLD GRAND PRIX

WRATH OF BLACK MANTA
XEXYZ
YO! NOID

We Sell $26.95
We Buy $12.00
ADVENTURE ISLAND

. ADV OF LOLO 2

ARCH RIVALS

BAD NEWS BASEBALL
BATTLE CHESS
BIG BIRD

BUGS BUNNY CASTLE
i BUGS BUNNY BIRTHDAY
CALIFORNIA GAMES
CAVEMAN GAMES
CHIP N DALE
CLASSIC CONCENTRATION
CONFLICT
CONQUEST CRYSTAL
PALACE
DAYS OF THUNDER
DEATH RACE

[ DESTINY OF AN EMPEROR
DICK TRACY
DIRTY HARRY
DUCKTALES
DUSTY DIAMOND
SOFTBALL
EVERT AND LENDL TENNIS

i FINAL FANTASY
I [FIGHTING GOLF
FUNHOUSE
[ [GREMLINS 2

[ HEROES OF THE LANCE
! HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
! HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
INDIANA JONES LAST CR.

[JACK NICKLAUS GOLF
[ [JACKIE CHAN'S KUNG FU
[ LITTLE NEMO
LUNAR POOL

We Sell $29.95
We Buy $15.00
AMER. GLADIATORS
BARBIE
BILL & TED EX ADV
BATMAN-RETURN OF JOKER
BO JACKSON BASE8ALL
CAPTAIN PLANET
CARMEN SAN DIEGO

DARKMAN
DR MARIO
GUN NAC
MAGICIAN
MAGIC DARTS
MEGAMAN
METAL STORM
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
NES OPEN TOURN. GOLF
NINJA GAIDEN III

PIRATES
[ ROCKIN KATS
RAINBOW ISLANO
ROCKETEER
ROBIN HOOD

; SMASH TV
SUPER MARIO BROS 3

TOM & JERRY
TROG
WWF CHALLENGE
WOLVERINE

We Sell $34.95
We Buy $20.00
[ ADV OF LOLO 3
! BASEBALL SIM 1 000
BASES LOADED 3
BASE WARS

i [BATTLE TOADS
CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING
CHESSMASTER
CHUBBY CHERUB
DOUBLE DRAGON III

DRAGON WARRIOR 2

GENGHIS KHAN
MS PACMAN
RBI BASEBALL II

RBI 3
ROBOCOP 2

ROGER CLEMENS BASEBALL
STAR WARS
THE SIMPSONS
ULTIMA OUEST AVITAR
WHERE'S WALDO

SUPER NINTENDO
We Sell $34.95
We Buy $20.00
l [ACTRAISER
CHESSMASTER
[ COMBAT BASKETBALL
[ DARIUS TWIN
[ DRAKKHEN
; :f zero
I [FINAL FANTASY II

FINAL FIGHT
[HOLE IN ONE GOLF
[HYPERZONE
.GRADIUS III

JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL
[ PAPERBOY 2

. .PILOTWINGS
[ [POPULOUS
RPM RACING

[ SIM CITY
: [SUPER BASES LOADED
[SUPER BB SIMULATOR
SUPER GHOULS & GHOSTS

[ SUPER TENNIS
SUPER R TYPE
.ULTRAMAN
UN SQUADRON
WAIALAE

SEGA GENESIS
We Sell $19.95
We Buy $8.00
' [AIR DIVER
ALEX KIDD ENCH. CASTLE
ATOMIC ROBO-KID

BUDOKAN
BURNING FORCE
COLUMNS
CYBERBALL

. FATAL LABYRINTH
FLICKY
FORGOTTEN WORLDS
GHOSTBUSTERS
[GHOULS AND GHOSTS
HERZOG ZWEI

JAMES POND
KLAX
LAST BATTLE
MOONWALKER .

MYSTIC DEFENDER
[ONSLAUGHT
PAT RILEY BASKETBALL
PHELIOS
[RAMBO III

REV OF SHINOBI

SHADOW BLASTER
SHOVE IT

[ SOCCER
SPACE HARRIER II

SUPER HANG ON
[ SUPER HYDLIDE

[SUPER THUNDERBLADE
TARGET EARTH
THUNDER FORCE II

[ TRAMPOLINE TERROR
[ TRUXTON
. [WHIP RUSH
[ZANY GOLF
ZOOM

POPULOUS
SUPER MONACO GP
SUPER VOLLEYBALL
[ [TECHNOCOP
TOURNAMENT GOLF
WINGS OF WAR

We Sell $29.95
We Buy $15.00
688 SUB ATTACK
AIR BUSTERS
[ ALIEN STORM
BATTLEMASTER
BLOCKOUT

i BONANZA BROTHERS
' CRACK DOWN
DARK CASTLE
DE CAP ATTACK
[ .DINOLAND
[.[FATAL REWIND

F-22

GAIARES
GOLDEN AXE
[HARD DRIVIN

[ [JEWEL MASTER
JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL

[ [JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL

We Sell $24.95
We Buy $10.00
AFTERBURNER II

ARROW FLASH
BATTLE SQUADRON
BIMINI RUN
[BUSTER DOUGLAS BOXING

. DICK TRACY
; :DJ BOY
. DYNAMITE DUKE

E SWAT
FINAL ZONE

[ [FIRE SHARK
GAIN GROUND
1 [GRANADA
I [HELLFIRE
I INSECTOR X

ISHIDO
' JUNCTION

I [KINGS BOUNTY
LAKERS VS CELTICS
MICKEY MOUSE
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

MIGHT AND MAGIC
MIKE DITKA FOOTBALL

[ MUSHA
i NHL HOCKEY
[ PHANTASY STAR II

POWERBALL
QUAD CHALLENGE
[RAIDEN TRAD

[ [RASTAN II

ROAOBLASTERS
SAGAIA
SAINT SWORD
SHADOW DANCER

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
[ [SPACE INVADERS 91

STORMLORD
STRIDER

: [SWORD OF SODAN
SWORD OF VERMILLION

[ [THUNDERFORCE III

[ [THUNDER FOX
1 [TOMMY LASORDA
8ASEBALL

I [TROUBLE SHOOTER
! TURRICAN
TWIN COBRA
ULTIMATE QIX

VALIS III

L’.WARDNER

We Sell $39.95
We Buy $20.00
ABRAMS BATTLE TANK

.[ARCUS ODYSSEY
BACK TO FUTURE III

["BATMAN
[ [CENTURION
[FAERY TALE AD.V.

[FANTASIA
GHARD8ALL
JOE MONTANA 2

[ [JOHN MADDEN 92
[ [MARVELAND
MERCS

[ [MS PACKMAN
[OUTRUN
(PGA GOLF TOUR
. PHANTASY STAR III

[ [PIT FIGHTER
[ [QUACKSHOT
RBI 3
SHINING IN DARKNESS
SONIC THE HEDGE HOG

[ SPEED8ALL

2

STAR CONTROL
STARFLIGHT
STREETS OF RAGE

STREET SMART
[ [TOE JAM & EARL
WARRIOR OF ROME

imaged or abused, war-

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: Send to: Play It Again. Dept IB. 67 25B 186 Lane. Flushtng. N Y 1 1365 PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. Wrap carlndges securely Include a list of what you

selling with your name, address and telephone number If you send (5) five or more cartridges at one time we will add $2 00 to the total amount due Please ship by UPS or U S MaiL Sega Gen

ta Master System cartridges must include the complete box We will deduct $1 00 for each missing instruction booklet. 50C for missing slip case and $3.00 for each missing Gameboy beand Sega Master System cartridges

We deduct $3.50 for any cartridge have to ship back to you . If your gan :eived by April 30. 1992. we will pay you using list *24 effective May 1. 1992



Nintendo

The Simpsons: Bart vs. the

Space Mutants

Dear ASK THE PROS,

I’ve recovered every green rod except

the one in Stage Five, the Power Plant.

Where can I find it?

Matthew Wu, Brooklyn, NY

Dear Matthew,

There is no power rod in Stage Five! Ha

ha! You’ll have to substitute Maggie’s

pacifier in its place. Just touch her and

she’ll do the rest.

Final Fantasy

Dear ASK THE PROS,

Where can I find the Masamune Sword

in Final Fantasy?

Chris Barrey, Ontario, Canada

Dear Chris,

This is an awesome weapon for sure.

You can retrieve it in the final dungeon of

the game, the Temple of Fiends. Look in

the lower right comer of Tiamat’s level.

Genesis

Phantasy Star III

Dear ASK THE PROS,

I’ve finally reached Dark Force at the end

of Phantasy Star III, but I can’t defeat

him. Please help!

Gavin Nagata, Hilo, HI

Dear Gavin,

Dark Force is one tough customer, so lis-

ten up. Your on-screen persona, either

Shaun, Flys, Adan, or Aron, should be

over the 20th level of experience and car-

rying the Nei Sword. Kara should be at

10th level, and carrying the Nei Slicer and

the Planer Slicer. Mieu, Wren, and Laya

should be over Level 50 and using Nei or

Planer weapons. Dark Force has 10 -

12,000 hit points (we told you he’s tough!).

Attack his left hand first, then his right

hand, and finally his face. Don't use tech-

niques, just hack away and you’ll outlast

him. Oh, and bring PLENTY of Trimate!

Dear ASK THE PROS,

U.N. Squadron has to be one of the

hottest shooters ever, but I need some

advice for my kamikaze missions in the

Middle East. Which weapon should I

choose to defeat the boss of the next-to-

last cavern stage?

Jim Spaulding, Mosquito, CA

Dear Jim,

First, fly past the supercharged boss

fighter and grab the Unicom Shield. Then

charge up your Gun Pod and blast the

orb Til he goes down in flames.

Well folks, we’re putting Ask the Readers

into limbo for a while, but if you write and

let us know you like it, maybe we’ll revive

it in the future. Here are the most recent

Q’s (and A’s).

QUESTION K: Legendary

Axe \\ (TurboGrafx-16)

Dear ASK THE PROS,

Flow do you beat King Zach in Legendary

Axe II? I keep trying, but I always fail.

Kirk Bennion, Cany, NC

Dear Kirk,

Make sure you enter his room with ten

bombs. When Zach attacks, block his

blasts before they hit the ground, move in

and strike, and repeat about eight times.

After he suits up in his robot outfit, stand

on a pedestal while he shoots normal

missiles. When he launches heat-seekers,

toss a bomb, jump on his shoulder, and

hack at both sides of his head. Fall off

while slashing his side, return to the

pedestal, and keep up to process until

you're finally restored to the throne.

Joe & Jake Shrum, Charlottesville, VA

QUESTION L: Star Kopies

(Nintendo

)

Dear ASK THE PROS,

In Star Tropics Chapter Three, I can’t

seem to find the fortune teller’s crystal

ball or the Ghost Village’s boss. Where

are they? Help!!!

Shaun Daugherty, Lancaster, CA

TWisted paths and tangled trails in Chapter

Three of Star Tropics.

Dear Shaun,

You’ll find the Ghost Village Boss, Maxie,

hiding out in the Ghost Tunnel. Enter

through the odd-colored tombstone in

Ghost Village, and use a wand to reveal

him at the end of the tunnel. After he’s

defeated, you’ll find a room with a large

skull in the middle. Hit the head tile three

times, watch the lake drain, and collect

the crystal ball.

Jeff Balcon, Binghamton, NY
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WE WANT YOU!
THE HOTTEST SHOW ON TV WANTS YOU!

JOIN THE AMERICAN GLADIATORS FAN CLUB - BE A PART OF THE WINNING TEAM!

'S8S2*~*

aanucSi1 Ncw
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WHEN YOU SIGN-UP FOR THE CLUB, YOU'LL RECEIVE:
• Personalized Membership Card • Autographed Team Photo

• Gladiators Logo Magnet • American Gladiators Newsletter

• Merchandise Brochure

BRING ALL THE ACTION HOME!

Clip and mail this form plus $3 (Check or Money Order Only) to:

AMERICAN GLADIATORS

Van Nuys, CA 91463-0001
»S-

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

PHONE (AREA CODE) #

BIRTHDATE (MO/DAY/YR)

GLADIATORS

Mr
AMERICAN GLADIATORS AND YOU: A WINNING COMBINATION!



Nintendo

Terminator II: Judgment Day

IUN)

He said he’d be back - and a Terminator

never kids around. UN’s brought the big

bad indestructo-dude back to the 8-bit

video dimension in Terminator II: Judg-

ment Day. This time, however, our robo-

man’s jumped to the other side of the

fence: he’s a good guy and he’s agreed

to destroy the wicked T-1 000 Terminator

who’s out to annihilate the entire human

race. Your quest is a simple one: Termi-

nate or be terminated. As the now good

T-800 Terminator you go it alone through

five levels of jumping, kicking, punching,

high tech weapon shooting action. Listen

to him now and play Terminator II: Judg-

ment Day.

Available now

Motor City Patrol (Matchbox)

It’s time to bum some rubber on the

streets of Motor City. In Motor City Patrol

from Matchbox you embark on an over-

head scrolling moto-adventure, similar to

Super Spy Hunter, where your responsi-

bilities include patrolling the streets of

Motor City and, when necessary, issuing

tickets, arresting thugs, as well as setting

up the occasional, much dreaded speed-

trap. When things really heat up and you

have to make a beeline to the scene of a

crime, call up your handy surveillance

map and helicopter back-up and you’re

on top of the crooks in no time. Fasten

your seat belts and take a ride with the

Motor City Patrol.

Available now

Genesis

Heavy Nova (Micronet)

In this Street Fighter-gone-robotic beat-em-

up you play a highly specialized robot

called a DOLL and go head-to-head

against either the computer or a friend. You

begin the game by playing through two, rig-

orous training rounds. You’re then whisked

off to an alien planet where you destroy a

series of robot heavies as well as gargantu-

an end-of-stage bosses. Get heavy, get

metal, get robotic with Heavy Nova.

Available now

Super NES

Spanky’s Quest (Hatsume)

In Japan it’s the Year of the Monkey and

fittingly, Natsume is releasing a Super

NES cart starring a fuzzy-furred chimp

named Spanky. Spanky’s Quest is to un-

do the evil witch Morticia’s spell, which

has turned his homey jungle into a six-

tower obstacle course. Spanky makes

friends with a mysterious bubble-crea-

ture, which he can bounce up, down,

and around the screen. Each time he

head-butts it, the ball-thing grows larger.

Pop it to unleash baseballs and volley-

balls. Spanky’s Quest is a bit like Bubble

Bobble merged with Super Mario plus

some Snow Brothers thrown in for good

measure. It's cute and tough to boot.

Don’t go bananas playing it.

Available Spring ‘92

Final Fantasy II (Square Soft)

You, Cecil, Captain of the Red Wings, were

only following orders from the King: steal

the magical Crystal from the people of My-

sidia You knew in your heart that this thiev-

ery was uncalled for, but when you dared to

question the King about the Crystal, you

were accused of disloyalty. Now both you

and your buddy, Kain, are banished from

the Red Wings, and as punishment you

must venture out to hunt the Summoned

Monster in the Misty Valley. Go figure?! This

long complicated role play adventure takes

you all through the lands in and around the

Kingdom of Baron where you battle it out

against armies of evil monsters - the King’s

secret Dark Forces. Win battles and you

gain strength and experience. Stop in

towns along the way and you may pur-
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Advertisementchase weapons, armor, or food, or perhaps

rest up in one of the local inns. There’s

much to be done in this awesome adven-

ture of good vs. evil. And that’s no fantasy.

Available now

Game Boy

The number one rule-of-thumb amongst

space jockeys: blast or be blasted. That’s

exactly what you get to do in Konami’s

new five level portable space shooter for

one, Gradius: The Interstellar Assault.

Missiles, Guns, and Lasers are your

weapons of choice, and each can be

powered up to the third degree. Test out

your flight skills and arsenal in the Prac-

tice Mode, and then when you’re ready

to rip, simply select your level of difficulty

(Easy, Normal, or Hard) and get blastin’.

Space Jockies unite, it’s time to face the

Interstellar Assault.

Available now

Elevator Action (Taito)

Things really heat “up” in Elevator Action

from Taito. In this crazy vertically and hor-

izontally scrolling adventure you, Agent

17, embark on a search for an illusive

criminal organization called the BGI.

They’ve hatched an assault plan which, if

carried out, will jeopardize national secu-

rity. All of the information about the plan

has been stored on computer disks -

your job is to retrieve them. The disks are

hidden somewhere inside the BGI head-

quarters. You must infiltrate the building

and use its elevators, escalators, and se-

cret chutes to search the place top to

bottom. Remember, the BGI’s got some-

thing to hide, so be prepared to face some

major security systems, including robotic

guards, vicious dogs, alarm sensors, and

more. What goes up must come down -

can you bring down the BGI?

Available now

Lynx

Lynx (Xybots)

This hot title, based on the Atari coin-op,

takes you through a three dimensional

maze of death and destruction. You see,

inside this crazy maze are hordes of

robots programmed to destroy anything

remotely mortal - you! Collect money

along the way and, when you’re rolling in

the dough, you can purchase more pow-

erful robo-blasting weapons. And, best of

all, this game features one or two person

play. Right on, Xybots.

Available now

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are
registered trademarks o( Nintendo o( America Inc.
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Acclaim Becomes
Sega Licensee

Acclaim Entertainment,

Inc., one of the largest and most

successful Nintendo licensees,

has reached an agreement in

principle with Sega of Amer-

ica to market and distribute

software for the Genesis and the

Game Gear.

According to Gregory Fis-

chbach, chief executive officer

ofAcclaim, the move to publish

Sega products is “a natural evo-

lution...Sega represents an excit-

ing and viable segment of the

interactive market.”

Acclaim’s first Sega products

will be shown this month at the

Winter Consumer Electronics

Show in Las Vegas. No titles

have officially been announced

yet, but the first products

should hit the store shelves by

Spring 1992. We can only spec-

ulate, but it’s a safe bet Ac-

claim/NES faves such as: The

bers of the Genesis library soon.

In other Acclaim news, ex-

pect more Simpsons titles to be

available for Nintendo systems.

“Bart’s Nightmare” is the

working title of Acclaim’s first

Simpsons SNES title, to be

available in May 1992. And
Game Boy owners should keep

an eye out for another Bart ad-

venture. Check future issues of

GamePro for the latest video

game info on America’s favorite

family.

Gametek Joins

Sega, Too

Nintendo licensee, Gametek.

has announced they will pro-

duce Sega Genesis games in

1992. GameTek, in a presenta-

tion at the

Winter Con-

Elec-

Twins is the story of two car-
;

toony airplanes, Bop and Bump,

who use unusual gadgets tp get the

better of Thump, an evil airplane,

who’s always causing trouble.

Nintendo OK’s More i

SNES Games
It had to happen! Faced with ;

trying to overcome Sega’s size-
;

able software lead in the 16-bit

:

wars, Nintendo has altered their

SNES licensing agreement. Orig-

inally, licensees were allowed to

release three games within a 12 ;

month period. If a game re- •

ceived an average rating of 30 or :

more from Nintendo’s evaluation i

system, it did not count towards ;

the three. As of November 1991,

Nintendo has doubled that

number to six. Once again, if the
;

tide scores a “30” or better, it

Simpsons, Wizards and
Warriors, NARC, and Wres-

tlemania will become mem-

tronics Show in Las

Vegas, will unveil :

three Genesis games: Gadget

Twins, an original tide, and their

NES bestsellers, Jeopardy and

Wheel of Fortune. >

doesn’t count towards the total.
j

Better buy a snow shovel...this I

new agreement should cause an

SNES software avalanche!

Sega Enterprises, Ltd has

filed a lawsuit against Acco-

lade, Inc., alleging that Acco-

lade has developed and current-

ly distributes Sega Genesis I

games, which infringe upon

Sega’s proprietary trademarks.

The suit claims Accolade is :

unfairly competing with Sega i

and causing confusion in the
i

marketplace by programming

many of its games in a way that

leads consumers to believe that

the games have either been pro-

duced by Sega or are under li-
;

cense from Sega. Accolade has

never been licensed by Sega, nor
;

has it been authorized to use any j

of Sega’s proprietary trademarks.
:

In response to the suit, Accolade :

intends to file a counter-claim I

against Sega Enterprises

Ltd. (Japan) claiming that

Sega’s trading upon Accolade’s i

intellectual property rights.

Sega has alleged that Acco-
\

lade’s software causes a screen to
j

appear with the message, “Pro- i

duced By or Under License
:

From Sega Enterprises Ltd.”
j

Accolade counters by saying
\

that the message doesn’t appear
:

as a result of anything it has :

done to its software, but as a di-
j

rect result of a recent change
j

Sega made to its hardware sys- :

tern, which commands the mes-

sage to pop up when any com- j

patible cartridge is inserted into
;

the system.

Jaleco Teams
with MP Game
Technology

Jaleco has entered into a joint
j

venture agreement with MP
Game Technology to manu

facture and market all coin-op j

games that the former Micro-

Prose Games coin-op divi- i

sion develops. This includes
|

their newest arcade game, :

B.O.T.S.S. (Battle of the
j

Solar System). B.O.T.S.S. is
j

a robot war game that features a

sit-down cabinet. Look for ex-

clusive television coverage of i

B.O.T.S.S on the GamePro TV ;

show some time in February, as
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The following ore trademarks of McDonald's Corporation:
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Fry Kids, CosMc, The Professor, Ronald McDonald's
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well as in future issues of Game-

Pro magazine.

Here Comes
Super Famicom

(SNES?) Software!

GamePro sources indicate there

will be approximately 150 16-

bit Nintendo titles appearing in

Japan by the end of 1992 - a

number equal to the current

Sega Genesis library. You can

expect many of these titles to

show up on our shores for the

SNES in the near future. Titles

announced for the Japanese

market include:

Shooters

S.T.G. by Athena

Super Aresta by Toho

Super NOVA by Copia System

Sports

Super Birdie Rush
by Data East

Birdie Try by Toho

Super Bases Loaded II

by Jaleco

Pro Soccer by Imaginia

Super Formation Soccer
by Human

Super Cup Soccer by Jaleco

Hat Trick Hero by Taito

Super Fire Pro Wrestling

by Human

The Paris - Moscow Marathon
by Meldac

Action

Sword of Hiryu

by Culture Brain

Nosferatu by Seta

Dyna Wars by Irem

Double Dragon by Technos

Street Fighter II by Capcom

Super Pinball by Naxat

Glory of Hercules
by Data East

Metal Jacket Police by Atlus

Back to the Future 2
by Toshiba

Battle Commander
by Banpresto

Thunder Spirit by Toshiba

Racing

F-l Grand Prix

by Video System

Top Racer by Kemco-Seika

Exhaust Heat by Seta

Super F-l Hero
by Valie Simulation

Romance of the 3 Kingdoms
by Koei

Nobunaga's Ambition by Koei

Captain by Tecmo

SimEarth by Imaginia

Earth Light by Hudson Soft

Master of Monsters
by Capcom

Hero Wars b\ Banpresto

RPG
Goemon by Konami

Dungeon Master by JVC

Legend of Raiden by Toei

Romancing SAGA by Square

Magic World by Hot-B

Dragon Quest V by Enix

Dragon’s Lair by Epoc

Wizardry V by ASCII

Magic Sword by Capcom

Might and Magic II

by G Amusements

Mother 2 by Nintendo

Ultima VI by Pony Canyon

Action Replay

Cartridge for

the Genesis

It looks like an ordinary Sega

Genesis cartridge, but it will en-

able Genesis owners to obtain

unlimited lives, unlimited pow-

er-ups, and a host of other fea-

tures. Sound familiar? Coast

tion Replay Cartridge for

the Sega Genesis operates on

the same principles as the Ga-

loob Game Genie. And like the

Genie, the Action Replay Car-

tridge will come with a code-

book, as well as free monthly is-

sues of Game Buster Magazine,

a publication devoted solely to

providing new codes for Ac-

tion Replay owners. The Ac-

tion Replay Cartridge sells for

$79.99. For more information

call Game Busters at (800)

962-0494.

to Coast Technologies’ Ac-

Top 10 NES

Video Game

Rentals

February 1992

6. Battletoads

7. American Gladiators

8. Roger Clemens

MVP Baseball

9. Trog

10. Tecmo Bowl

a. super mo i

This inlormatlon was
t"",m

Masailne cauiMesi tl BloOliusiep VHaa.

1 The Simpsons: Bart vs.

The Space Mutants

Z. Batman: Return ol

the Joker

3 Star Wars

4. Monopoly ,

5. super Mario Brothers 3

WE SELL NEW & USED JAPANESE & AMERICAN

GAME CARTRIDGES AND SYSTEMS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

(Nintendo)

OPEN 7DAYSA WEEK TO THE PUBLIC
VISIT OUR 2 LOCATIONS IN NEW YORK

THE GAME EXPERIENCE INC. VIDEO REPLAY INC.

112-04 QUEENS BLVD., 37 SHERWOOD AVE., FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735

FOREST HILLS. N.Y. 11375 (516) 249-1717 - MAIL ORDER ONLY

(718) 575-0838 gg§gggg FAX: (516) 249-0356 gg§ gig[B3

JOIN VIDEO REPLAY’S

VIDEO CLUB
• BULLETINSFOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

• OUR MEMBERSHIP CARD & MORE

Send us s5and this Coupon Now

Name

1

1 City

1- GP 292
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GRAND PRIZE Skylar Hannah

A Sega Game Gear, Dryden, Ontario

Pac-Man and Batter Up Adam Frank

Cartridges, plus authen- Toledo, OH

tic baseball jersey, cap Brian Johnson

and team t-shirt for Appleton, MN

the baseball team of Paul Barber

your choice! Mocksville, NC

Christy Peterson 3rd PLACE
Littleton, CO An official Pac-

1st PLACE Man button.

Pac-Man and BatterUp Bobby Bussell

cartridges for the Game Loiusville, KY

Gear, plus a baseball Earl Troy

team t-shirt ofyour Hammond, LA

choice. Dan Longcore

Benjamin Nedd
Fremont, Ml

Yonkers, NY Michael Nassif

Joe Santa
Oakland, CA

Bronx, NY Matt Moyer

James Gunther
Hyde Park

Clinton, MD Jeff Petersberger

Joel Burleson
Toledo, OH

Marshall, VA Lina Pineda

Robert Osborne
Hialeah, FL

Flatwoods, KY Mark Goraj

Springfield, MA
2nd PLACE

Evan Martz

Your choice or either Saltsburg, PA

a Pac-Man or Batter Up Rusty Obra

game cartridge. S. Plainfield, NJ

Joey Bueno Mike Ferrante

Miami, FL Williamstown, NJ

Adam Steele Graham McIntyre

Springfield, NJ Casselberry, FL

Damion Griffie Candy Cass

Washington, DC Deltona, FL

Jennifer Tecson Dan Brunette

Santa Ana, CA Howell, Ml

Stafford Woodley, Jr. Eugene King

Bronx, NY Flushing, NY

Fred Ocampo Todd Margarita

Santa Anna, CA Troy, Ml

Tim Morris Edgar Cabrera

Navarre, OH Valdosta, GA

Bradley Kruth Robert Cope
Pittsburgh, PA Placerville, CA

Jolene Morris Paul Dacanay

Navarre, OH Broomall, PA

Mark Glavin Tim McCarron

S. Weymouth, MA Amherst, NH

Brian Kelly Henry Lin

Knoxville, TN Titusville, FL

Trey Slay Cliff Davis

Seguin, TX Bellevue, NE

Roland Sanchez Andre Cunningham
Corpus Christi, TX Newark, NJ

Corey Wallace Devon Townsend

Vero Beach, FL Page, AZ

Stefan Slaght Mike Robinson

Virginia Beach, VA Bangar, ME
Ben Johnson James Carson

Huntsville, AL Falls Church, VA

Jared Gelderman Amy Chen

Coleman, SD Santa Monica, CA

Rick Redgrave Earnest Saulsberry, Jr.

Boca Raton, FL Kansas City, KS

Ralph Fleurinomd Jeremy Sqaudrille

N. Miami Beach, FL Maspeth, NY

Pete Newsom Tyrone Aquino

Farmington, ME Portland, OR

James Sampson, Jr. Lester Aquino

Baltimore, MD Portland, OR

Matt Morrison Nick Scott

Milwaukee, Wl Wichita, KS

Christopher Herman Nathan Park

Council Bluffs, IA Sumiton, AL

Derrick Byrd Celia Lewandowski

Winston-Salem, NC Valley City, OH

Josh Stuart Dave Falk

Toledo, OH Bay Minette, AL

Jason Pomerleau Jarrod Jensen

Augusta. ME Buena Park, CA

Hien Nguyen Erwin Pattugalan

Falls Church, VA Fontana, CA

Derek Lindahl Edward Eckard

Fairfax Sta., VA El Cajon, CA

Matt Hall Joseph LaSpina

Des Peres, MO Torrance, CA

Karen Witt Rodney Cartwright

Elyria, OH Upper Malbro, MD

Brian Witt Kenneth Kellam

Elyria, OH Sacramento, CA

Broderick Jones Jay Breitlow

Dallas, TX Wauwatosa, Wl

Jamie Samo Steven Lilley

Drexel Hill, PA Wylie, TX

Josh Bradford Kun-Uk Lee

Marblehead, MA Downey, CA

Benji Lunsford Pat Freeman, Jr.

Flatwoods, KY Oak Lawn, IL

Ajay Kulkami John Volk

Livingston, NJ Hanover, PA

Rick Lorette Kyle Anderson

International Falls, MN Corkey, OH

Aaron Reiss Isaiah Steinke

Davenport, IA Big Stone, SD

Michael Buffington James Nool

Mt. Prospect, IL Brooklyn, NY

Zachariah Gardner Vincent Cham

Pickens, SC Rushing, NY

4th PLACE Gary Bachmann

Quartz Hill, CA
Mark Rodriguez

Bronx, NY Patrick Bourkuin

Hawthorne, CA
John Mortenson

Tucson, AZ

Kevin Hofstetter

Shreve, OH

Michael Wood

Carlos Ruiz

Seattle, WA
Pedro Cancel

Lakewood, NJ

Clemmons, NC Louie Provost

Chester, ID
David Delphia

White Lake, Ml

Robert Jones

Cumberland, MD

Matthew Requa

Binghampton, NY

Brian Towne

Chinle, AZ

Steven Glowczewski

Brighton Twp., Ml

Bobby Stenger

Troy, Ml

Marc Lindberg Chuckie Campbell

Oak Lawn, IL Pemberton, NJ

Ty Huynh Jai Tatum

San Pablo, CA Orleans, MA

Matthew Min Christopher Washington

La Crescenta, CA Baltimore, MD

Brian Wood Richard Judy

Lanham, MD Summerville, SC

Melissa Brown Dale Mayer

San Francisco, CA Huntsville, AL

Hogan Kim Noel Villegas

North Hills, NY Floral Park, NY

Todd Wilson Joaquim Dentz

Lloyd, Sask. Cottonwood, AZ

Lu Chana Wyvette Nicolas Lutz

Los Angeles, CA Montreal, Quebec

Ryan Hale Mark Rogoyski

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia Ulster Park, NY

Brian McNeil Jermaine Hanks

Klamath Falls, OR Chicago, IL

Hamilton Espinosa Michael Bradley

Greenfield, Wl Valdosta, GA

Arturo Diaz Walt Bryant

Chicago, IL Chuluota, FL

Marco Perez Matt Bunting

Forest Hills, NY Methven, MA

Danny Van Wagner Michael Coderre

Sparr, FL Brockton, MA

Ted Miller Eric Staley

Lincon, NE Modesto, CA

Keith Mustin Yuan Jiang

Cincinnatti, OH Mincie, IN

Chad Aylor Patrick Casey

California, KY London, Ontario

Joellene Aylor Ezra Velazquez

California, KY Bronx, NY

Erik Lamp! Jason Turka

Mechanicsburg, PA Pittsburgh, PA

Randy Khounnoraj Boyd Smith
'

Winnipeg, Maintoba Elmendorf AFB, AK

Yu Jin Yi Gabe Smith

Torrance, CA Elmendorf AFB, AK

Jonathan Morris Joel Trakimowicz

Old Bridge, NJ Whiting, NJ

Nathan Stripling Stephen Stewart

Miami, FL Diamond Bar, CA

Jose Rojas Adam Fortney

Los Angeles, CA Owensboro, KY

Rosie Eugenio Rashard Marshall

Union City, CA Inglewood, CA

Ryan Pressley Bill Banks

Wayland, MA San Ramon, CA

Joe Lewandowski Dennis Meixner

Valley City, OH Williams, MN

Ramon Hernandez Elizbeth Powell

Royal Oak, Ml Palm Bay, FL

Tony Holmes Jarrod Hill

Clarksville, TN Birmingham, AL

Don-Maurice James

Brookhaven, MS

Rey Tecson II

Santa Ana, CA

Hugh Johnson

San Antonio, TX
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Advertisement

(Nintendo)

S NES
GAME BOY

GENESIS
•V Please help us to send you

the information about $5.00
per game right away.

V Enclose $1 .00 for shipping
and handling.

V We will include $2.00 coupon
for your 1st order.

‘f-

jf'J Storlanddub"
4300 Evergreen Lane, Suite 307

Annandale, VA 22003 (703) 642-0613

Most ordes will be shipped within 12 hours.

Gel the Savings Today!

City _

. Zip _

Phone ( ) _

Indicate systems you own

Nintendo Turbo Grafx Game Boy

Genesis— Other

4300 Evergreen Lane

rTCLl J Suite 307

gy gggaSLal Annandale, V* 22003

1 (818 ) 446-6002
To order, Call our Toll Free Number

3E (g| (800) 333-TREK

Latest Releases from Japan & HKG

OL

Am
CD nom —

-V
Super Nintendo -

E232L

/71EGIV DRIVE

GAME BOY •

(NinTendol

-500s

-400s

350s

-250Q

-200e

1509

140s

130s

•100a

-90s

-809

The Hottest Prices

Anywhere!

66 W. Las Tunas Dr., Arcadia, Ca. 91007

OPEN DAILY 12:00 PM - 8:00 PM PST

Dealer/Wholesale inquires welcomed

(818) 446-6002 / Fax: (8 1 8) 446-67 1

3

1 (800) 333-TREK (8735)

Advertiser Index
Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. 27

American Gladiators 127

117,135

American Softworks Corp... 80, 81

ASCII 83, 93

Bullet-Proof 13

99,101

60, 61

47

DTMC 97

48, 49

32, 33

107

134

Hudson Soft USA, Inc 77

Irem 79

JVC, Inc 119

Konami 4th cover, 11 ,18,19,111

LJN 29, 31

Namco 37

Nuby 5

113,115

125

41

103

6,

7

85, 87

Software Toolworks 108,109

134

SunSoft 21

43, 45

Tecmo 55

Tengen 57

2,

3

136
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PROJECT doom

Official

"Nintendo,

Seal of QualityIS GAME IS LICENSED

BY NINTENDO"

FOR PLAY ON THE

CNintendo)

Blast, whip, and bomb
action!

A storyline to keep
to the action.

you plastered

SHOOT TO THR

i';

M L

Vice officer Quinn Hart is on an assignment unlike anything he’s ever seen! Weird

bodies are turning up dead, top secret weaponry is missing, and organized crime is

at an all time high. But Hart’s up against something more than the Mob, street gangs,

or even hostile terrorists.

A new force has risen and Hart finds himself plunged into a conspiracy of terror!!

»M. American Sammy Corporation
2421 205th St., Suite D-104, Torrance, CA 90501

« PHONE: (213) 320-7167 • GAME TIPS: (213) 320-7362

SAMMY™, VICE: THE PROJECT DOOM™
are trademarks of American Sammy Corporation.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment Systems® are

registered trademards of Nintendo of America, Inc.



THExCONTROLLER THAT THINKS

Mrimk repeat

Armed and Dangerous
The Triton Pad™ sends Nintendo®

nuclear and Sega® supersonic. You hold

the ultimate power with this high-tech

controller that allows you to customize

combinations of moves, then release a

blitzkrieg of force with a single touch of

a button.

Shrink Time
The Triton Pad’s Shrink button gives

you power over time. Replay your pro-

grammed maneuvers at program, turbo

or super turbo speeds, giving you the

advantage to outsmart oncoming ene-

mies and bosses.

"A great idea! A very clever, very
innovative controller!" Game Player’s Magazine

Program Rad Maneuvers
Two programmable triggers let you

combine and play up to nine maneuvers

on each. You program the moves and

the sequence, then save them to be used

at your command.

Repeal Offense

Use the repeat feature to create an end-

less cycle of programmed moves. With

one touch of a button your Triton Pad

will continuously repeat your program-

med maneuvers in a never-ending cycle

of conquest.

Control the Ultimate Forte

Join forces with The Triton Pad by

using the hold feature. You can play

your own moves while The Triton Pad

repeats programmed maneuvers. You

are the Ultimate Force.

Adaptive Rapid Fire

You have total freedom to select your

own rapid Fire moves with a program-

mable rapid Fire feature.

Whip the competition, climb to the

highest levels, and join forces with The

Triton Pad!

Triton Toys, Inc. • P.0. Box 41157 • San Jose, CA. 95160 • 800-354-TOYS
Triton Pad is designed based on patent pending TRITOYS ,u technology. NES

Sega is a registered trademark of Sega of America. Inc. Triton Pad. II



MegaMan4.
LheNothing Before

New Enemies like Dr. Cossack. "Cruel!"

New Weapons like the Mega Buster. "Devastating!

New Robots like Toad
Man and Skull Man.
Gnarly!" Devices like

Balloon adapters and
Grappling hooks. "Handy!"

Get Mega Man 4—
The rest were just

warm-ups. Really!

(Nintendo)



*V KONAM

i

PAYNOAtTENTJON
TO THE AD,

below/

Buster needs yourtielpto
save Babs from Montana Max

BEFORE ITS TOO LATE.
Acme Acres is in trouble to the max. That

bratty billionaire has captured Babs Bunny. So
Buster’s got to get hopping on a wild rescue romp!

Luckily he’s got the help of his kooky pals

Dizzy Devil, Furrball and Plucky Duck. And how!
Dizzy Devil spins himself silly to break through
rock solid walls. Furrball climbs straight up walls.

And Plucky swims and glides through the air like

a. . .duck. Along with Buster’s powerful bounce,
Monty will be toast!

Maybe. Six hairy scary levels show you a

gazillion ways that Monty will try to trip you up.

He’s hired a gang of goofballs gone bad to greet

you, like the ever clever Roderick Rat, iron-

pumping Arnold the Pitbull and hug-happy
Elmyra. If that weren’t enough, you’ve

got to beat the clock as you struggle

through haunted forests, creepy
pirate ships, secret chambers and
finally Monty’s Mansion.

The Toonsters need your help

|

now. So “Toon’’ up your NES™ and lei

Montana Max know who’s boss!



Jet Set Radio

Our goal is to preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by, before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible.

Starting with the original writers and editors,

to all the people involved in acquiring and

digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out,

in whichever way possible.

Either by donating magazines, scanning,

editing or helping in the distribution,

visit us at www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving magazines

which are at least 5 years out of print.

We have no desire, nor intent to profit

from these scans in any way.

So please,

if you come across people trying

to sell these releases.

PO NOT SUPPORT THEM!

THANK YOU

RET 0/*\AC
BE1 OWVC


